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to kick offholiday season

Cub scout olympics
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By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Stott Writer

MURRAY. KY

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
MOSCOW — Two of Mikhail S. Gorbachev's economics
advisers have broken with him
and are echoing the liberal
opposition in calling the Soviet
leader's plan for converting to a
market economy seriously
flawed and inflationary. Nikolai
Petrakov, Stanislav Shatalin and
11 other economists warn in a
letter that Gorbachev's plan,
adopted Oct. 19 by the legislature, will raise the budget deficit
and disrupt economic links
among the 15 Soviet republics.

SPORTS
LOS ANGELES — Mike
Hill fired an 8-under-par 63 for
a one-stroke victory over Gary
Player in the Pacific Senior
Classic. Hill finished with a
12-under 201 total on the
6,307-yard, par-71 Rancho Park
course. It was Hill's fourth victory of the year and the $75,000
winner's share increased his
season earnings to $680,000.

BUSINESS
NEW YORK — Pan Am
Corp. said its third-quarter losses increased by 62 percent,
reflecting sharply higher fuel
costs brought on by the Persian
Gulf crisis. The ailing airline
reported Friday it lost $29.1
million, or 19 cents per share,
for the quarter, compared with a
loss a year earlier of $18 million, or 12 cents a share.

FORECAST
Tonight: Mostly cloudy and
cold. Low 35 to 40. Northwest
wind 5 to 10 mph.
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Sports
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Tithes by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Kentucky are expected to come to
Murray Sunday for the open house,
Burgess said, due to promotions
throughout the Jackson Purchase.
Many businesses not traditionally open on Sunday will open their
doors for the event as well,

Despite a slumping economy and
apprehension over rising fuel
prices, Christmas sales in the Murray area are expected to be better
than last year, according to at least
(Cont'd on page 2)
one city merchant.
Murray will kick off the Christmas shopping season Sunday with
a Christmas Open House sponsored
by the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce through its
retail promotions committee.
The event will coordinate area
businesses who will introduce
Christmas merchandise and offer
refreshments, door prizes and gifts
of all sorts, according to committee
McCONNELL
SLOANE
chairman Rick Burgess.
Burgess said that today's economy might mean a lift for local
merchants despite somewhat sluggish nationwide holiday sales so far
this year.
"With the economy like it is, I
feel that local residents will stay in
Murray to do their holiday shopping and other western Kentucky By MARK R. CHELLGREN
residents will come to Murra) Ass2ciated Press Writer
instead of driving to Nashville or
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The mesPaducah," Burgess said.
High gas prices may work' in sages from the two candidates in
businesses' favor as residents this year's U.S. Senate race are
won't be so quick to leave Murray clear.
From incumbent Republican Sen.
to do their shopping this year, he
said.
Residents from all over western (Cont'd on page 2)

Kentucky Senate
candidates hone
messages in days
before election

STATE
LOUISVILLE — Kentucky
regulators knew for months that
a health insurer was broke, but
they allowed millions of dollars
in medical bills to pile up before
shutting down the health plan.
newspaper reported Sunday.

50-CENTS

Area cub scout packs held their annual Cub Scout Olympks at Murray Middle School Saturday. Over 200
cub scouts competed in events such as the long jump, basketball shoot, football throw, soccer kick, and
relay. Gold, silver and bronze medals were given to the top three winners in each age group. Pictured
above, Corey Lewis from Pack 37 (Den 2) competes in the long jump. In back is Kenneth Tidwell, who is
keeping score of the jumps. Measuring the jumps are Jim Best at left and Heather Scott, a member of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Medical Explorers Post 803 which coordinated the day-long event.

Iraq takes belligerent line: Baker visits U.S. troops
By JOCELYN NOVECK
Associated Press Writer

Secretary of State James A. Baker III met today with the exiled
emir of Kuwait, launching a round
of consultations with allies in the
Persian Gulf crisis after giving a
needed pep talk to front-line U.S.
troops.
The meeting in the Saudi mountain resort of Tail came a day after
Iraq shifted yet again from conciliation to confrontation, insisting it
would go to war before giving up
Kuwait.

Baker was received warmly in
the Saudi Arabian desert on Sunday, but some of the soldiers
expressed frustration.
"I'm ready to go home," one
female sergeant told reporters.
"I'm tired of eating this dirt. I'm
tired of drinking hot water."
The secretary of state told the
troops he understood that "this is a
long way from home," but added:
"I think that Americans are home
wherever our principles are. And
that's really what this crisis is all
about."
In Taif today, the Kuwaiti emir,

Former Murray student
in Saudi Arabia receives
letter from local writer
By MARY LAYTON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Perhaps it was a coincidence —
one chance in 200,000.
When Matt Swift, a seventh
grader at Murray Middle School,
wrote a letter to a soldier stationed
in Saudi Arabia, he never imagined
that it would be read and answered

Sheik Jaber al-Ahmed al-Sabah,
urged that his country be liberated
"today and before tomorrow."
"What I would like to see is the
liberation of Kuwait as soon as
possible," he told reporters in
response to a question.
Baker is on a week-long trip to
sound out allies on strategy. His
itinerary includes Egypt, Turkey,
Moscow, Paris and London. He
was to meet later today with King
Fahd in the city of Jiddah.
On Sunday, four American exhostages were on their way home a
day after being freed, and fifteen

Europeans arrived in Jordan after
being released by the Iraqis.
They were among thousands of
foreigners trapped in Iraq and
Kuwait when Saddam Hussein's
troops took over the emirate on
Aug. 2.
Former West German Chancellor
Willy Brandt was expected in
Baghdad today on a controversial
mission to win the release of German hostages. The British government has criticized the trip.
In a similar trip, Yasuhiro Nakasone, the former Japanese prime
minister, sought the release of

Japanese hostages in a meeting
with Saddam on Sunday. Belgium's
foreign minister complained that
efforts by individual nations to win
their citizens' freedom are eroding
unity against Iraq.
"Saddam is creating this royal
court of all sorts of Western pilgrims who visit him to obtain the
release of hostages," the minister,
Mark Eyskens, said in a TV interview in Brussels.
Belgium requested a special
European Community meeting on
(Cont'd on page 2)

Volunteering

by a former Murray Middle School
and High School student, George
Moore.
"If it was pure chance, then it
restores one's faith in miracles,"
Roy Weatherly, Middle School
principal, said. "Or maybe the CIA
has a big computer and they picked
,•

(Cont'd on page 2)

55-year-old grandmother
trains for duty in Gulf
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. —
Phyllis Marvin's grandchildren get
a kick out of telling people their
"grandmother wears combat
boots." And the three grandchildren of this 55-year-old Colorado
Springs woman aren't joking.
She has been undergoing survival training at Fort Campbell in
preparation for departure to Saudi
Arabia, where she'll serve as a Red
Cross manager.

"I volunteered to go," said Ms.
Marvin, decked out in desert
fatigues and speaking during a
break in chemical warfare training
in a wooded section of the base.
"This is my job. and I'm looking
forward to it.''
Ms. Marvin is among hundreds
of people at Fort Campbell who are
being trained for life and survival
in the rugged climate of Saudi
Arabia and the possibility of war.
(Cont'd on page 2)

r
Murray State University students Chantal Weekman and Mark Wallace were among the volunteers who
Saturday morfting working on a project of the Murray-Calloway County chapter of Habitat for
Humanity, an organization which builds houses for needy fkmilies. Dr. David Roos, chairman of the board
of directors for the organization, said that he hopes the building will be finished before Christmas so that
a family may move in this home, which is located in Lynnwood Subdivision. Roos said that Habitat for
'Humanity will have another work session for volunteers to work on the house next Saturday morning.
Spent
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Ham & bean dinner

Candidates...

•

The Murray Civitan Club held a ham & beans dinner Saturday at Rudy's Restaurant to raise money for
its continued support of local programs dealing with mentally and physically handicapped persons at the
W.A.T.C.H. Center and in special education classes in Murray and Calloway County school systems. Pictured above, Civitan President Rowena Emerson (right) hands a ham & bean dinner to Adeline Wilson, a
club member helping out at the dinner. Also pictured are Hoyt Roberts, civitan club member (left), and
Prentice Dunn, ham & beans chairman.

Grandmother...
(Cont'd from page 1)
A divorced mother of four children, Ms. Marvin has three young
grandchildren.
"My youngest child is 22 years
old and still at home and all the
children think my going is exciting," she said.
Ms. Marvin will be working in
the Red Cross rapid communications system, that serves as a link
between soldiers in Saudi Arabia
and their families in the United
States.
"We will be doing the same
thing we do here, just taking ,the
Red Cross to the soldiers," she
said.
There hat been no official word
on how long she will remain at
Fort Campbell before shipping out
or how long she will be in Saudi
Arabia, Ms. Marvin said.
As an assistant station manager,
she will be handling such things as
requests for emergency leaves and
loans, she said. Although she will
be close to potential danger, she

said she doesn't have any second
thoughts.
"I know the possibilities, but
I'm a Christian and go looking forward to it and with faith that things
will be fine," she said.
"Already I've had the soldiers
tell me they're glad the Red Cross
is with them (providing) a link
with home, and that makes me feel
good," Ms. Marvin said.
She's no stranger to the military.
Two of her relatives are in the Air
Force and her ex-husband served in
Vietnam.
"My husband was stationed in
Vietnam when one of our children
was born and he was contacted
through the Red Cross," she said.
When her youngest child reached
kindergarten age, she started working as a Red Cross volunteer. "I've
been with them ever since," Ms.
Marvin said.
In addition to the current training, she also has taken part in two
previous Marine exercises. And
although it's not grandma's cooking, she added that she doesn't
mind the military's packaged field
meals — called Meals Ready to
Eat.

Read the want-ids daily

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Iraq•.•
(Cont'd from page 1)
the matter on Tuesday or
Wednesday.
Baghdad, which has alternated
between offering peace initiatives
and issuing bellicose warnings to
the West, chose a hard line on
Sunday.
"Iraq is not going to negotiate
on Kuwait," Information Minister
Latif Jassim told a news conference
in Baghdad. "We are going to
defend our 19th province on any
condition, even if we have to fight
a dangerous war."
Iraq also said it was recalling an
unspecified number of retired army
officers to active duty.
About 300,000 troops in the
U.S.-led multinational force have
gathered in Saudi Arabia to counter
an estimated 430,000 Iraqi soldiers
in Kuwait and southern Iraq.
Reports have suggested Baker is
trying to fix a date for an attack on
Iraq, or determine which allies
could be counted on to join in an
offensive if the U.N.-ordered
embargo on trade with Iraq fails to
force Saddam out of Kuwait.
A military move "is one of the
options responsible governments
have to study," a U.S. official in
Saudi Arabia said Sunday night.
Visiting the U.S. troops on Sunday, Baker said it was hard to say
whether they would be called into
combat.
The New York Times reported
today that thousands of combat
troops from the reserves will be
called up to join U.S. forces in the
Persian Gulf. More that 34,000
reservists have already been mobilized to perform support roles.
The reservists, who could be in
the gulf early next year, will be
among as many as 100,000 additional troops the Pentagon says it
will send to the region in coming
weeks, the newspaper said, citing
unidentified Pentagon officials.

Open House...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Burgess said.
Each business will be responsible for open house activities, he
said, and many will offer sales, discounts and other bargains.

(Cont'd from page 1)
Mitch McConnell, the theme is:
"I'm doing a good job, just look at
the endorsements I have received."
For Democratic challenger
Harvey Sloane, the message is
more blunt — "Throw the rascals
out."
The messages were delivered in
person Sunday as the candidates
hopscotched the state hoping to
sway what appears to be a large
bloc of undecided voters by
Tuesday.
"People are looking for guidance," McConnell said during a
stroll through a Paducah mall.
McConnell says direction can be
found from the disparate groups
that have endorsed his re-election.
They range from the Kentucky
Hospital Association to the Kentucky Vegetable Growers Association and nearly 30 newspapers.
Sloane delivered his message at
a Democratic get-out-the-vote rally
in Lexington. "People are looking
for a change and we're going to see
that change on Tuesday," he said.
The race apparently is tightening
in its final days and both candidates say they expect a close finish.
While Sloane touts unspecified
polls to proclaim he has caught
McConnell, the incumbent Sunday
trotted out his own data to show he
maintains a comfortable lead.
But all available materials point
to a very large segment of voters
who are waiting until the last
moment to make their choices.
There remains a palpable lack of
interest in the race.
As one Democratic state legislator said, "If none of the above was
on the ticket, it'd win by a
landslide."
But Sloane was not deterred and
kept his upbeat theme.
"The question is, whose side are
you on?" Sloane asked throughout
his address. "Are you on the side
of the rich and special interests or
are you on the side of the working
people of Kentucky?"
McConnell did nothing to run
from his incumbency. His experience has earned praise from disinterested parties, McConnell said.
"We've been through the whole
campaign and people are sitting in
their chairs and saying,'How am I
going to make my decision?' and
I'm saying, 'Look at who's endorsing whom,' " McConnell said.
Sloane, who is in his third race
for statewide office, has also tried
to play the role of outsider during
this campaign.
"We need to clean up the mess
in Washington," he said. "We
need to throw the scoundrels out."
Sloane said he has been on the
correct side of issues such as health
care, the environment and youth
issues long before McConnell.
"It's too late for any death-bed
conversion for this fellow," Sloane
said.
"It's a very fluid environment
out there. There are a lot of unclecideds out there," Sloane said.
McConnell believes he has an
answer. "I think at this stage of the
game, it's important to see who's
for whom."

Stolen car found
destroyed in Henry
County Saturday
The Murray Police Department
is investigating the theft and burning of a motor vehicle overnight
Friday, according to a report
A red 1984 Chevrolet Camero
Z-28 was reportedly stolen from
Ed's Used Cars located on S. 3rd
Street sometime Friday night and
later discovered totally destroyed
by fire in Henry County by a Tennessee State Police officer, according to reports.
Anyone with information about
the theft or burning is urged to the
call the Detective Division of the
Murray Police Department.
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Head-on collision
injures 6 Sunday
near Paducah

Former...

(Cont'd from page 1)
up the Murray zipcode. If they did
that, it shows the government realSix area residents were injured
ly cares. It shows that the men
following a two-car collision, Sun- aren't just nameless soldiers in the
day night, according to reports.
desert."
Billy Workman, 22, of Paducah,
Swift was among 52 seventh and
and two passengers in his car, Car- eighth grade students in Audrey
rie Davenport, 19, of Reidland
Brown's English classes who wrote
Road, and Richard Krone, 26, of letters to soldiers stationed in the
Paducah, were injured after Work- Middle East as part of a class writman's vehicle struck another vehi- ing project.
cle head-on driven by Linda DawIronically, the letters had been
son, 40, of Baldwell, around 5:45 written to soldiers in the 101st Airp.m. about 10 miles east of Padu- borne Division at Fort Campbell,
cah at the intersection of U.S. 62 but apparently they were routed to
and Kentucky 286, police said.
Moore's division because the 101st
Itassengers in the Dawson vehi- had received so many letters.
cle included Bill Walker, 52, and
According to Moore's father, Dr.
Bradley Dawson, 12, both of Bald- Charles Moore, a retired psycholowell, according to police.
gy professor at Murray State UniWorkman's car was eastbound
versity, Moore serves as a "specialon Kentucky 268 when it struck ist" in the Army. Charles Moore
Dawson's car which was west- said that his son cannot disclose
bound on U.S. 62, according to any more information about his
reports.
military duties.
McCracken County authorities
Moore's father did not believe
reportedly removed a liquor bottle that his son received Swift's letter
and beer cans from Workman's car by coincidence. He felt that the
and charges may be pending police government had intentially
directed
said.
the letter to his 'son.
Davenport was listed in critical
He described the Persian ()Ulf
condition following the accident at crisis as similar to World War 2.
Lourdes Hospital where Linda "It's different from Nam and KoreDawson, Walker, Krone and Work- a. It's like World War 2.
There's a
man were all listed in stable condi- lot more contact being
made (to the
tion, according to reports.
soldiers) by civilians."
Bradley Dawson was treated and
Swift received Moore's letter
released, according to reports.
two weeks ago, but did not show it
to his English teacher until Friday.
"I was ,ezlly amazed," Brown
Traffic stop leads
said. "It's quite a coincidence rut
letter went half way around the
to arrest of Texas the
world to end up in the hands of
someone who has walked the same
man Sunday
halls and received an education in
A routine traffic stop Sunday the same classrooms."
lead to the arrest of an Amarillo,
Swift, who was very excited
Texas man on probation violation about receiving Moore's letter, said
charges, according to a report from he has already written Moore back
the Murray Police Department.
a second letter, telling him about
Larry Calvin McPherson, 22, of Murray High School's football
6206 Hyde Parkway, Amarillo, was team.
arrested and charged on an out-ofA 1984 MHS graduate, Moore
state warrant of probation violation turns 25 years old this month. He
after he was reportedly stopped for has been in the Army for almost
a traffic violation around 11:30 four years and was scheduled to be
p.m., police said.
discharged in January.
He was lodged in the Calloway
Moore told Swift in his letter
County Jail and is awaiting extradi- that Saudi Arabia "isn't too bad.
tion to authorities of the Randall The All Mighty gives us the ability
County, Texas Sheriff's Depart- to survive and have incredible fun
ment, police said.
in the (almost) worst conditions.
As long as men have food, water
and some kind of ball-,-therhave
fun."

night

Mattress fire
reported at MCCH
Sunday night

The Murray Fire Department
responded to a mattress fire at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Sunday night, according to a
department spokesperson.
The fire, which was doused upon
arrived, occurred in a room on the
third floor of the hospital around
8:43 p.m., according to reports.
Firemen removed the mattress
and used fans to clear smoke from
the building, according to reports.

Benton resident
injured after
high-speed chase
Kenneth Wadsworth, 36, of Benton, was listed in satisfactory condition at Western Baptist Hospital
after he crashed trying to elude
Kentucky State Police officers,
according to reports.
Wadsworth was charged with
first degree wanton endangerment,
speeding, DUI, driving on suspended license, attempting to elude
police and disregarding a stop sign
following a chase which began
around 2:04 p.m. on 1-24, according to reports.
The chase ended about one mile
south to Tatumsville when Wadsworth lost control of his vehicle
which left the road and rolled over
twice, according to reports.

Police investigating
theft of stereo items
from vehicle Sunday
The Murray Police Department
is investigating the theft of stereo
equipment from a vehicle over the
weekend, according to a report.
Jeff W. Holmes, 503 S. 7th
Street, Murray, reported the theft
of a cassette stereo, amplifiers,
speakers and a large number of
cassettes from his vehicle while it
was parked in the parking lot of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
Sunday night, police said.
Entry was made to the vehicle by
prying open the rear sliding window, police said.

Food
Bar
so Og

Sheriffs Dept. is
Investigating theft
of telephone items
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department is investigating the
theft of telephone equipment from
a construction site trailer at East
Elementary School over the
weekend, according to a report
A trailer owned by Bill Adams
Construction was broken into and a
$850 Uniden portable telephone
and charger were taken, police
said.
Entry was made through a window of the trailer which was being
used as an office, police said.
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Grain truck mishap
Injures one Friday
A Dresden, Tenn. man was
slightly injured after the grain truck
he was driving overturned Friday,
according to a report from the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
Robert W. Ellis, Jr., 27, of Dresden, was treated and released at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
after the grain truck he was driving, loaded with grain, went out of
control and overturned on Kentucky 497 around 12:30 p.m. near
Anderson Shores, police said.
Police said Ellis lost control of
the loaded truck on a curve.

Theft of vehicle
investigated by
Sheriffs Dept.
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department is investigating the
theft of an automobile Saturday
night, according to reports.
Rita Mohundro reported the theft
of her 1985 Chevrolet Blazer
sometime Saturday night from her
home on Todd Road. police said.
The truck was valued at $8,000,
police said.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday
American Italian
Oriental

Seven
Seas

Hwy. 641 N.
753.4141
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The Calloway County High
School Laker Band received a
superior rating at the 1990 State
Marching Band Championships
Saturday, making it the third consecutive state festival superior
rating.
The band was the only KMEA
first district band to win a superior
rating. Only 25 of the 64 competing bands qualifying for state
earned the highest rating of five
possible ratings.
"The band relied on some super

By Abigail
Van Buren

You Can Make a Difference
If You're Registered to Vote
DEAR ABBY:lam writing to you be congratulated on a successful
because you can reach millions of marriage that lasted for 50 years.
people, and there are millions who Silence is golden, and so is this
need to be reached.Two-thirds ofthe anniverary, so give yourselves
voting population is not registered an anniversary gift — your
to vote! Please, Abby, help reach golden silence.
those people. It is so important for
As for those personal letters
everyone to get involved and to be to your three children "explainaware of what is going on in our ing the situation" — destroy
country.
them.Your very wise pastor gave
With November elections right you sound advice when he said,
around the- corner, this would be a "Some things are better left ungreat time to make a plea to the said."
majority who are not registered and
are, therefore, not voting. Think of
the difference they could make.
WENDY NELSON,
DEAR ABBY: This is for "Had
NORTHGLENN,COLO. Enough in Wisconsin," whose husband of 40 years always introduces
DEAR WENDY:I wish you had her with,"Meet my wife—but please
written sooner, because even don't laugh."
though the deadline for voter
You may get through to this inregistration varies from state to sensitive clod by introducing him in
state, it's already too late to reg- the following manner: "Meet my
ister to vote in tomorrow's elec- husband — but please don't laugh;
tions.
he was much better looking when I
According to the League of married him."
Women Voters,two-thirds of the
If you print this, please don't use
voting population is registered my name. Sign me ...
to vote — but a very important
ASSERTIVE IN TEXAS
one-third is not.
Susan Lederman,president of
the league, says: "A huge number of registered voters change
their place of residence each
"How to Be Popular" is an excellent
year, which means they must re- guide to becoming a better
conregister before they are eligible versationalist and a more attractive
to vote. Many of them postpone person. To order, send a long, businessor forget to re-register. Finding size, self-addressed envelope, plus check
moneS'order for $3.95 44.50 in Canada)
out how to register is as easy as or
to: Dear Abby, Popularity Booklet, P.O.
calling your local election board, Box 447,Mount Morris,111.61054.1Post
age
listed in the telephonedirectory is included.)
under 'City Hall.'
Readers, don't put it off another day.

DEAR ABBY: Nearly 50 years
ago, thy husband and I "had to" get
married. In order to save face with
our three children, we back-dated
our wedding date by three months.
We've had a good marriage and raised
three great kids and now have 10
grandchildren.
Our _children want to give us a
-ffce-Tamily celebratibn, which we
will graciously accept. My husband
feels guilty about the date, and I say
telling them the truth now would
really upset everyone, so we should
just leave things as they are.
Our pastor says, "Forget it and
stick with the date you originally
told them, as it is not a major lie.
Then he added, "Some things are
better left unsaid."
I have written a letter to each of
our children,to be opened after I die,
explaining the situation, trusting
they will understand.
May we please have your opinion?
FIFTY YEARS LATE
DEAR FIFTY YEARS LATE: I
vote with your pastor.You are to

National
Educational
Support
Personnel
Day
Wednesday,
November 14
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The Murray High School Band
ended its marching season at the
Kentucky Music Educators Association in Richmond Saturday.
The band rated ninth place Class
A band in the state out of about 40
bands competing in that class.
"The band performed their best
show of the year this weekend,"
director John Stroube said. "They
are proud of their accomplishment
and rightly so."
Besides its most recent rating,
the band won the following awards
during the 1990 marching season:
Second place band, first place
percussion, Trigg County Marching

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Beef, Fried Clikken,
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets
Plus ell the fixIn's
and dessert bar.

Band Contest; first place band,
Marshall County High School
"Starfest 1990"; second place band,
Murray State University "Festival
of Champions"; first place band,
first place guard, superior rating,
Heath High School "March for the
Gold" and first place band, first
place percussion, first place guard,
first place drum major, superior
rating, Todd County Central High
School "Festival of Bands."

liCKLE tiP

efforts by sophomores and freshmen because they make up most of
our membership percentage wise,"
director Fred Ashby said. "The
senior and junior classes have provided great leadership and have
been positive examples to thost
younger musicians.."
Ashby marked the performance
at state the best of the ,year.
The Laker Band will perform at
All District Auditions, a December
winter concert and the Murray
Christmas Parade.

Erlagy tagni Buffet

Pictured are Murray High School seniors from left, Laquincy Ballard,
Lori Helmich, Kathy Stockton and Chris Tucker surrounded by the
trophies and plaques brought home by the band this year.

MHS Band ends season with honors
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Murray

753-0045

30" SELF-CLEANING
ELECTRIC RANGE
*Mts.
Electronic Clock
with
touch controls

Supercoil elements
• Electronic clock/thermostat
• Black glass oven door-and
lower panel
• Litt-up, spill-catching cook
top
• Lighted oven window
38-42T XW

Sgt. Jamie L. Loy has been
decorated with the Army achievement Medal.
The medal is awarded to soldiers
for meritorious service, acts of
courage, or other outstanding
accomplishments.
Loy is a cavalry scout at Warner
Barracks, Germany.
He is the son of Dianne Rose
and stepson of Allan Rose of Rural
Route 1, Murray, Ky.
His father is Dale V. Loy of
1447 Harpst St., Ann Arbor, Mich.

IvMagic Chef'

Underwood Appliance
Village shopping Center
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

Hwy. 641 North
759-1505

THANK YOU!

An in-depth automotive air conditioning and
heating service and repair performed by Kevin
Lamb, service technician.
--Total Car Care From Tune-Ups To Major Overhauls--

Cunningham Auto Repair
619 S. 4th Street

502-753-6831

WHAT YOU DO
IN THIS VOTING BOOTH
ON NOVEMBER G!'!.

Tom and Frankie Spain

Tom anil I are so grateful for the warmth and hospitality
you've shown us during his campaign for Justice on the
Kentucky Supreme Court.

.t.ikkomMtf*

Ours is a big district—covering 23 Western Kentucky
counties—yet from Hickman to Sebree, from Marion to
Providence. we two Madisonvillians have felt right at
home.
You've been so kind to my husband and me already:
please do one more thing. On Tuesday, November 6, vote
for Tom Spain—for Justice.

Frances "Frankie" Spain

May Well Be The Single Most
Important Contribution
You've Ever Made To Your Church

95

Piace Ain't Fancy but Sho is coon Fond

Service
Notes

A NEW SERVICE FOR YOU

PAGE 3

SPAIN
1FOR JUST ICE
KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT
Pad For By

The Committee To Elect Judge Thomas B Spain Justice.
Larry E Wilson, CPA, Treasurer
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Letters to the Editor

Tax dollars
for the 'hot and horny'

Reader opposes rate hike
by Murray Transit Authority
Dear Editor,
The Murray-Calloway Transit
Authority is supposed to provide a
non-profit service for the people of
Murray and Calloway County at a
affordable price. I believe that was
the intent when this service was
begun, but it seems that things
have changed. Why? At this point
and time the Murray-Calloway
Transit Authority is not a reliable
source of transportation out in the
county unless it's an emergency
type of situation. There are times
that people in the county have
called a day in advance and could
not get transportation to town at
any time during the day that it was
requested. Why? Citizens of Murray and Calloway County if you
think that is bad, well the worst is
yet to come. As of Dec. 1, your bus
fares will rise astronomically out of
sight. It will be a dark day for the
people that rely on the MurrayCalloway Transit Authority for
transportation. They have cut the
county up into four zones. The
price for a fare in Zone #1 and #2
have been doubled from SI to $2
and $2 to $4 and God,forbid if you
live in Zone 03 and 44 your rates
have been raised from $2 to $6 and
$2 to $8 and that's based on oneway service. If you live in Zone #4,
it will cost you $16 for a round
trip. I think that is a ridiculous
price to ask people that you are
supposed to serve. I can't imagine
what the board members were
thinking about when they came up
with those numbers. Sixteen dollars
a round trip? No way, Jose. The
sad part of this is that most of the

41,

people that the Murray-Calloway
Transit Authority serves can't drive
or are physically unable to drive or
can't afford a car. Some are on a
fixed or low income and for these
people it may be their only source
of transportation. The bottom line
is that they just can't afford this
raise in the bus fare. Not only is
the Murray-Calloway Transit
Authority going to price the poor
people of Murray and Calloway
County out of transportation, but
they are pricing the drivers out of a
j3b. Yes, I understand that they are
facing a increase in cost of gasoline, insurance, parts and labor and
a reduction of Federal funds, but I
don't think that this big of an
increase is justifiable.
In closing, I would like to say
that I. hope that someone sees the
light and rectifies the problem
before it is to rate.
Sincerely,
Sonny Tucker
Rt. #2 Box 338-A
Murray, Ky. 42071
Editors Note: There has been no
increase in fares since it began in
1980. In the past ten years and particularly in recent months gas costs
have increased, an increase in the
minimum wage with another coming in 1991, insurance cost
increases, parts and labor going up
and all this coupled with a 30%
reduction in federal funds effective
in July 1991. They have held on
for ten years and now adjustment
must be made. These factors forced
the fare increase and they did what
they had to do to keep the transit
going.

Murray Lions Club urges residents
to participate in annual auction
Dear Editor,
It's the fall season and time for
Thanksgiving. Also, it's time for
the annual Murray Lions Club
Radio Auction. This year the auction will be on the evenings of
Nov. 6-8 from 6-9 p.m. on WSJP/
WBLN.
Last year we raised $7,000 and
this year we are shooting for
$8,000. One reason for this higher
goal is that we have taken on
another charity.
In addition to our long-standing
interest in sight conservation, we
are beginning a program to help
needy persons in Calloway County
who suffer from diabetes. This
dreaded disease affects milions
worldwide and many here at home.
Some of our friends and neighbors
cannot afford the medical diagnosis
and treatment necessary to identify

and stem the effects of this potentially fatal illness.
The Murray Lions Club wants to
help by providing funds for diagnosis and subsequent treatment in the
form of syringes, needles and insulin. This is why we need the support of all Calloway County during
our radio auction.
So, Calloway County, listen in
on 103.7 FM and 1130 AM on the
evenings of Nov. 6-8 from 6-9 p.m.
each night. You'll have some fun,
finds some great bargains and help
out many of our neighbors. Get
your Christmas shopping done early, help the Lion's Club, and help
Murray and Calloway County. Give
'til it helps. Thanks for the support.
Sincerely,
Tom Tompkins
Chairman, Auction Committee
Murray Lions Club

St. Leo's Church thanks
supporters of Oktoberfest
•

Dear Editor,
St Leo's Church recently held a
public Oktoberfest celebration
which was a huge success, due
largely- to the support of the community. We would like to thank all
those who came - it is always a
pleasure to visit with members of
this community and we do appreciate your support. There were also
many local businesses/business
people who generously donated
materials for our Oktoberfest auction. We,4ould like to publicly
thank the YOTTowing for their generosity: Kroger, Piggly Wiggly, Storey's Super Market, Owen's Food
Market, Pam's Cake Hut, WalMart, Twin Lakes, Holland Drugs,

Mary Ann Orr, Debbie D'Angelo,
Ellis Popcorn, Dumplin's, Mena
Fitts, Parker Ford LincolnMercury, Carolyn's Corner, Treas
Lumber, The Panhandler, Rolling
Hills Nursery, Shane Lee Inc., Pier
I, Holiday Inn, Cheri Theatres,
Shoney's, Fisher Price Toys, Coastal Gas Station, Dennison-Hunt,
Sirloin Stockade, William Van
Meter, Karen Balzer, Frank Morris,
Mary Gertzen, Murray Lumber,
Movie World, White Consolidated
Industries, R J. Brewbaker's and
Corvette Lanes.
Thank You.
Sincerely,
Kaye Kelly
Oktoberfest Chairperson
Murray, Ky. 42071

These are supposed to be in tight
budgetary times, but the Centers
for Disease Control in Atlanta have
found enough of our tax dollars to
underwrite a program for a
homosexual group called Black and
White Men Together (BWMT).
For the past three years, the
CDC has funneled more than
$600,000 to BWMT, including a
grant of $200,000 last year for
what the homosexually oriented
newspaper, The Washington Blade,
says are "Hot, Horny and Healthy"
workshops that feature "condom
races" in which participants see
how quickly they can fit a condom
over a dildo. This is supposed to
help fulfill the purpose of the
grant, which is to promote AIDS
prevention among minority men
who are gay or bisexual.
Volunteers who have what a
CDC project summary calls "special expertise in education and prevention within minority communities" assist the 26 BWMT chapters
around the country. The CDC
awarded a supplemental grant of
$180,000 to conduct a "knowledge,
belief and practice survey on the
test groups," but the centers won't
reveal the results without a written
request that must be approved by

‘'

BY Cal
Thomas
the proper officials.
Windell Bradford, who is in
charge of doling out these grants
for the CDC, tells me that BWMT
is eligible for additional funds in
the new budget. Bradford says that
review panels have been established to examine how the money
is spent and that among the considerations is,. whether the materials
and practices used are "explicit and
potentially offensive to the general
population."
That might usually call for a value judgment along the lines of the
"community standards" test used in
obscenity trials, but the law that is
supposed to regulate such expenditures is clear.
The fiscal 1990 Labor-Health
and Human Service Appropriations
Act says: "AIDS education prog-

Losing to
"Some 2,000 D.C. police officers in
riot gear lined the route, as did 800
U.S. Capitol Police officers and 325
U.S. Park Police. All 4,750 District
officers were put on call for the
march, which D.C. Police Chief Isaac
Fulwood Jr. said had cost the city
$800,000."
Thus does The Washington Post
describe the mighty force assembled
Sunday for the great march up Constitution Avenue by the "Christian
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan."
Was all this firepower necessary to
protect black residents from the terifying Klan? Hardly. The entire cohort of Knights,according to the Post,
numbered 27; the Washington Times
put the figure at 24 -- 18 men and six
women.
Chief Fulwood was worried, then,
not about the two dozen nervous
Knights, but about the nuttier elements of the All Peoples Congress. He
knew his problem was the mob coming to confront the Klan, not the Klan
itself. Hence, he didn't want the
"march" to go beyond the DMZ,i.e.,
14th St.
Of the chowder-headed jurist,
Judge Louis Oberrlorfer, who permitted it to go all the way to the Capitol,
the chief said. "The courts should
have listened to us. If they had...there
would be less trouble...We're the only
damn experts in Washington, D.C.
The other so-called experts can go
suck a lemon." The chief lives in the
real world. But, the ACLU prevailed;
cops were showered with bricks; eight
were injured; now,one female cop has

FROMPAT'S
VIEWPOINT
By Patrick J.
Buchanan
a broken neck.
What does Sunday's mob violence
tell us about America, 1990?
Quite simply, a slice of our society
has lost touch with reality. It is unable
to distinguish mythic enemies from
real ones.
What is the real world in Washington, D.C.? Well, two weeks ago, at
Chevy Chase Circle, in the placid
neighborhood where I grew up, a
friend of my father's, a 65-year-old
daily communicant, was shot to death
in his driveway, in an execution-style
killing, after he gave his last buck to a
panhandler on Connecticut Avenue.
Now,the Klan did not commit this
atrocity. Nor is the Klan responsible
for the growing annual body count in
the nation's "murder capital." Of all
D.C.'s execution-style killings, robbery-murders of bank tellers and 7-11
clerks, rape-murders of women,
drive-by shootings of teen-agers, not
one -- in all my lifetime -- has been the
work of the Klan. Yet, two dozen
middle-aged folks in robes walking
up Constitution Avenue triggered a
riot
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Here are Saturday's
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
6-2-4. Lotto: 4-9-14-15-22-34.
Estimated jackpot: $3.5
Sunday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash: 1-2-9.

Today In History
Today is Monday, Nov. 5, the 309th day of 1990. There are 56 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Nov. 5, 1940, President Franklin D. Roosevelt won
an unprecedented third term in office as he defeated Republican challenger Wendell L. Willkie.
On this date:
In 1605, the "Gunpowder Plot" failed as Guy Fawkes was seized
before he could blow up the English Parliament.
Five years ago: Spencer W. Kimball, president of the Mormon Church,
died in Salt Lake City at age 90-, he was succeeded by Ezra Taft Benson.
One year ago: Death claimed pianist Vladimir Horowitz in New York
at age 85 and singer-songwriter Barry Sadler in Murfreesboro, Tenn_ at
age 49.
Today's Birthdays: Actor-singer Roy Rogers is 78. Singer-songwriter
Ike Turner it 59. Actress Elke Sommer is 50. Singer Art Garfunkel is 49.
Actor-playwright Sam Shepard is 47. Singer Peter Nome is 43. Singer
Bryan Adams is 31. Actress Tatum O'Neal is 27. Actress Andrea
McArdle is 27.
Thought for Today: "In America everybody is, but some are more than
others." - Gertrude Stein, American author (1874-1946).
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rams that receive assistance from
the Centers for Disease Control and
other education curricula dealing
with sexual activity that receive
assistance under this Act, (1)
SHALL NOT BE DESIGNED TO
PROMOTE OR ENCOURAGE...
intravenous drug abuse or SEXUAL ACTIVITY, HOMOSEXUAL
OR HETEROSEXUAL; and (2)
with regard to AIDS education
programs and curricula - shall be
designed to reduce exposure and
transmission of the etiologic agent
for acquired immune deficiency
syndrome by providing accurate
information; and shall provide
information on the health risks of
promiscuous sexual activity and
intravenous drug abuse." (emphasis
mine)
According to CDC officials,
recipients of the grant do not have
to give details on how the money is
spent. They must only submit a
type of "receipt" along with a status report on how effective they
belive they have been in achieveing
their objectives.
Money to BWMT, says the
CDC, is considered an ethnic-racial
minority grant. This bolsters
homosexual efforts to give their
sexual behavior the same kind of
legal approval that minority groups

have under anti-discrimination
statutes.
Poor old Lawrence Welk has
been getting a lot of flak for the
$500,000 appropriated by Congress
to restore his boyhood home in
North Dakota, but a greater outrage
comes from spending on programs
designed by and for homosexual
groups whose goal is to win recognition of their behavior and lifestyles as legitimate.
BWMT claims a national membership of 1,400, yet the organization appears to have an open-ended
commitment from the CDC to
obtain federal funds. A CDC official told me he sees no reason why
the funding would not continue.
I do. It is what once was known
as common sense and common
decency, before most things
became more common than decent.
Windell Bradford told me that
the programs of grant recipients are
screened by review panels to guard
against "potential offensiveness to
the general population." If condom
races as part of a "Hot, Horny and
Healthy" workshop are not offensive to the general population, we
must be in worse shape than we
think.

with reality
What is the matter with the leaders
of Black America?
Ten thousand blacks are murdered
each year, tens of thousands of black
women are raped; murder is the
leading cause of death among young
black men. Yet, what enrages the
NAACP? George Bush's veto of the
"civil rights" bill, the KKK and David
Duke.
Just as a cat that cannot differentiate between the harmless, noisy mutt
next door, and the silent killer Husky
up the street, is dead meat,so a society
that goes bonkers over mythical foes,
while real enemies lurk at hand, is not
long for this world.
The anti-Klan riot Sunday has
much in common with the social
explosions detonated by Tawana
Brawley, Bensonhurst and Howard
Beach. In all three, the real victims
(alleged in the Brawley Case) were
black, the villains white. All were
magnified 50-fold by the media, because all three conformed to a preconcieved "picture" of America that exists in the minds of journalists, politicans and activists who have lost touch
with reality.
Their vision is of a nation where
white racism -- epitomized by the
Klan -- is the great lurking menace to
Black America, whose vigilant protectors are progressives who alone
possess the moral courage to stand up
to the renegade Right.
Why cannot men give up myths,
rooted in a distant and dead past, and
see the world real and whole? Because
their myths are too precious. Because,
in the movies of their minds, liberals
have cast themselves as eternal moral
heroes, and those they most despise -the Right, the Klan, Joe McCarthy,

and all their varied reincarnations -can be forever drawn as villains,
forever confronted,forever routed, as
incarnate evil. Much of modern poltics and journalism is endless reenactment of the same old boring
morality play.
Hollywood, too, is frozen in the
mindset. Though the -past four decades have seen the horrifying massa
cre of millions by the ilk of Stalin,
Mao, Ho, Pol Pot, Castro, Mengistu,
the preferred villain is always the
Nazi,even though he was finished off
half a century ago.
Why must the Left conduct its
endless search -- like Stanley for
Livingstone, like the Bronx attorney
in "The Bonfire of the Vanities" for
the "great white defendant"? Because,
only this rare creature can fit the role
of villain in the morality play written
long ago?
Not only does the Left paint the
present falsely, the past, too, has been
rewritten to conform. To listen to
some commentators, the early '50s
were a time when we all lived in
mortal terror of Tailgunner Joe, except,of course, a few fighting liberals.
What did people actually believe
back then? During the course of
writing a book a few years back, I
looked up the Gallup polls from the
Reign of Terror. What did they say?
Well, in early 1954, four years after
Joe gave his famous address at Wheeling, W.Va., 50 percent of Americans
were still behind him, and 29 percent
were oiiiktecl. But not even I percent
said McCarthy, "McCarthyism,"
witch-hunting, etc., was a national
problem worth worrying about.
Modern liberalism would appear in
need of psychiatric help.

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Robert Baar of Murray State
University Music Faculty conducted the 33rd annual Quad State
Choral Festival on Nov. 3 at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU.
Sallie T. Guy of Murray became
moderator of Presbytery of Western Kentucky (Union) for 1980-81
at a state meeting at First Presbyterian Church, Mayfield.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. George Locker, Sept.
30; boy to Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Douglas Hocking, Oct. 12; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Doran, Oct.
28; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Boggess, Oct. 29.
Twenty years ago
The new Roses' Store in Central
Shopping Center opened for business on Nov. 4.
The special school building tax
question for Calloway County
Schools was defeated in the General Election.
Murray Cash & Carry with Joe
James as manager has open on
South Second Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Futrell were
married for 50 years on Oct. 30.
Thirty years ago
John Sammons has been

appointed Calloway County Campaign Chairman of 1960 for the
Thanksgiving March for Muscular
Dystrophy. Z.C. Enix is vice
chairman.
Navy Lt. (jg) John T. Vinson is
undergoing flight training at Naval
Air Station, Pensacola, Fla.
W.Z. Carter, superintendent of
Murray City Schools, spoke at a
meeting of Murray FTA.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Suiter, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver Jr., and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Thomas Cook.
Forty years ago
James Brown was named as a
member of Murray Police Force by
the Murray City Council.
Emery Hook Jr. was recently
called back to active duty from
Army Reserves. He is now stationed at Fort Meade, Md.
Mr. and Mrs. Lite Peeler were
married for 56 years on Oct. 23.
Fred Faurot, Murray Slate ROW! Mentor, was guest speaker at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club at
Murray Woman's Club House. He
explained the various plays of
Murray-Eastern football gamed
which Murray won 19-0.
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McCONNELL NEWSPAPER
ENDORSEMENTS
THE DAILY INDEPENDENT — (Ashland)

Senator has earned another term
APPALACHIAN NEWS-EXPRESS — (Ptkeville)
CITIZEN VOICE AND TIMES — (Irvine)

KENTUCKY ADVOCATE — (Danville)

Mitch McConnell has been a Mend
to Estill Countians

McConnell the best senator for
Kentucky!

BARBOUFiVILLE MOUNTAIN ADVOCATE

KENTUCKY POST — (Covington)

CORBIN!THIS WEEK

LESLIE COUNTY NEWS — (Hyden)

McConnell best for 56 district

Publisher endorses Mitch McConnell

THE BEATTYVILLE ENTERPRISE

THE MARTIN COUNTIAN AND.MERCURY
(Inez)

GLASGOW DAILY TIMES

Kentucky should stick with Senator
McConnell

THE MESSENGER — (Madisonville)

McConnell supported

FLOYD COUNTY TIMES — (Prestonsburg)

OHIO COUNTY MESSENGER —(Beaver Darn)

THE GLEANER — (Henderson)

MURRAY LEDGER AND TIMES

McConnell is the choice
GREEN RIVER REPUBLICAN — (Morgantown)

Senator Mitch McConnell should be
re-elected
LEDGER-INDEPENDENT — (Maysville)
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KENTUCKY NEW ERA — (Hopkinsville)

McConnell gets nod

PULASKI WEEK — (Somerset)

THE JACKSON TIMES

US.SENATOR
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On thejob
for
Kentucky's
future.
Mitch McConnell
United States Senator

Endorsements for 1990Senate Election
Kentucky's Farmers
Kentucky Soybean Association
Kentucky Purebred Dairy Cattle Association
Kentucky Corn Growers Association
Daviess County Farm Bureau
Kentucky Farm and Power Equipment Dealers Association
Ontucky Vegetable Growers Association
Kentucky Horticultural Society (Fruit Growers)
Jefferson County Farm Bureau
Grayson County Farm Bureau
Dairy Products Association of Kentucky
Kentucky Pork Promotions, Inc
Kentucky's Law Enforcement Leaders
Kentucky Fraternal Order of Police
Jefferson County Fraternal Order of Police
Bowling Green Fraternal Order of Police
Louisville Fraternal Order of Police
Owensboro Fraternal Order of Police
Henderson Fraternal Order of Police
Paducah Fraternal Order of Police
Kentucky's Business Leaders
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
Kentucky's Healthcare Leaders
Kentucky Hospital Association — HELP-PAC
Kentucky Medical Association — KEMPAC
Kentucky's Veterans
Veterans of Foreign Wars — Political Committee

National FiSenate
Paidauthorized
%xiblicaCommittee
tor by theby McCornell
n Senatorial90Committee
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Anniversary reception to be Saturday
SILVER PROFILES

Mr. and Mrs. James Cohoon will
be honored with a reception in
.celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday, Nov. 10.
The event will be from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Fellowship Building of
Grace Baptist Church, 617 South
Ninth St, Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. The couple
requests that guests not bring gifts.
The reception will be hosted by
Tommy and Cathy Lassiter, Allen
and Dottie Benoit, and Martha
Lassiter.
Mr. and Mrs. Cohoon were married Nov. 8, 1940, at the home of
the Rev. J. Howell Thurman.
Their attendants were Annie Lee
Lassiter and Gertrude ,Lassiter.
Mrs. Cohoon, the former Mary
McDougal, is the daughter of the
late Tom and Minnie McDougal.
Mr. Cohoon, son of the late
Homer and Iva Cohoon, is retired
from Murray Division of Tappan
Company.
They are active members of
Grace Baptist Church.

By Shirley T. Johnson
It was late in September of 1989
that Carol Thompson came to us as
a volunteer.
Recruited by several of us, she
wasn't at all sure that this was for
her. She said, however, that she
would try it for six weeks. Not
only did'Carol stay past those first
few weeks, but will quickly tell
you that her work on the Wednesday Meals-on-Wheels city route, is
one of the most fulfilling parts of
any of her busy weeks.
Carol is a native Kentuckian, as
is her husband, John. She was born
in Livermore, he in Brandenburg.
They have lived in Murray for a
number of years, although they
called Arkansas a temporary home
while John worked toward his doctorate. Some of you know him as
he is Dean of the School of Business and Public Affairs at Murray
State University.
With degrees in music education
from Western Kentucky University
and Murray State, Carol is a

Mr. and Mr's. James Cohoon

Humorist Minnie Pearl honored Saturday
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Humorist Minnie Pearl celebrated
her 50th anniversary Saturday night
on the Grand Ole Opry, receiving a
congratulatory telegram from the
White House.
.The message from President
Bush and first lady Barbara Bush
read during a special 150-minute
segment of the Opry. Some of
country music's top stars gathered
on stage for the tribute.
"We are pleased to join your
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Good Fellas

many friends in honoring you," the
Bushes told Miss Pearl, 78, in the
note.
-God bless you. I love every
one of you," Miss Pearl said.
Wearing her trademark gingham
dress and straw hat with its $1.98
price tag dangling, Pearl greeted
the Opry crowd and the live cable
television audience with her standard salutation, "How-deee! I'm
just so glad to be here!"
One of several taped tributes
aired on the show came from entertainer Dolly Parton, who said "1
love you. I miss you."
To which Pearl responded, "I
wear a hat so folks can tell us
apart."
Country stars Roy Acuff, Chet
Atkins, Hank Snow and Grandpa
Jones gathered on stage. The show
was-taped by cable television's The
Nashville Network.
Edward Gaylord, chairman of
Opryland Inc., presented Miss
Pearl with a statuette shaped like a
microphone with her trademark hat
perched on the side.
"Minnie Pearl is the reason we
bought Opryland," Gaylord said,
explaining that her spirit influenced

•

Death Warrant

710
9130

(R)

Arachnophobia

705
900

Bargain Matinees
Saturday & Sunday
Adult $3.00 Child 82.50

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Wilford V. Bane Jr., a longtime
United Methodist communications
employee who helped organize the
Vision...Interfaith Satellite Network,
has been named head of the
denomination's public media
division.
He succeeds Nelson Price, now
president and chief executive of the
network, VISN.

Carol Thompson at van

DAR hears Wilcox

Kelly Ann White
bride-elect of
Craig Crawford
has made
her selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

ierlliii 110

:Itent )our mimics • at the movies!
753..131i
• tom Che,tnut
•
•

Wilford V. Bane Jr.
named by Network

700 ,
920

(R)

(PG-13)

his purchase of the entertainment
park in 1983.. ,
Acuff, 87 hó has performed
with Pearl throughout her career,
sang his famous song "Wabash
Cannonball" at her request.
"This is a special night for all of
us," Acuff said.
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Emily Kathylent Crider celebrated her first birthday on Saturday,
Nov. 3. She is the daughter of Frankie and Rebecca Crider of Bed11
City. Her grandparents are Mr. and„Mrs. Ted Crider of Rt. 7, Murray, and Mrs. Shirley Smith and Mrs. Lottie Hall and the late Rudy
Hall of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Oneida Crider and the
late Cecil Crider, and Mrs. Vela Lamb and the late LeRoy Lamb of
Mayfield:

REVIVAL SERVICES
Sun., Nov. 4 - Thurs., Nov. 8
Services at 7:00 p.m.
Speaker - Dr. Jerel Treas
Music - Rick Melson

WIDE BAND
CLUSTER

I DIAMOND
NUGGET

FLIGREE
CLUSTER

*139

*129

*99

'That Diamond Price Loader

MAROUISE CLUSTER

*99

JEWELERS
Ounienul Mlle Shopping Carew
illurrey

musician-educator as well as a volunteer in many local organizations.
To name a few in addition to
MCCSC, you will find her lending
her creative talents to the middle
and high schools of Calloway
County, Girl Scouts and Cub
Scouts as the Thompsons have
three children, two girls and a boy,
Bethany, Sara, and McCager.
In interviewing Carol, there are
many words of explanation which
relate to her feelings for this volunteer position and the volunteers
with whom she works.
She speaks so highly of our
organization and the Silver Citizens. She feels that all of us, individually and collectively, add the
human touch to the lives we share.
Giving a client a hug or an arm
round the shoulder is often worth
as much or more as the food that is
provided. Nourishment from people
is just as important as nourishment
from food. We never know how
much, whatever we do, can matter

so deeply to everyone we serve.
Our clients know when the van
is running a bit late due to any
number of reasons. Many are truly
concerned when Carol arrives later
than the last time she came to their
door.
Carol's own words describe how
she feels about continuing to be a
volunteer. "Wednesdays are one of
the most fulfilling days of my
week. I am rewarded each time for
our clients share so much of themselves with me, sometimes without
even telling me. It is easy to figure
out the ones whose families are
loving and supporting. It is too bad
that the time in delivering the
meals is so short, for these people
have a wealth of things to tell me
but we can't stay long enough to
hear all that we would like to
hear."
All of our people find ways to
do special things for clients such as
remembering birthdays and
anniversaries. "Clients have said to
me that I am so good to them and
that I will be rewarded someday. I
don't have to wait for that day as I
am rewarded every week when I
am on the meal route. It is a wish
of mine that everyone who could
take time, say once a week, to visit
an older person who is homebound.
I personally need to know that I am
trying to help someone else in my
life.'
There are so many of us who
take the normal everyday things of
life that we have for granted, without thinking...we have our hearing,
our sight, and our mobility.
Carol Thompson's parting comments were to express the hope that
her relationship with her own family will be such that they will be as
sensitive and supportive as she and
our other volunteers try to be.
When she becomes the Lge of those
Silver Citizens she now enjoys
serving, let us hope family and
others will care to serve in the
same way.
And so, yol have a brief sketch
of Carol Thompson, a pretty lady
who loves to paint, draw, sew,
cook, work in the yard and feels
doubly blessed and rewarded every
Wednesday. You could be experiencing the same if you aren't
already.

Nursery provided each evening
••• * •
Noon Fellowship - 12:00 - 12:45
Dr. Jerel Treas
Mon.-Wed.
Everyone Welcome!

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
10th & Main Sts., Murray
Cortwe of

753-3182

Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of the Daughters of the American
Revolution met Saturday, Oct. 13,
at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
Mrs. Glen Hodges was hostess.
Since Oct. 11, 1990, to Oct. 11,
1991, is the Centennial year of the
National Society of the Daughters
of the American Revolution, Mrs.
Glenn Wilcox, chapter regent, presented a programfbn the beginning
of the DAR.
She said it was organized Oct.
11,1890, in Washington, D.C., as a
lineage based organization whose
objectives are Historic Preservation, Promotion of Education and
Patriotic Endeavor, with motto,
"God, Home and Country."
Eighteen women attended that
first meeting. It now has a membership of 202,1932 with chapters
in all 50 states, District of Columbia, Australia, Canada, France,
Mexico and thed United Kingdom.
The national headquarters is
made up of three adjoining structures: Memorial Continental Hall,
DAR Constitution Hall, and the
Administration Building.
Mrs. Wilcox said the DAR has
many interesting and special people
as members: Clara Barton, Susan
B. Anthony, Rhea Seddon, Anna
Mary Robertson Moses (Grandma
Moses) and several first ladies:
Caroline Scott Harrison, the first
President General, Julia Grant,
Edith Roosevelt, Florence Harding,
Eleanor Roosevelt, Mamie Eisenhower, Rosalyn Carter, Nancy Reagan and Barbara Bush.
Regent Wilcox concluded her
remarks with a quote from the
President General, Mrs. Eldred M.
Yochim, "The DAR must continue
to work hard, to preserve the past,
to carry out obligations to the present and to build a firm foundation
to safe guard the future."
The meeting was opened with
DAR Ritual, pledge to the flag and

prayer.
Members were reminded of the
placing of DAR Marker on the
grave of Nathan Rive!! on Oct. 21,
1990, and the Dedication at Kate
Duncan Smith School.
The chapter will meet Saturday,
Nov. 10, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library with
Dr:- Glenn Wilcox to speak about
"Music of the 1890s" in keeping
with DAR Centennial theme. All
members are urged to attend.
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Angie Dickinson's
sister suffers
with Alzheimer's
NEW YORK (AP) — Angie
Dickinson says she and her two sisters were never close while trying
to survive life in North Dakota
with an alcoholic father.
But all that has changed for the
59-year-old actress now that she's
taking care of her sister Mary Lou,
61, who has Alzheimer's disease.
"I'd made my own diagnosis of
Alzheimer's. I'm a news junkie and
I read a lot of medical stories,"
Dickinson said in the Nov. 12 issue
of People magazine. "In 1986 I
told Mary Lou that I thought she
might have Alzheimer's. I hope I
didn't frighten her."
The Los Angeles-based actress
oversees the care required by Mary
Lou, who has lost the ability to
bathe, dress and feed herself.
Dickinson also has persuaded her
sister's three adult children to
enroll in support groups for families of Alzheimer's victims. And
she takes her to movies and baseball games even though "I know
she can't see the ball or the
batter."
"But she enjoys the ambience,
being there with me," the actress
said. "It's all very momentary, but
the moments are worthwhile."
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at Mai
the pi
Ham D
"Baby

Carlton Cards - Russell Stover Candy
Pcuigburn's Candy - Lee Middleton Dolls
Effanbee Dolls - Designer Colognes
•(

Charlie's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30 • 24 Hr. Service Available
753 .1175
Glendale at Whitnell
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Coming community events are announced
Monday, Nov. 5
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will be at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall on Highway 121
North.
Area Recycling Committee will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Middle School.
Fresh Start Free Smoking Cessation Program will begin at 5:30
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For information call
762-1384.
Quad State Choral Festival Concert will be at 7 p.m. in Curris
Center ballroom at Murray State
University. Admission is free.
Drawing for Beginners will be
offered from 6 to 9 p.m. on Murray
State University campus. For information call 762-4159.
Weight Control Group will meet
at 6 p.m. at Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m. as follows: Lottie Moon with Opal Holland and Betty Sledd with Nancy
Jones.
Tuesday, Nov. 6
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n Gals
will meet at 7 p.m. at Louie's
Steak House.
Annual Rush Social of Alpha
Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha,
International, will be from 6 to 8
p.M. at Sirloin Stockade.
United Methodist Women of
First United Methodist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at church. Executive
Board will meet at 9 a.m.
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet at 7 p.m. at
Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth
St.
Community improvement Volunteers will meet at 4:30 p.m. at
Chamber of Commerce.
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-Day Adventist
Church.

Tuesday, Nov. 6
Calloway County Genealogical
Society wilt meet at 4 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library to go
to Old Wadesboro area.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at club house.
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Ellis Center.
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Buchanan Post Office from 9 to
11 a.m. and Hamlin Post Office
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Cancer Support Group will meet
at 3 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian Women's Club will be at 9:30
a.m. at home of Paula Alcott, 805
Guthrie.
Morning Coffee Break will be at
9:30 a.m. at. Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) will meet at 7 p.m. at
Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.
MSU Racer Volleyball team will
play Austin Peay at 7 p.m. in north
gym of Carr Health Building.
Members of Murray State University music faculty will perform
at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Admission is free.
Administration of GED test will
begin at 8 a.m. in Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University. For information call 762-6851.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Candle Dipping
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm and Iron Industry
at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at

EZ'ents
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held at West Vicx

Tuesday, Nov. 6
Homeplace-1850.
Southwest Elementary School
Skating Party is scheduled at 6
p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray.
Ladies Guild will meet at 9 a.m.
in Gleason Hall, St. Leo Catholic
Church.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center, St. Leo Cathcriic
Church.
Ladies' Bible Class will meet at
9:30 a.m. at Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
Ladies' Bible Class will meet at
9:30 a.m. at University Church of
Christ.
Mothers' Morning Out will meet
••••
(Cont'd on page 18)

Students from Licensed Practical Nursing Class at Murray Vocational School are pictured, top photo,
singing for the patients at West View Nursing Home. They are, from left, Shawn Stout, Gwen Adlich,
Mandy Freeman, Suzanne Oakley, Joanne Ketleson, Betty O'Buinn, Patsy Bogle, Dianna Harris and Sheila Higgins. Thyra Crawford was the pianist. Residents pictured are. Joe Olson, Lubie Wallace and Annie
Jake. Carol York, activities director at West View, congratulated birthday patnts and the activity staff
passed out refreshments. September birthday patients included Beulah Fielder, Lizzie Watkins, Ethel
Isabel, H.C. Lawson, Beatrice Blakely, Carnell Wells, Mary Norris, J.D. Mitts, Goldie Holland, Thomas
Smotherman, Volena B. West, Pearl Turner, Willie E. Turner, Lubie Wallace, Forest Boyd, Jewell Witty,
Christine Fleming, Sylvia Stone, Jack Pace and Pernie Mohundro.

DATEBOOK
Genealogical Society will meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, Nov. 6, at 4
p.m. at Callbway County Public Library. The group will then travel to
Old Wadesboro community. Patricia Falwell, president, urges all members
and interested persons to attend.

CWLI will sing at Fern Terrace
Church Wbmen United will sing hymns on Wednesday, Nov. 7, at 2:30
p.m. at Fern Terrace Lodge. Sarah Van Meter from First Christian Church
will lead the singing. "We extend the invitation for others to join us in
singing for one hour," said Mary Anne Yanz, president of CWU.

Cancer Group to meet Tuesday
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, Nov. 6, at 3 p.m. in private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. "Cancer Information
Resource" will be discussed by Gale Stubblefield, medical librarian. For
more information call Nancy Rose, R.N., phone 762-1100.

Alpha Mu plans rush social
The annual rush social for Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha,
International, will be a dinner in private dining room at Sirloin Stockade
on Tuesday, Nov. 6, from 6 to 8 p.m. Special entertainment will be provided by Oneida White at the piano and Helen Steffen, violin, which will
include a sing-a-long. Special guests besides White will be Jo Burkeen of
Murray Ledger & Times, Dortha Bailey, rushee of Margaret Terhune.
president, Mary Vidmer, new pledge and rushee of Helen Steffen, and
Crol Lewis, also rushee of Steffen.

North Pleasant bazaar planned
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church Women will
sponsor a bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 10, starting at 9 a.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. Crafts, baked goods and white elephant items will
be on sale. The public is invited to attend.

Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make stops
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, Nov. 6, 7 and 9. Blood pressure
checks, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride screenings will be offered at all
stops. Also a stool for Occult Blood Screening kit will be for sale at $4.
"Introduction to Painting," a community education course will be
Stops on Tuesday will be from 9 to 11 a.m. at Post Office at Buchanan.
offered at Murray State University. The six-session course will meet from
Tenn.,
and from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at Post Office at Hamlin. Wednesday
6 to 9 p.m., Tuesdays, beginning Nov. 6 and ending Dec. 11. The course
the express will be at Senior Citizen Center, Big Sandy, Tenn., from 9 to
will focus on various techniques and styles of painting, and students may
choose style and technique. The emphasis will be on composition, color— 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. On Friday the express will be at Hilltop
•
and value. Mary Fuhrrnann will teach the course. The fee is $40 and the —1(ash Market at Canton from 9 to 11 a.m.
class is limited to 15 students. For information and registration call
762-4159.

Painting course scheduled

Singles will meet Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Nov. 6, at 7
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. Pamela will
lead a discussion on "Dating for the Newly Single." This is a nonprofit,
nondenominational sup;port and social group for all single adults whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

.Kappa Department will meet

tirq birthday

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1990
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Full Color Booklet
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898-7301

*Special orders and
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753-0017
1409 Main • Next to Owen's

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday, Nov.
6, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. "Make A Beautiful Holiday Sweatshirt"
will be the program to be presented by Wanda Henry of Heart and Tole.
Hostesses will be Carolyn Marcum, Rita Ford and Karen Isaacs.

Volunteers will meet Tuesday
The Community Improvement Volunteers will meet Tuesday, Nov. 6, at
4:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Building.
Jo Benson, chairman, urges all volunteers to attend.

Group II of CWF will meet
Group II of Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church
will meet Tuesday, Nov. 6, at 2 p.m. in the church parlor. The program on
"The Holy Land and Egypt" will be presented by Betty Riley, Dr. David
Roos and Sarah Van Meter. Hostesses will be Rubye Pool, Betty Riley
and Agnes McDaniel.

Murray Middle PTO plans coffee
Murray Middle School Parent,Teacher Organization will have a coffee
for parents of Fifth and Sixth Grade Honor Roll students on Friday, Nov.
9, from 12 noon to 1 p.m. at the school. Light snacks will be served. All
parents are urged to attend, a PTO spokesperson said.
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Julie's Family
Restaurant MP
(Formerly Jerry's Restaurant

Senior Citizen Specia'
Friday & Saturday after 3 p.m.
FREE Drink with Meal
753-5101

S. 12th St.

Ckeafi)e 9RfehiOn

For All Your Decorating Needs
Lynn Houston
Interior Designer
'Furniture •Carpet & Vinyl
*Custom Draperies 'Wallpaper
*Vertical & Mini Blinds

Humane Society needs sale items
The Humane Society is asking its members and other interested persons
to donate crafts, baked and canned goods and other seasonal items to
Holiday Bazaar. Donated items are to be taken to the Library Annex on
Friday, Nov. 16, from 6 to 8 p.m. All proceeds will go to the Animal
Shelter for the caring and feeding of the animals for the winter. The Holiday Bazaar is scheduled for Saturday, Nov. 17, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Library Annex.

Hwy. 641 N.

Murray

0J. Simpson and the California Bulls are back-

rowdier and raunchier than ever,

Taylor Christian Johnson born
H/1)
Megan De-Mae Jones, daughter of Terry and Tresa Jones of Rt. 1,
Dexter, celebrated her first birthday with a party on Sunday, Oct. 21,
at Murray-Calloway County Park. Present were 18 persons. Among
the guests were Megan's sister, Tiffany, and her grandparents, Wil
liam Dee and Fronie Mae Eldridge. Guests were served pizza and a
"Baby Mickey" cake. Megan was born Oct:: 23, 1989.

Mr. and.Mrs. Nick Johnson of Clarksville, Tenn., are the parents of a
son, Taylor Christian, weighing seven pounds 11 ounces, measuring 201/4
inches, born Tuesday, Oct. 16, at Clarksville Memorial Hospital. They
have another son, Lucas Alan, 31/2. The mother is the former Patty
McCuiston. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. McCuiston of Murray, Charles Johnson of Springfield, Ill., and June Hughes of McKenzie,
Tenn. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Annie Johnson and Mrs. Hilda
McCuiston of Murray and Mrs. Stella Flood of Farrnington.
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Honorary member

Group questions legality of ad
WASHINGTON (AP) — A non- state-regulated political funds in
partisan group has joined those" violation of a requirement that only
questioning the legality of a Ken-er federally regulated money be used
Lucky Democratic Party television ,to influence a congressional elecadvertisement.
tion. Federally regulated money is
Kentucky's Republican Chair- subject to more stringent controls.
man Robert Gable says the content
Miller said that if the state party
of the ads is clearly aimed at prom- used any of its non-federal contrioting Democrat Harvey Sloane
butions — what she called "soft
over incumbent U.S. Sen. Mitch
money" — to pay for the ads, it
McConnell.
would appear to be illegal.
Gable called the commercials
The Democratic commercials say
illegal in an Oct. 19 complaint to "wealthy Washington Republithe Federal Election Commission. cans" protect the rich and their tax
Ellen Miller, executive director
breaks while Kentucky Democrats
of the Center for Responsive Polifight to aid "our hard-working
tics, appears to agree with Gable. families." The ads, which DemoThe non-partisan Washington cratic officials have said are costgroup specializes in campaign- ing close to $300,000, don't menfinance issues.
tion specific candidates.
After being read one of the
However, the fall elections will
scripts, Miller said, It certainly
be decided long before the Federal
appears to me that this ad is
Election Commission determines
designed to influence the outcome
whether the ads violated any law.
of the federal elections," not any
The commission, which polices
state or local races on Tuesday's congressional elections, averages
ballots.
eight months to complete a case, a
The GOP says the Democrats are spokesman said last week.
paying for the ads out of their
Mike McKinney, vice chairman

Remember the 10th
WOULD YOU
COasf SA C ic
7.00/0Illit0 to/ 7.
.......

c

COLLEr TING,
M Irt
PAUL.

The 10th of each month is,_a very important day to your
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the ickfth of the month in order to .pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell
them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay them'.
by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay Checks.
• Coll&tion time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier..
So... paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.
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and attorney for the state Democratic Party, said last week that he is
investigating the matter but doesn't
know how much the campaign cost
or how it is being paid for.
He said he has asked other party
officials who might have the
answers, including accountant Pat
Goins, not to comment publicly
until he gathers all the information.
McKinney said he will send that
information to the election commission in response to Gable's
complaint.
However, McKinney defended
the ad campaign as "a general getout-the-vote effort" to help all
Democratic candidates — not
Sloane specifically.
"My professional thought is that
there was no violation" of federal
law, he said.
Gable's complaint also named
the Association of Trial Lawyers of
America. That group's politicalaction committee gave the Kentucky Democratic Party's state
account $50,000 in September and
another $50,000 last month,
according to records.
Association spokesman Alan
Parker said the money was given to
help register Democrats and "get
out the vote," which he said typically means paying for such things
as telephone banks and brochures.
He said he doesn't know whether
the money went for the ads but that
the association intends to write the
Kentucky party this week to ask
what the money was used for.
The association opposes McConnell because he has pushed legislation to restrict civil lawsuits.
Election commission rules give
the targets of a complaint 15 days
to respond. The agency's general
counsel then reports to six commissioners, who can dismiss the case
or require a formal investigation.
If the commissioners conclude
there is "probable cause" to
believe a violation occurred, they
can ask a federal court to impose a
fine of up to $5,000 or the amount
of the illegal contribution or expenditure, whichever is greater.
Typically, however, the commission and the offending party reach
a negotiated settlement. The commission has no authority to remove
an elected official who benefited
from a violation in winning office,
spokesman Fred Eiland said.

Only an electric heat pump
can keep you warm
in winter, cool in summer
so economically.

Chief Judge J. William Howerton of the Court of Appeals of Kentucky has been designated an honorary
member of Alpha Phi Sigma national criminal justice honor society. He was nominated by the Delta Phi
chapter at Murray State University. Two student representatives of the chapter — Marisa Swope of
Owensboro (right) and Billie Jo Pohl of West Frankfort, Ill., president — are shown as they present him
with a pin and certificate signifying his honorary membership. Also shown (left) is John Faughn, adviser
to the chapter and a faculty member in the Department of Political Science, Criminal Justice and Legal
Studies. Howerton has been a judge on the Court of Appeals for 14 years and chief judge four years.

Seminar held for people interested in transmcial adoption
Some people stared as they
ticipants was Harry Herrensmith,
passed her family at the grocery
who has developed strong bonds
store, and children at school with his 2-year-old foster daughter.
heaped slurs on her until she cried,
"When I'm at home, this baby is
Dare said.
on me constantly," said HerrensDare, now 20 and a University mith, an assistant mill operator at
of Kentucky student, says she only the Reynolds Metal Co. in Louisrecently told her white, adoptive ville. "Whether it's giving her a
parents about the trials she faced bath, putting her clothes on or
growing up.
pouring her cereal, she won't let
"I didn't think they would know anyone else do it. Daddy's got to
how to deal with them," Dare said. do it, and I lave
But as much as he loves his little
"It was hard and I dealt with it
myself. I didn't want to hurt girl, Herrensmith still has trouble
reconciling the fact that this black
them."
Kentucky doesn't keep records child whom he is trying to adopt
on the number of trans-racial adop- may one day bring a black man
tions — a term Sturgeon prefers for into the family.
"I didn't think I could have her
children adopted by parents of
bring
a black gentleman into my
another race.
Although they can't point to sta- home and call him my son-intistics, state adoption officials say law," he said.
the number_of_trans-racial adop
Opponents_of trans-racial adoptions has remained stable in the tion are concerned that black childpast few years.
ren raised in white families lose
Darrow Thomas, the cabinet's their ethnic identity.
branch manager of Adoptions and
Dr. Morris F.X. Jeff, former
Foster Care, said there are 111 president of the National Associablack children in state custody tion of Black Social Workers, said
awaiting adoption and that 70 black trans-racial adoptions should be
children were placed by the state avoided.
last year.
"Seventy-five percent of all
The cabinet's policy is to place a black children adopted by white
black child in a white household if families live in all-white neighborit is deemed the best option for the hoods, go to all-white schools and
child.
attend all-white churches," Jeff
Participants in Sturgeon's semi- said. "Black children have to reject
nars are asked how they felt about their own blackness to accommointerracial dating, how they could date the convenience of their white
help the child build ethnic identity family and their white social group.
and how important they thought it They have to reject themselves."
was for a black child to have black
Supporters of trans-racial adopfriends.
tions, such as Sturgeon, counter
One of the recent seminar's par- —That the value of family life overrides that concern.
Judy Spooner, an adoption specialist with the Human Resources
'Cabinet, said there is no definitive
data on the consequences of transracial placements.
"You can find one study that
says these kids grow up damaged
but you can find another one that
says they grow up fine," she said.
"What we're saying is that it really
depends on how the parents handle
41:#.SS INSURANCE
the situation."
Main
753-0489
Greg and Kathy Doyle, of Lexington, whose sensitivity has been
heightened by relatives who married interracially,- said the importance of white parents helping a
black child build an ethnic identity
-Can't be emphasized enough.
After attending Sturgeon's seminar, the Doyles recently adopted
Claire, a 15-month-old black girl.
"We came away (from the seminar) with a sense of the depth of
commitment and responsibility you
need to take this on, Kathy Doyle
said.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
White couples face endless, cruel
questions if they adopt black younsters, an adoption specialist warned
ten prospective parents recently.
"For white fathers I ask, 'When
you and your wife go out in public,
the first assumption is that your
wife has slept with a black man. Is
your marriage strong enough to
handle the stares and questions?"
said Virginia Sturgeon of the state
Cabinet for Human Resources.
Sturgeon warned that relatives
might resist the adoption, and
friends may g'lop returning phone
calls.
Sturgeon conducted a seminar
this weekend for white couples in
Kentucky interested in opening
their homes to black children.
She tells participants that their
children will need contact__ with
other black people and exposure to
black art, culture and music.
"It's not just about love ... Race.
does make a difference and love
isn't enough," Sturgeon said.
Sturgeon, who is white, has firsthand experience with some of the
problems of trans-racial adoption.
She adopted her black son, Rick,
when he was 16 years old.
The group listened to white
parents who had adopted a black
child, and to Stephanie Dare, a
young black woman who explained
what it was like growing up in a
white household.
Dare, who was adopted as an
infant, says people don't speak to
her parents at their Lexington
church because she and her sister
are black.

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save!
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The electric heat pump is both a central heating and a cooling
system that, in the winter, actually delivers two to three times as
much energy as it consumes.. You enjoy a steady, even
temperature all through the house all year 'round. What's more,
because it is flame-free, the electric heat pump does not emit the
pollutants that occur with flame-type heating systems. No wonder
so many families prefer the most convenient, the cleanest, the safest
energy source in the world! Electricity, The Power of Choice
for-the American Home.
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Write or call for FREE
Heat Pump Booklet
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West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative
Corporation
753-5012

FREE

Read the
want ads daily
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Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

Hello
Stranger!

Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.

Searching for answers to all
those who what where questions
about your new city'
WAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative. its my lob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE'

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Inoeborg Kong 492 9341

76 expelled at job corps center
MORGANFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
Seventy-six students were expelled
from the Earle C. Clements Job
Corps, Center after a fracas that
lasted several hours and sent seven
people to the hospital.
Small groups of students in two
of the school's dormitories began
vandalizing the center about 10
p.m. CST Saturday. The students
broke windows, damaged a car and
broke into a snack bar and stole
several items. _
About 70 Kentucky State Police
troopers were called in to help put
down the fracas. Police said that
the disturbance was brought under
control quickly but that officers
remained at the school until early
Sunday.
Vicki Woodruff, a spokeswoman
for the center, said 76 students
were expelled from the school for
involvement in the outbreak. The

FBI also was called in to
investigate.
Five students and one staff member taken to Community Methodist
Hospital in Henderson were treated
and released Saturday night.
One other student, who suffered
a puncture wound in the back, was
released Sunday.
"At this point we just don't
know what initiated it," said Ms.
Woodruff. "It would be hard for
me to speculate just-how many students were involved."
About 1,800 students live on the
school's 800-acre Morganfield
campus. Ms. Woodruff said it
appeared only isolated groups living in two of the school's dormitories were involved.
The school is the nation's largest
job-training center for poor youths.
It offers free vocational and
academic education; its students

are 16 to 21 years old. The school
is operated by the Career Systems
Development Corp. of Rochester,
N.Y., under contract from the U.S.
Department of Labor.
Saturday's incident is not the
first such disturbance at the
25-year-old center.
In October, 21 students were
sent home after a student was
stabbed, and in May a student was
arrested after two other students
were shot.
And in June 1989, a series of
fights and a fire left the center's
director hospitalized with a broken
nose after he was hit with a 4-foot
pipe; about 85 students were
expelled. That disturbance
prompted the Labor Department to
release a report lambasting the
school for ignoring student unrest
and mishandling the situation.
Also other major incidents of
violence there in recent years: In
February 1989, 71 students were
ousted for their roles in a two-hour
fight. Four years ago 50 students
were expelled for fighting, and five
years ago 40 were expelled for a
brawl that took place while the
electricity was off. In 1983 an
88-bed dormitory was destroyed by
a fire that was thought to be arson.

The First Methodist Church in Murray dedicated a youth building during a consecration service Sunda)
afternoon. The church just finished renovating the old Parker's Grocery Store which was purchased in
April from L.D. Miller. The building will be used for youth programs and fellowship. Pictured above is
Miller and leaders in the church who helped spearhead the project. From left are Dr. Jim Byrn, Stuart
Poston, Miller, Loretta Jobs, Jim Garrison, Joyce Nunnally, Rev. Nowell Bingham, Marilyn Faughn and
John Page.

Wilkinson, Bayh announce possibility of new bridge

These students were selected by their instructors as outstanding students for the first nine-week term at KY-Tech-Murray-Calloway
County Area Vocational Center. From left are Chris Bynum, carpentry; Casey Nesbitt, industrial prothses, Mark Simmons, automotive
tech and Josh Stockwell, auto body.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson and Indiana Gov. Evan Bayh announced
Saturday that the two states are
looking into possible locations for
a new bridge across the Ohio
River.
The states are jointly seeking
consultant services to study a span
to link the neighbors and relieve
congestion on interstates 64, 71
and 65 around metropolitan Louisville. The area includes Jefferson
County in Kentucky and the Indiana counties of Clark, Floyd and
Harrison.

In a news release, the governors
noted that the area has expanded
rapidly in the past decade. Approximately 87,190 vehicles cross
Louisville's Kennedy Bridge each
day.
"This congestion results in significant time delays for the motorist and interstate commerce, and
aggravates an existing air quality
problem experienced in the region," Wilkinson said.
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet and the Indiana Department of Transportation will advertise for consultant services on the

"Though familiarity may not breed
contempt, it takes off the edge of
admiration."
— William Hazlitt.
What's the best way to tackle the
hearts in today's layout? If you see
only one reasonable way, read the
rest of this column. Then store the
combination in the back of your
mind for future reference.
A routine plan is for declarer to
win dummy's diamond ace, draw
Carla Henderson, left, and Shelia Lamb have been selected outstand- trumps and lead a low heart back to
ing students in Commercial Foods at the Ky-Tech-Murray-Calloway his king. This loses to West's ace,
and declarer must lose two hearts
County Area Vocational Center.
and a trick in each minor for one
down.
Another plan (at the risk of a club
shift) is to duck the first diamond,
win the second and ruff a third high.
South then draws trumps, ruffs
dummy's last diamond and plays
three rounds of clubs. This wins
when the defender who wins the
third round of clubs must surrender
a free heart finesse (often a guess)
or must offer a ruff and discard. In
today's case, this line fails.
The best line is to lead a low heart
toward dummy's jack after drawing
trumps. If it loses to the queen, a
low heart is later played toward the
king. If the ace is with East, South
can discard a club from dummy,
holding his losses to only three
tricks.
In today's layout, West must win
These students have been selected by their instructors as outstanding
the
first heart with his queen, and
students in Tech Prep, an exploratory course consisting of five areas
South
is home. The jack drives out
of instruction that students rotate through during the school year, at
the ace, a club goes on the heart
Ky-Tech-Murray-Calloway Couniy Area Vocational Center. The outking, and South has his 10 winners.
standing students for the first seven-week term are from left, Aaron
Vickery, carpentry; Charles Hargrove, retailing; Benny Trimble,
welding; David Gara, auto technology. Not pictured is Braxton Hicks,
electricity.

The extraordinary wilderness
saga that will captivate
your entire family!

EAST
46 4 2
10 9 4 2
•K Q 3
4 Q 10 8 3
SOUTH
•A K 9 8 5
V K 73
•8 2
•K 7 5
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South West
East
Pass
14
Pass
4•
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Diamond jack

project in the next two weeks, the
release said.
Kentucky Transportation Secretary Milo Bryant said the consultants will prepare reports on the
need for the new span, a recommended route, as well as potential
costs and environmental impact

Earthquake reported
on Aleutian Islands
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) —
A moderately strong earthquake
rattled the few residents of the
remote Aleutian Islands Sunday,
but there were no immediate
reports of damage or injuries.
Thc quake measured 5.6 on the
Richter scale,- according to the
Alaska Tsunami Warning Center. It
struck at 1:05 p.m. Alaska Standard
Time and was centered about 10
miles south of Amchitka Island,
said Tom Sokolowski, chief of the
Tsunami Warning Center in
Palmer.

Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright, IVA United Feature Syndicate
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Priciee
AM/FM Stereo, Alr, 5spd., Intermittent Wipers,
Rear Defogger.

1991
Truck
s—jr =,
Sale
Price
iC3e
9%1 I
5-spd., Power Brakes,
Styled Steel wheels, Double Wall Cargo Bed, Mist
Cycle Wipers, Metallic
Paint.

1991
Tercel D
#9137

24

Sale $1052
Price
Auto, Power Steering,
Air, AM/FM Stereo Cassette, Roar Defogger.

- THROUGH _NOVEMBER 1 ,
r Price Connection to

HBO or Cinemax •
'Murray Cablevision will donate $5 of your installation
fee to the United Way of Murray/Calloway County.
Id -Air Center
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753
'
5005

Amchitka is about 1.225 miles
southwest of Anchorage near the
western end of the Aleutians,
which stretch from Alaska toward
the Soviet Union.
"it was felt strongly on Amchitka, rattled clocks on walls, but
there was no damage," Sokolov:ski
said. He said the quake didn't
cause a tsunami, sometimes called
a tidal wave.
An earthquake that registers 5 on
the Richter scale of ground motion
is capable'of causing considerable
damage in a densly populated area.

1991
Camry
•

•9 7 4 2
II A6
•J 10 9 8 3
•10 9
South
East
West
North
Pass
Pass
2 NT
4 1/0
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
ANSWER: Spade deuce. If partner
has a singleton spade, you can give
him a ruff after winning the trump
ace.

studies.
The study is, tentatively scheduled 'to be completed one year
after the decision to proceed. A
draft environmental document and
conceptual bridge plans should be
finished nine months after that
date.
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Sports Writer Eagles give MSU seventh-straight loss with 69-6 drubbing
By EDITH M. LEDERER
Associated Press Writer
'Radical' changes coming
IN EASTERN SAUDI
after worst OVC loss ever
ARABIA - It's probably the
only football field of its kind
passes (53) and career passing
By DAVID RAMEY
in the world: mostly sand with
yards (8,684).
Ledger. & Times Asst. Sports Editor
from
one
end
tents
cot-filled
The loss left Racer coach Mike
zone to the other.
MOREHEAD - In the shadow
Mahoney saying there would be
But the Marines, on a rare
of the mountains, Murray State's
major changes in the'office and on
day off Sunday, didn't mind the
disastrous 1990 season reached the
the field.
dust
bottom of its valley of
"This is the most humiliating,"
"It's fun, a good way to let
disappointment.
Mahoney
said. "This was awful.
out aggressions," said Lance
The Racers were humiliated by
We're
going
to make some radical
Cpl. Dale "Tom" Keller, 20, of
Morehead State 69-6 Saturday changes."
Prineville, Ore. "It's better than
afternoop, and fell to 1-8 on the
He refused to say what those
sitting back at camp doing
year anok0-4 in Ohio Valley Con- changes might be.
nothing."
ference pNy. The Eagle rout of the
"We've got to check everything
Rest and relaxation for the
Racers was Murray's worst loss in
we're doing, because obviously,
220,000 U.S. troops confronting
conference history, eclipsing a 55-0 nothing is working."
Iraq in the Gulf has become
defeat to Middle Tennessee in
While Swartz was directing an
Operation
more important with
1959.
The
their
Racers
also
tied
Eagle
attack that rolled up 603
Desert Shield in its third month
all-time record for points surren- yards in total offense, the Racer
and no end in sight.
dered, set when Mississippi State offense continued to show no signs
Saudi Arabia is the first
beat the Racers 69-0 in 1946.
of life. Murray totaled just 161
potential combat zone where the
Morehead
snapped
a
seven-game
yards in offense, and the Racers
soldiers' two favorite diversions
losing streak against the Racers, didn't get a first down on their first
and
women
are
alcohol
and moved to just 4-5 overall and five possessions while Morehead
banned.
2-3 in OVC play behind a record- moved out to a 35-0 lead.
In their absence, sports have
setting performance from quarterThe key early was pass defense.
become an important recreation,
back Chris Swartz.
While
Murray couldn't take advanespecially for the 30,000 MarPlaying his last game at Jayne tage of Morehead's gambling "46"
ines banned from Saudi cities
Stadium, the senior from Bath defense, Swartz was whipping the
- unlike their Army and Air
County tossed a conference-record
Racer defense with sharp passing
Force counterparts - to keep a
seven touchdowns and broke two against the Racer pas coverage.
touchdown passes past the outstretched hands of
seven
of
his
throws
one
(15)
Swartz
Chris
Morehead's
low profile.
of Murray's Michael Proctor's
"They just killed us with the
Murray's Matt Horsey (78) during Morehead's 69-6 win over the Racers Saturday afternoon in Morehead.
The football is played in a
career
league
marks,
touchdown
on page 11)
(Cont'd
stadium at a Marine base turned
govover to them by the Saudi
ernment. Every game is called
the Scud Bowl, apparently after
Scud missiles which are part of
Adams each pulled down eight boards. Senior Paul King tossed in charge for adults and a $3 charge
School in Cadiz.
Staff Report
the Iraqi arsenal. The field
boards.
Transfer Terry Birdsong, 15 points, on four-of-eight shooting for all students (including MSU
from
the
eight-of-18
Allen
was
Sports
Ledger & Times
more closely resembles a dust
who
will
not be elgible until Janu- from 3-point range, while freshman students) with all proceeds going to
the
from
floor, and four-of-four
bowl.
ary, tossed in 11, and drilled both Jerry Wilson tossed in 10 points, the new special events center.
out
four
handed
and
also
points
line
tossed
in
23
Frank
Allen
Even though clouds of dust
The Racers will also conduct a
and pulled in seven rebounds.
3-point attempts.
assists. Greg Coble tossed in 13
to lead the Blue team past the Gold
partially obscured some of the
free
clinic for school-age children
The
Racers
will
scrimmage
again
Ronald
"Popeye"
Jones
led
the
down
11
pulled
team 74-59 in Murray State's first points and
play, the 100 fans at Sunday's
Gold team with 16 points and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Racer Are- Saturday morning from 8:30-11
while
newscrimmage
Blues,
basketball
for
the
rebounds
pre-season
main battle between the 174th
pulled down a game-high 15 na. There will be a $5 admission a.m. in Racer Arena.
Saturday at Trigg County High comers John Jackson and Scott
Marine Wing Support Squadron
_and the 311th Marine Fighter
Attack Squadron yelled just like
fans at home.
They cheered good passes and
touchdowns, booed interceptions
and shouted .al the referee for
calls they didn't like.
The Marines were playing
flag football, a variation of
touch football in which tackles
are made by grabbing strip-like
er of the game - ended Green
fins worn by the opposing
By The Associated Press
Bay's .last hope.
team. Highlights of the game,
'*That's why they are world
which the 311th won 15-14,
The San Francisco 49ers don't
were broadcast on the Armed
beat their opponents badly. They champions. This is the way they've
been winning. Great teams figure
Forces Radio Network.
just beat them.
out
ways to win games, and t,he
Most fans sat in the modern
The 49ers extended their winstadium on one side of the
ning streak to 16 games on Sunday 49ers did today," Packers coach
field. But some stood outside a
with a 24-20 victory over the last Lindy Infante said.
Chiefs 9, Raiders 7
long row of tents running the
team to beat them - the Green
Kansas City kicked its way back into the AFC
length of the other side, just a
Bay Packers. As usual, the 49ers West raGe as Nick terys. three field goals
handed the Raiders on
. r second loss. In a
few yards from the players.
got a big game from Joe Montana, game
played in a cold rain with sleet and gusty
"Just step right out and
who threw for 411 yards and three winds. Lowery's final field goal, a 41-yarder
early in the fourth quarter, gave the Chats (5-3)
watch the game," said Lance
touchdowns. And, as usual, the the
victory and moved them within a game of
Cpl. Ellory Myers, 20, of Cas49ers won, but not by much.
the Raiders (6-2).
Saints 21, Bengals 7
per, Wyo., whose tent is on the
The 49ers improved to 8-0, but , New
Orleans spoiled the Bengals return to
40-yard line.
have won only one game by more Riverfrorft Stadium after five straight weeks on
road as Craig Hayward and Rueben Mayes
"It's a good bonus ... except
than two touchdowns. Five of their the
each ran to more than 100 yards arid scored a
when it wakes you up," he
eight wins have been by six points touchdown_ It was only the third time in Saints'
history that two backs have topped 100 yards in
said. "It's kind of fun, espeor less.
the same game
cially when people get in fights
"People want to knock us off,
Vikings 27, Broncos 22
and stuff."
Minnesota spotted Denver a 16-point lead,
and it's not an easy road for us.
then rallied after John Elway was hurt to over"Ringside seat," said Master
You have to accept that and face
take the Broncos and end a five-game losing
Sgt. Dan Rich, 38, of Rochesstreak. Elway hurt his toe after leading the
the challenge," said Montana, who
Broncos to a 16-0 first-half lead, and backup
ter, N.Y., a maintenance chief
moved past John Hadl into fifth
quarterback Gary Kubiak was intercepted three
with the 311th Tom Cats. "You
place in career passing yardage. times, once for a TO by Joey Browner.
Stealers 21, Falcons 9
get to holler at everybody ...
"People think that we should blow
Pittsburgh, shut out for a half by the NFL's
It's good for relieving stress."
everybody out, but that's not worst-rated defense, took advantage of three
interceptions to beat Atlanta as Bubby Brister
But Lance Cpl. Wayne Lewis,
reality."
threw a pair of fourth-guano touchdown pas21, of Reading, Pa., who lives
The Packers (3-5) had been the ses Chris Miller, the NFL's fifth-rated quarterhis first interception in 116 attempts
on the 50-yard line, said he
last team to beat the 49ers, on Nov. back, threw
and 16 quarters on the final play of the first
wasn't interested in football and
19, 1989, in San Francisco. But half, then was intercepted twice in the second
Josh McKeel hung onto this pass reception with 23 seconds left in the first half to put Calloway's Little
was angry the Marines hadn't
this time, despite an early 10-0 half
League All-Stars in front of Lone Oak 8-6 as Calloway quarterback Sean Stonecipher (12, background)
Rams 17, Oilers 13
put up the tents elsewhere.
lead, they became San Francisco's
Los Angeles (3-5) got a touchdown pass
and David Bugden (47) watched in Saturday's First Annual Calloway County Little League Tournament
Jim Everett, a short scoring run by Clevelatest, victim. The 49ers also from
Chief Warrant Officer Jerry
championship
game. Lone Oak's All-Stars scored in the final minute of the game to claim the championland Gary and a last-minute goal-line stand to
extended their road winning streak
L. Duck, 36, of Malden, Mo.,
ship over Calloway, 20-14, while Murray's Little League All-Stars took third place in the tournament with
beat Houston (4-5), which missed a chance for
a share of the AFC Central lead
to an NFL-record 14 games.
was celebrating a 16-0 shutout
a 36-16 win over Marshall County in the consolation game. Calloway defeated Marshall County and Lone
Dolphins 23, Cardinals 3
"Both games they played us
by officers over enlisted men
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker
Oak edged Murray in the preliminary games Saturday morning.
Miami kept its perfect home record against
tougAt. But this time we didn't NEC-East teams intact by using a ball-control
from his unit in the 311th.
and the NEL's top-ranked defense to
make the mistakes we made last offense
"For an old man, I did all
rout Phoenix for its fifth straight win. The Dolwhich has given up the fewest
phins'
defense,
year," Montana said.
right," he said. "It helps the
points and yards in the league, has allowed one
The
unbeaten
New
York
Giants
morale. I think the stadium is
touchdown in the last 14 quarters
Bills 42, Browns 0
try to keep pace with the 49ers
the best place in the country."
Thomas scored three touchdowns
New York Yankees pitchers Dave lawyers on Oct 26. A S280 million
NEW YORK (AP) - Jack
when they play at Indianapolis asThurman
"This is great," said Sgt.
Buffalo kept pace with Miami in the AFC
payment would amount to
Clark, Jack Morris and 14 others LaPoint and Mike Witt, Oakland
East arid handed the Browns their worst home
tonight.
John Crone, 23, of York, Pa., a
loss ever
outfielder Dave Henderson, and
$10,769,230 for each of the 26
free
become
new-look
will
players
San Francisco trailed 10-0 when
photographer for the 174th. "A
Bears 26, Bucs 6
agents soon and owners will give San Francisco outfielder Brett But- clubs, by far the largest payment
Chicago intercepted Vinny Testaverde live
Don Majkowski hit Sterling Sharpe
lot of Marines out here have it
times and scored 10 points in the last three
ever made by teams to players in
players more than a quarter of a ler and pitcher Mike LaCoss.
for
a
20-yard
TT)
pass
with
38
secreally bad off. They're out in
minutes of the first hall to win in Tampa. The
Donald
the history of sports.
Players'
association
head
collusettle
the
dollars
to
billion
led 7-0 when Mark Carrier, Chicago's
onds to go in the first half. But the Bears
the sand and the dirt. I kind of
first-round draft pick, came up with a par of
Tokyo
on
baseThe source said that all other
Fehr,
who
is
in
sion
cases.
Packers left too much time on the interceptions in a two-minute span to set up
feel guilty sometimes."
goodwill
tour,
postseason
details
of the agreement will have
ball's
the
settle
agreed
to
Management
Neal
Anderson's
1
-yard
touchdown
run
and
only
clock - Montana needed
The stadium also has volleyKevin Butler's 30-yard field goal
confirmed
that
certain
understandto
be
worked
out before it can be
a
paycases
for
conspiracy
three
three plays, the last a 23-yard
ball nets, a softball diamond,
Redskins 41, Lions 38, OT
the
colluings
had
been
reached
in
presented
for
ratification
to the 26
million
on
total
$280
will
that
ment
touchdown pass to John Taylor, to
ping-pong tables and movies, for
Jeff Rutledge rallied Washington from a
21 -point second-half deficit and Chip LohmillJan. 2, several agents and lawyers sion cases, but didn't go into clubs and the executive board of
pull within 10-7 at halftime.
men as well as women.
Os 34-yard field goal with 5.50 left in overtime
the Major League Baseball Players
familiar with the agreement said details.
"The end of the first half was cave the Redskins a victory at the Solverdome
Capt. Cindy Stock, 29, a
manO'Connor,
head
of
Association.
Chuck
weekend.
this
flight nurse from Pope Air
the key series. We were able to
Eagles 48, Patriots 20
Relations
Comagement's
Player
playthe
16
Cunningham threw four touchdown
deal,
Randall
the
of
part
As
and
field
Force Base, in North Carolina.
take the ball down the
For instance, the sides have not
passes and scrambled for 124 yards and Heath
ers ,will be given the chance to mittee, would not discuss numbers agreed when the payment actually
was wearing shorts.
score," coach George Seifert said.
Sherman rushed for 113 more as Philadelphia
reached the SOO mark lOr the lint time this
leave their teams and become free or the new-look free agency, but will be made. If it is not made on
"It's one of the very few
Mike Cofer's third-quarter field
season. The Eagles (4-4) won their second
said discussions had intensified Jan. 2, the sides will have to agree
agents again.
Montana
hit
and
places we can wear them,
goal tied the game
consecutfve game and the Patriots (1-7) lost
made
will
be
although a deal had not been agree- on an interest rate between then
who
then
others
sixth
straight
The
which makes it doubly nice for
Brent Jones with a 6-yard touchJots 24, Cowboys 9
Atlanta
are
agents
d
to.
free
new-look
.and the date of the payment.
women," she said.
down pass for a 17-10 lead early in
The Jos got an NFL. record-tying 98-yard
"Until everything is agreed to,
punt return by rookie Terence Mathis and beat
pitcher Charlie Liebrandt, Boston
In addition, a mechanism must
Sweating in a T-shirt and
the fourth quarter. His 64-yarder to
Dallas for the first time ever. Mathis caught
pitcher Larry Andersen, California nothing is agreed to," O'Connor be determined to break down the
shorts during a break in another
Jerry Rice made it 24-13 with
Mike Saxon. 60-yard punt over his shoulder at
the 2 and became the fourth NFL player to
outfielder Chili Davis, Detroit said from Scottsdale, Ariz.
game, Lance Cpl. Darren Ortiz
seven minutes remaining.
total into payments to individual
'ett%!'ia punt ge yards Brad Barter and FreeA source involved in the deal players. Union lawyers estimate
catcher Mike Heath, Houston pitchMajkowski hit Sharpe with a
of New York City, said it was
man McNeil added late TDs for the Jets
Chargers 31, Seahawks 14
ers Danny Darwin and Dave Smith, confirmed that the sides settled on approximately 300 players are
17-yard scoring pass two minutes • The Chargers
like playing on the beach.
won ai the Kingdoms /Of the
Minnesota pitcher Juan Berenguer the $280 million figure and the involved in the cases.
later and the Packers got the ball
"You can run as hard as you
first time since 1900 as Nate Lewis returned
punt 63 yards for a touchdown and Les Miller
and third baseman Gary Gaetti, new-look free agency in a handback with 2:12 left. But Perry fell
can." he said. "But you won't
on Dew, Kneg's tumble in the and zone in a
Montreal pitcher Dennis' Martinez, shake agreement between the -(Cont'd on page II)
move nowhere that fast."
Kemp's fumble - the only turnov- 17-point third gustier

Allen leads Blue team past Jones-led Gold squad

49ers rally to 24-20
win over Packers;
KC downs Raiders

A big catch for a Little Leaguer

Owners prepared to settle collusion
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Coming up Roses
Wild weekend puts Rose Bowl in title-game hunt
ings as a result of the following
shockers — No. 16 Georgia Tech
41, No. 1 Virginia 38; No. 9 ColorThe Rose Bowl, the so-called ado 27, No. 3 Nebraska 12; No. 15
granddaddy of them all but a poor Florida 48, No. 4 Auburn 7; and
sister in recent years where the No. 13 Iowa 54, No. 5 Illinois 28.
national championship is conElsewhere, Notre Dame drew
cerned, is back in business big- coach Lou Holtz's ire despite a
time.
52-31 victory over Navy; No. 6
On one of the wildest weekends Houston — the only Division I-A
in college football history, the big team with a perfect record — outlosers were No. 1 Virginia, No. 3 lasted Texas Christian 56-35 in the
Nebraska, No. 4 Auburn and No. 5 biggest offensive show (1,563 comalong with the Citrus and bined yards) in NCAA history; No.
Sugar Bowls.
8 Miami flogged Pitt 45-0, and No.
The top winners? Second-ranked 10 Brigham Young battered Air
Notre Dame, No. 6 Houston, No. 7 Force 54,7.
Washington, No. 9 Colorado, No,
Virginia, Nebraska, Auburn and
13 Iowa — and the Rose Bowl. Wyoming all suffered their first
"This is definitely one of the losses. The Citrus Bowl's dream of
greatest days in all of our lives," a national championship shootout
quarterback Mark Brunell said after between Virginia and Notre Dame
Washington demolished No. 23 was destroyed, while Auburn's
Arizona 54-10 and clinched its first walloping at the hands of Florida
Rose Bowl trip in nine years. "I — its worst loss in 40 years—
can't describe the joy. We've got means the Sugar Bowl will not prothe Rose Bowl sewed up and now duce the No. 1 team on New
we can win the national Year's Day.
championship."
No. 16 Georgia Tech 41, No. 1 Virginia 38
The Huskies made a believer of
Virginia's drum became a nightmare vthen Georgia
Tech's
Scott Sisson kicked a 37-yani WA goal with
Arizona coach Dick Tomey.
seven seconds 411 Virginia coach George Welsh
"They've got all the elements," elected to have Jake Mcinemey kick a tying 23-yard
held goal on fourth-and-goal from the 6 .4th 7,4 minutes
Tomey said. "If there's a better remaining
deciskin backfired when the Yellow Jackets drove
team in the country, I'm anxious to 56The
yards in six plays to set up Sisson" game-winning
kick The victory put Tech (7-0-1, 5-0-1) in the drtvers
see them."
seat foi the Atisritic Coast Conference championship
Georgia Tech erased a 28-14 halftime deice and look
Washington figures to make a
Is
lead 38-35 on Sisson" 32-yard fled goal voth
quantum leap in this week's rank- 717firstremaining
Flanker Jerry Celcilds1 scored a pair of
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Ateetoclatied Press Sports Writer

Eagles •••
(Cont'd from page 10)
blitz," Mahoney said. "And we prepared for it They gave us just one
different look than we expected,
but it was the same thing that Tennessee State did. We bib them,
and we can't cover anyone man-toman. But then again, our offense
doesn't get anything done, so they
are in positive field position for
most of the first half."
Early on, the Racers snuffed out
Morehead's first drive of the game,
when Pete Hoston picked off a
Swartz pass on the Murray 37. But
after -the Racers were forced to
punt, Swartz directed an eight-play,
77-yard scoring drive, capping it
with a 24-yard TD pass to Anthony
White.
A short Racer punt put the
Eagles on their own 48, and three
plays later, Swartz fired a 53-yard
TD strike to an open White, whohad slipped behind a Murray defensive back.
Another short punt put the
Eagles on their own 46, and after
two seven-yard carries by Jerome
Williams, and two strikes by
Swartz to White, Williams scored
from nine yards out to put the
Eagles up 21-0.
After getting the ball on the
Murray 46, Swartz tossed a 43-yard
TD strike to Dave Pinque, and after
a Kevin Proctor fumble, Williams
carried for a 22-yard touchdown.
Murray moved the ball twice
into Eagle territory, but Proctor
tossed two incompletions to stop
one drive, and was picked off by
Lawrence Gore to snuff out
another.
Morehead put the game away
with a 27-point third quarter, with
Swartz tossing three TD passes,
one each to Pinque, White and
tight end Brandon Ford.
Murray's only score came in the
third quarter, as Chris Beckish
tossed a 46-yard pass to James
Huff, setting up a one-yard TD run
by Michael Davis.
A two-yard TD run by Morehead's Mike Tiza with 1:25 left in
the game closed the scoring.
Swartz was 22-of-30 for 323
yards, while Proctor, who was sacked five times, was 6-of-18 for 75
yards and Beckish was 3-of-19 for
78.
"Swartz had a great day," Mahoney said. "I'm sick to my stomach
that he broke Michael's records
against us."
The frustration of the long season spilled over on the last play of
the first quarter, as Murray's Keith
Askins and Morehead's Richard
Shadwick were ejected from the
game for fighting.
"There was some pushing and
shoving on the line," Mahoney
said. "Their bench emptied and
our's stayed i)ut because the last
time something like this happened,
in 1987 against Morehead, we had
a guy suspended for a game. It will
be interesting to see how the commissioner (Dan Beebe) rules on
this one, but it was 11 of our guys
out there against their 60."
The Racers will face No. 4-ranked Middle Tennessee Saturday at
Stewart Stadium, before the season
closes with a visit to Austin Peay.
"We're just going to have to
buckle up our chin straps a couple
of knotches," Mahoney said.
"Middle's a lot quicker than Morehead, and they had this week off,
so they'll be rested up."

touchdowns on a 43-yard reception horn Shawn Jones
and a 12-yard run Jones completed 17 ol 29 passes tor
257 yards and no touchdowns and also gamed on a
23-yard run
Virginal Shawn Moore comsat/led 16 of 2$ 101 a
schooi-record 344 yards, threw for one Ickidtdown and
ran for three Teammate Herman Moore caught nine
panes for a career hegh 231 yards incLidingli 63-yard
TO catch that gave Virgin, a 35 28 Mad In the thrd
quarter
No. 2 Notre Demo 52, Navy 31
fiatirey Cuero( scored on a 7-yard run to break a eurntnerig 10-10 Nam. So and ignite Nolte Dena"
21 -pore third wane The eight-play. 73-yaml march
began wan a 21-yard pass from Rick Miter to Raghib
lame( who had aix recepaons for 173 yards and In shed voth 219 el-purpose yards
Ricky Walters scored on a 2-yard run, hirer
sainted 30 yards for a TD, Tony Brooks added a
3-yard touchdown run, Meer hit lamed on a 54-yard
sconng play and Todd lyglit soared on a 53-yard kickoff
return
Holtz wasn't imptessed
This is one of the lowest spots In my career." he
tad "You cant be a greet football team if you can't phy
great Clalens• WeVe had Ih* problom MI year We're in
a state of disarray and I'm at a loss to explain II.
No. 9 Coierede 27, Ne. 3 Nebraska 12
Eric &enemy overcame early hones woos to SCOns
four lcurth-quantsr touchdowns and Colorado thus took
the inside hada for a second straight Orange Bowl trip
as Big Eight champion &enemy, the noon's leading
rusher, gained 137 yards on 38 carries On a wet WO but
turreted tour arras and lost three
1-1. redeemed Arrive4 by sconng on lour short runs
against a Nebraska learn which led the nation in fewest
points and yards showed and had surrendered only 22
second-half pants all season
No. 15 Florida 48, No. 4 Aubura 7
Ronda look advantage at two intoroeptlons and Terence Barbers 73-yard _punt return to score 27 secondquarter points W. McClendon scored three touchdown and Fionda's Utensil hed Auburn to rranus-14
yards rusong
No. 13 Iowa 54, No. 5 Illinois 26
Mel Rodgers paned tor no touchdowns and ran for
a bred as Iona took the inside track to be the E•g Ten's
R011e Bowl representative The lirakeyes rolled to a
28-0 second-quarter Wad
Rodgers, who completed 11 of 16 passes for 188
yards, threw ID. or eve yards to Mks Saunders In the
first quarter and 17 to Dann Hughes m the third. He
also ran a yard for a fourth-quarter TO lick Bet Iowa's
255-pound horse, rushed for 168 yards and two scoria
lanais' Jason Verduzco threw four touchdown passes
No. 6 Houston 56, Tines Christie% 36
Who&
Houston's David Kinglet threw seven touchdown passes, °keening the NCAA record of 690 passing yards by
ICU's Matt Vogler% filing in tor the inaired Leon Clay
Houston extended the nation s longest winning streak lo
12 games Wier dawn a 28-14 halftime lead
Vogler threw five touchdown passes and completed

Actions& Reactions
MSU volleyball
MOREHEAD, Ky. — The Murray State Racers failed in their bid for a weekend
sweep of the Ohio Valley Conference leaders, but took Morehead State into five
games before losing Saturday, 15-9, 14-16, 2-15, 15-8, 11-15. The game against
the OVC leaders came one night after the Racers had upset Eastern Kentucky at
EKU. Murray is now 15-18 overall, on a pace to better last season's best-ever
record of 16-20. Their 7-4 record is good for third in the OVC behind Morehead
(8-1) and Eastern (7-2). Jill Doty led the Racers with 15 kills and 25 digs while Lea
Ann Allen added 11 kills and 24 digs. Jill McCoy had 20 digs and two blocks while
Kim Koehler claimed seven service aces.
•The Racers finish their OVC season Tuesday in the North Gym of the Carr Health
Building, seeking to avenge an earlier upset loss at the hands of the Austin Peay
State Lady Governors. Game time is 7 p.m.

Little league basketball
The Calloway County girls' little league basketball program 'got off to a great
start," said director Pete O'Rourke, noting that over 75 girls showed up to give the
program its highest total ever. Players of the Week from the first day of games
were (5th-6th league) Miranda Rogers and Shea Stonecipher of Team 1, Chrissy
Stubblefield and Marcie Williams of Team 2, Misty Mason and Eleshia Adams of
Team 3 and Patricia Greer and Jana Herndon of Team 4. From the 3rd-4th league,
Players of the Week were Stephanie Hester and Amanda Murphey of Team 1,
Kalista Cunningham and Jeanie Pig of Team 2, Courtney Potter and Brook Boggess of Team 3 and Tiffany White and Whitney Morris of Team 4.
.The league returns to its regular schedule this Saturday with 5th-6th games at
Calloway Middle and 3rd-4th games at Calloway High School. Gametimes are 9
a.m. for Team 1 vs. Team 3 and 10 a.m. for Team 2 vs. Team 4.

Running
NEW YORK— Douglas Wakiihuri, a Kenyan who trains in Japan, broke away past
the 20-mile mark and won Sunday's hot and humid New York City Marathon with a
time of 2 hours, 12 minutes, 39 seconds. It was the slowest winning time since
Orlando Pizzolato of Italy won in 2:14:53 in 1984 Salvador Garcia of Mexico finished second in 2:13:19 and Steve Brace of Britain was third in 2:13:32. Poland's
Wanda Panfil took the women's race in 2:30:45 to spoil Grete Waitz's bid for an
unprecedented 10th victory. Kim Jones of Spokane, Wash., finished second for the
second straight year, five seconds behind Panfil to make it the closest finish in the
race's 21-year history. It was the slowest winning women's time since Waitz's
2:32:30 in 1978. Waltz finished fourth.
• • •
JACKSON, Tenn. — Lance Winders, a former Murray State standout now running
for the Lon's Sport World team, completed his pre-Vulcan training with a victory in
the 19th annual Andrew Jackson Road Race Saturday, covering the 10K course in
32.48 for the overall title. Winders wiU next run in the Vulcan Marathon of Birmingham, Alabama in two weeks.
•Murray State men's cross-country assistant coach Bill Hoffman beat a current and
a former Racer harrier in the 5K portion of the Andrew Jackson. Hoffman won the
race in 15:23, ten seconds ahead of current MSU cross-country athlete Chris Barngar. Former MSU runner Keith Abell was third overall at 15:54.
• • •
WASHINGTON— 0Aatt Waight of New Britain, Pa., won the 15th annual U.S. Marine Corps marathon Sunday in a time of 2 hours, 21 minutes, 32 seconds. The
race was marred when Lisa Christensen, a 19-year-old Boston University student,
collapsed at the 20-mile mark. Officials said Christensen was taken to a nearby
hospital where she was pronounced dead The cause of death was not immediately known, they said. Olga Markova of the Soviet UnioVr4olitok the women's race in
2:37:00,

Tennis
PARIS — Stefan Ecterg clung to the No. 1 ranking by default as BOCIS Becker
"heard something
"inpo
his thigh before retiring from their final in the first set
Sunday in the Paris Open. Becker limped off the court in the first set, tied 3-3. in
Oakland, Calif., second-seeded Monica Seles defeated top-seeded Martina Navratilova 6-3, 7-6 (7-5) in the final of the Virginia Slims of California on Sunday. Sales
has a three-match winning streak against Navratilova. In Nashville, Tenn.,
Natalia Medvedeva defeated fifth-seeded Susan Sloane 6-3, 7-6 (7-3) in
ticlof the Virginia Slims of Nashville on Sunday.

44 of 79p/eases He 6901arcs passing Woks the NCAA
record of 631 by Utens Smit Michell against Alf F0100
in 191141
Voger and Ming+ both summered the SWC angle
game record of 517 passing ywids s in lege by mous,
ton's Andre Ware Kinglet overcame four
interolObon4
and 03np41ed 36 of 53 passes for 563 yards
for an
NCAA record seventh 400-yard passing perlormince of
the season
•
No. 7 Washington 54, Arizona 10
Brunel passed for two touch:lows and ran tor a third
and Grog Leos, who has rushed Ice 100 yards in every
game this season. rushed for 103 Lees' backup Ilano
Bryant. scored on a 70-yard punt reason and a 73-yer0
nan
No. II liberal, Fie. 45, Pitt 0
Craig Endison oinpassed Alex Van Pea 355-85 as
IN. Humans lorded Rti Si most lopsided leUtOut
deleal since a 48-0 Oss at Warn in 1968 Van PM completed 10 or 22 passes and was Nekt under 1CO yards
for the first urns in los 21 -game career
Enckson was 25-01-35. incbdrig touchdowns to Ran
by Bethel and Randal 1411 and Leonard Conley ran for
two ID.
No. 10 Brigham Young 54, Air Force 7
Ty Dimmer ignored cold, wintry continent and peseta
for 307 yards. including three TO, to Andy Boyce
Dimmer, a moor, extended hs NCAA record of consecutne 300-yard pawng games 10 20 and tied the record of
22 contactor. 200-plus games est by BW.Js Sews
Young in 1963
Diener increased Nit career peaang total to 9 180
yards, 12th on the 14CAA Derision I list He needs 1.246
to break Todd Santcis NCAA record and 357.0 boat Jm
McMahon's school mart
Pie. 11 Tommie* 41, Temple 20
Andy Kelly passed for 264 yards, Roland Poles ran
for tree short touchdowns and Tony Thompson rushed
for 120 yards and scored nice as Tennessee tuned up
or nen week's vie by Notre Dame
No. 12 Ronda St. 41, S. Carolina 10
Amp Lee scored three amsts as Flotida State handed
South Caroine rts third straight loss Les scored on the
Seminoles' linit posasseons of Irs Ora second and
third Quarters
No. 14 Tease 41, Texas Tech 22
Intercsionon returns for exictickyvms by Lance Gunn
and Boon Powell led Texas, which held Tech to 41
rushing yards and also biatkel a led goal attempt
No. 17 Misseersippi 111, LSU 10
Randy Baldwin ran for three touchdowns, giving les'
inside the lead in the Southeastern Continence race
for the Sugar Bowl Of. Wm taus Tennessee in two
weeks and Mississ(por State on Nov 24 in a ad for its
first SEC atie since 1963
No. 18 Chinteon 20, It Caroline 3
Denier Dons resumed an insercepeon for a touchdown
and set up another score voth a punt return The Clemson degree, ranked hist in the naoon, hasnl allowed a
touchdown in *vs home games this year
Colorsdo St. 17, No. 19 Wyoming
Robert Chnco had a safety and three sacks and Irisbacker Enc Tippeconnic returned an interception 37
yards for a touchdown as Colorado State handed
Wyoming (1-1) Si Irst lose
No. 20 Michigan 38, Purdue 13
Allen Jefferson scored three touchdowns and Dwayne
Ware scored on a blocked punt and recovered a fumes
to set up another TD The loss was the sixth straight for
Purdue.
No. 21 Southern Cal 31, California 31
/Ake Pawiawski threw a to-yard tauctodown pass to
Brian Triggs with 122 to play and Robbie Keen kicked
the extra point to give Cal IN. 31-31 be The Bears had
a chance to von, NO Keent 43-yard bed goal attempt
was short as time ran out
No. 22 Deepen 20, UCLA 24
Bill Musgrave threw a 16-yard touchdown pass to
iihnce Ferry with 201 left as Oregon beat UCLA for the
OW time eve in Eugene The viCICXy gave the Ducks
their first unbeaten home season linos Autzon Stadium
was built in 1967
No. 24 Penn St. 31, W. Virginia 10
Baclooi Quarterback Tom Bill passed for one touchdown and ran for another as Penn State coach Joe
Paterno Peat the leountaineers for the 23rd lime in 25
tnes
No. 25 Louisville 41, Cincinnati 16
Anthony Cummings caught a school-record five
touchdown passes for LOUISville, nationally ranked for
the first time in 18 years
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"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
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LA Lakes
Sacramento

NFL standings
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Ebel
Pct. PP PA
W
Maio
7
875 229 136
1
0
Marro
7
1
0
675 175 93
NY Jets
5 0
4
444 175 199
ndianapol
2 5 0
2116 106 162
New England
7 0
1
125 120 244
Central
Cincinnati
5 4 0
556 212 225
Pittsburgh
5 4 0
566 171 147
Houston
444 194 188
4 5 0
Cleveland
2 7 0
222 12$ 235
West
LA Raiders .
6 2 0
750 154 106
Kansas Cali
625 176 121
5
3 0
San Dago
4
444 196 156
5 0
Dewar.
3 5 0
375 190 2C6
Seat"
3 5 0
375 1541 166
CONFERENCE
East
W I. T Poi PF PA
NY Giants
7 0
1 000 171 96
5 3
.4126 116 141
Phra
a
4 4
.900 199 172
Dallas . y 4
3 6
.333 119 160
Phoenix
2 6
.250 103 196
Gene
Chicago
7
1
.1175 199 102
Tampa flay
4 5
.444 163 208
Detroit
3 5
.375 206 220
Green Bay .
3 5
.375 147 160
Maresca
...
2 6
.250 177 Ill
West
San Francisco
8 0
1.000 190 138
Atlanta
3 5
.375 208 221
LA Rams
.....
3 5
.375 191 227
New Orem
3 5
375 136 157
Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh 21. Atlanta 9
New York Jets 24. Dales 9
Ptsladelphe 48, New England 20
New Orteens 21, Cincinnati 7
Mari 23, Phoenix 3
Kansas City 9, Los Angeles Raiders 7
San Franosco 24. Green Bay 20
Washington 41, Dena 38 OT
Buffalo 12, Cleveland 0
Chicago 26. Tamps Bay 6
LOG Angeles Ram. 17 Houston 13
San Diego 31 Seattle 14
Minnesota 27 Denver 22
Monday'. Darn*
Nevi York Giants at Indanapoks 8 p m
Sunday, Nov. 11
Atlanta at Chicago, noon
Indianapois at New England. noon
learn at New York Jets. noon
hennesota at Detroit. noon
Phoenix at Buffalo. noon
Seattle at Kansas City. noon
Tampa Bay al New Dineen'. noon
Denver at San Diego. 3 pm
Green Bay at Los Angeles Raiders, 3 p.m.
New York Gonts at Los Angeles Rams, 3 p.m
San Francisco at Dallas, 7 p m
OPEN DATES Cincinnati, Cleveland, leousion.
Pittsburgh
Monday, Nov. 12
Washington at Philadelphia, 8 pm

aihnostm.

NBA standings
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(Cont'd from page 10)
"We've thought about it a lot
and that's a lot of what the settlement discussions will entail," Fehr
said.
Neither side has addressed tax
implications of a deal, such as in
which years the players and clubs
would claim payments on their
taxes.
Also, the union wants owners to
agree on guidelines to salary arbitrators this winter which would
take into account shortfalls to player salaries caused by collusion. For
example, they could agree that for
purposes of arbitration salaries
should have been a certain percentage higher in 1990 than they actually were.
Under new-look free agency,
players can keep their current contracts or for a limited period void
their deals and sign a new agreement with any team. This is the
method Kirk Gibson used to leave
the Detroit Tigers and sign with
Los Angeles Dodgers after the
1987 season.
The collusion cases were filed
by the union after teams departed
from past practice and in October
1985 began shunning free agents.
Arbitrator Thomas Roberts found
the owners guilty of collusion following the 1985 season and arbitrator George Nicolau found them
guilty following the 1986 and 1987
seasons.
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The top 25
How the top 25 teams in me Associated Press' college footle/ pol fared Saturday
1 Vrgina (7,1) lost to No 16 Georgia Tech 41-38
Neal at North Gamine Saturday
2 Notre Dame (7-1) Deal Navy 52 31 Nen at No 11
Tennessee Saturday
3 Nebrasea (9-I) lost to No 9 Colorado 27-12 Next
at Kansas Saturday
4 Auburn (6-1-1) lost to No 15 Fkanda 48 7 Neat
vs Southern klisitissipa Saturday
5 linos (6-2-01 foe to No 13 Iowa 54 28 Neat at
No 20 Michigan Saturday
6 Houston (8-0) bee Texas Chnshan 56-35 Nein at
No 14 Texas, Saturday
7 Washington (131t teat No 23 Anions 54-10 Neal
vs UCLA. Saturday
8 learn, Fla 16-2) beat Pittsburgh 450 Next vs
Boston Cottage, Nov 17
9 Colorado (11-1) beat No 3 Nebraska 27-12 Nest
vs Oklahoma State, Saturday
10 Brtgriam Young(7-1) teat from Force 54-7 Neal at
No 19 Wyoming, Saturday
11 Tennessee (5-1-2) beat Temple 41-20 Nen vs
No 2 Notre Dame, Saturday
12 Fbncla State 16-2) beat South Caroina 41-10
Next vs Cinannall, Saturday
13 Iowa (7-1) beat No 5 ninon 54,28 Nail vs Ohio
Stale, Seurday
14 Texas (6-1) teat Texas Tech 41-22 Next vs No
6 Houston Saturday
15 Fend." (7-1) beat No 4 Auburn 487 Next vs
Georgia at Jacksonville. Fla. Saturday
16 G.orgia Tech (7-0-1) beat No 1 Virginia 41-38
Next vs Virginia Tech, Saturday
17 lAssisepp (S-11 beat Louisiana State 19 10
Nell vs No 11 Tennessee Nov 17
18 Clemson 16-2) beat North Carotins 203 Nell vs
South Caroina. Nov 17
19 Wyoming (9-1) lost to Colorado State 17-8
No 10 -Brigham Yeeela. Saturday
195.vs
20 lAchigan (5-3) beat Purdue 38-13 Next vs No 5
lianas, Saturday
21 Southern Cal (6-2-1) bad Callornia 31-31 Neat
at Oregon State, Saturday.
22 Oregon (7-21 beat UCLA 28-24 Neal at Caldornsa, Saturday
-23 Arizona (6-3) bat to No 7 Washington 54-10
Neal vs Stantord Saturday
24 Penn State 16-2) beat West Virginia 31-19 Next
vs Maryland. Saturday
25 L Quante 18-1-11 beat Cincinnati 41-16 Nest vs
Boston College. Saturday

NHL scores
Saturday's Game*
Chicago 3 Philadelphia 1
Buffalo 4 Baskin 1
St Lours 4. Hartford 1
Washington 5. N Y Wanders 2
Rnsburgh 3 N Y Rangers
lennetoks 2, Quebec 0
New Jersey 5, Edmonton 2
Montreal 5 Detroit 2
Cagan, 7 Toronto 3
Winrspeg 5. Vancouver 3
Sunetire Games
Buffalo 2. Calgary 1
Minnesota 2 Montreal 2. be
Phiadepne 7 Toronto 1
Los ngeies 2 C INCag c

303 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Practical Features.
Practical PeEformance.
Practical Price.
Toshiba's
New 80-2810
Personal
Business Copier!

Recommended by Buyers Guide
"AM yew neyghbors
Oho atm Toahbe

nally, a compact cope, that makes sense for business,
.10 compote Edge-to-Edge Copes per Minute'
-99 Copies per Pun in Statement, Laney, or Legal Sizei
-Dependable Straight Paper Path1
-Versatile 2 Way Pape' Supply.

118 N. 7th St. Mayfield, Ky.
1-800433-7296 Inside Ky.
1-800-858-0092 Outside Ky.

RACER BASKETBALL
ORDER YOUR SEASON TICKETS TODAY!!

Monday, November 5th

1 500
0
1 000
0 2 000
Malmitiates Game.
San Antono 110, LA Laken 99
Atlanta 121. Mean 120
Defoe 106, Cleveland 97
Boston 106, New Yort 103
Charlotte 101. Orlando ti
Philadelphia 112. New Jersey 110 ror
WashVon 103, Chicago 102
Dallas 140, Denver 110
Milwaukee 111. Minnesota 93
Leah 102 Phoenix tot
Seattle 118 Houston 106
Portland 95 Sacramento 93 07
Sunday's Gams
LA Moen 109 Golden State 107.
Monday's Games
No games scheduierd
Tuesday's Games
New Jersey at Charlotte, 630 pm
Minnesota at indona. 6 30 p m
Milwaukee at Maas. 6 30 p m
Dallas at New York, 6 30 p m
Cleveland at Orlando. 6 30 p ry
Boston at Chicago. 7 pm
Denver at Hoosban. 710 pm
Detroit at Seattle. 9 p m
La Clippers at Golden State. 930 pm
Portland at LA Laken 930 pm
Atlanta at Sacramento 930 pm

Jane Rogers Insurance

thrir

RACER
CLUB
MEETING

•

State Farm Insurance convent**
Home Officio Bloomington, Illinois

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W t. Pct. GB
Boston
2 0t 003 —
Pliteed4ege2 0 1 000 —
7
- .........

Owners
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Men's Basketball
13 Exciting Home Games
Reserved Bleacher Seats $78.00

Women's Basketball
These Tickets are for the 6 Lady
Racer Games which are not part of
a double-header
Reserved Chair Seats $15.00

(502) 762-4895

Seven Seas Restaurant

BLUE-GOLD SCRIMMAGE
SATURDAY, NOV. 10 - RACER ARENA
Adults $5.00 Students $3.00

(Business Meeting will start promptly at S p.m.)

All gate receipts go towards the Regional Special Events Center

-Plus Gartncige AutoToner, Easy Opecationi,Cotionai
Color Copying all in a system thars barely
8 inches small"
Gel practical abou you business copying and
you copei budget'
Get Toshiba's new 80-2810 personal business copier
You'll love the performance (and the price'-1

TOSHIBA

,on•

a
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ADVANTAGE: CHRYSLER — ADVANTAGE: PEPPERS — ADVANTAGE:

THE CAR - TRUC
OR VAN
OF YOUR CHOICE
AT $100 OVER INVOICE
AT PEPPERS
YOUR LEASE SPECIALIST

r33

ADVANTAGE: PEPPERS — ADVANTAGE: CHRYSLER — ADVANTAGE: PEPPERS

ADV
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As Low As

8,930'

#100072

*$199 A Month For 24 Months

1991 Dodge Dynasty
3.3 Liter V-6
4 Speed Ultradrive
Locks
Tilt, Cruise
Drivers Air Bag
AM/FM Stereo
Rear Defroster
Gauges
Remote Trunk Release
Floor Mats
Message Center
Split Bench Seat
Remote Mirrors
#100155

List
Peppers Price
Fact. Reb.

Your Price

1S7454X1
14,830.50
1,000.00

$29414a month

1991 Chrysler 5th Avenue
List
Peppers Price
Fact. Reb.

--2-7733849
19,536.30
750.00

30

Your Price

18.786

0

)

0

$35771 a month
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SKC VHS

$1 954V7
$29992a month
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"Whatever It takes, we want to be
your car or truck company."
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Mime by le Wile Apples aesster sled one •Erciudes 1911 Dodge sows,
2400 East Wood St., Parts • 642-5661 • 1-800-345-3821
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WILD
MUSK
I

WOMENS

75 OZ COLOGNE SPRAY

° .""'
WITH 3.7'
a79
R

CORRECTOL

3772

0
CT
,

.

LAXATIVE

MUSK FOR MEN

467

AFTERSHAVE

99

60
CT

.0
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'
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CIIIISOff go
DP
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ASST VARIETIES
AIR SPRA

FINESSE

SHAVE

HOT

HAIR CARE

CONSORT
MEN'S HAIRSPRAY

ALCCOKE PRODUCTS

-_

12-PACK
COKE

REG. OR LIGHT

RUFFLES

299, 217 . 149 990 326
POTATO CHIPS
6 OZ. BAG

80Z

130Z AEROSOL .

CZ

BilaabU
SMALL,
MEDIUM,
LARGE

EPSOM
SALTS

LATEX
RUBBER
GLOVES

FILM DEVELOPING

150 CT
REGULAR
FLAVOR

Wiabitt
BABY
WIPES
REG/
UNSC

CALCIUM
ANTACID
84

188 CT

:kliable

!Viable

COLD
CAPSULES

199 99

IBUPROFEN

'
1°
CT

COUPON

i50 OFF 1°° OFF
ANY

REVLON
MASCARA PENCIL

149

REVLON

ftlialge COUPON

s

GET
2.00
BACK

EYEtiNER OR .
COLOR UP STICK
FOR E YfBROWS
LIMIT 1 COUPON
GOOD THRU 11.11-90

(by Mail)
MAtt IN REFUND
SEE DETAILS IN STORE

A•O•te

)(IR I Pi( M

10 35010n ihA

SAVE-SAVE-SAVE-SAVE
ON BRANDS YOU CAN TRUST

IA

PEPPERS — ADVANTAGE: CHRYSLER — ADVANTAGE: PEPPERS

Bel-Air popping Center, Murray, KY
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249

12 OZ. CANS

1 79

SAVE YOU MORE

•
•EVERYDAY LOW PRICES•t
Voody
ANY
ON
PHOTO
XTRAS"
• GOODY
•
swir
--4d
- wr
PONYTAIL
3/
1
2"SINGLE PRINTS
• BARRETTES,
HOLDER, OR SLIDE
COMB
•
LIMIT 1 COUPON
,
X1 ; PR/N7s
1G000 THRU 11.11-90
EXPOSURES
12
•
Inil
•
sizE
•
• lb exp 2.99
home)
Amen
4.99
24 exp
•
• 36
exp
7.49
•
disc 110 or 126 C 41 process
de.000 0.0 prov 0.44ss See
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COTT

MAX STRENGTH CAPLETS,
CAFF FREE MAX STRENGTH
TABLETS OR CAPLETS
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ENERGIZER DRIXORAL
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SALINE MIST
2 PK C OR D • 9 VOLT
OR

Your Price
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IA11

*
.4
it..
A L\ 0% sENI0H ei,

la 0011/KA, i

„ 107

List
—277832-.139
Peppers Discount 2,197.89

Transferring your prescription to Reliable is
Quick and Easy. Just bring in the bottle and our
, Pharmacist will do the rest.
--i .'

I
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COLGATE

Payments Are Figured On 48 Month Lease W/$1,000 Down +
1st Months Rent & Security Deposit, Taxes, Title & DOC Fee
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DRt C INTERACTION
CHECKS• COMPLETE RECORDs
FOR TAX AND INsCRANCE
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PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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SIIC
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1991 Jeep Cherokee Laredo

DR. GMT

° '
- TUE NS DISC

i 4'fr4
\/141 ..,A
0

wao

ing is a predictable consequence of aspirin treatment, you may wish to
check with your doctor to make sure
no serious'-ailment is causing your
problem.
To give yd'u more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Blood." Other readers who
would like a copy should send $1.25
with their names and addresses to
P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title.
01990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

RELY ON US FOR All YOUR PRESCRIPTION NEEDS

PRICES EFF.
THRU 11-11-90
1--

AV

4.0 Liter H.O. 6 Cyl.
Automatic Transmission
"Select Trac" 4 WD
Aluminum Wheels
Floor Mats, Full Gauges
Roof Rack
Leather Steering Wheel
Rear Defroster-WiperWasher
Windows-Locks-Tilt-Cruise
Cassette-Keyless Entry
Power Antenna
#100027

clotting. As little as one baby aspirin
a day (one-fourth the strength of an
DEAR DR. GOTT: I bruise very adult aspirin) will significantly reeasily, simply by banging a leg or arm duce the speed with which blood
against something. What causes this? coagulates.
Is the one aspirin I take daily thinning
I suspect that the aspirin is the
my blood too much and causing the cause of your bruising tendency; this
problem?
is a common reaction in patients takDEAR READER: Normal blood ing aspirin. It is not harmful, although
clotting depends on a complex series a bruising tendency can be annoying
of chemical reactions. As an integral at times because of discomfort and
part of this series, tiny blood cells, the obvious cosmetic effects.
called platelets, play a crucial role:
If your doctor has told you to take
The platelets stick together to provide aspirin, you will simply have to put up
a super-structure that supports the with the bruising. If you are taking asclotting chemicals.
pirin regularly on your own. I suggest
When platelets lose their adhesive- you discontinue it — and see if your
ness and fail to aggregate, a blood clot susceptibility to bruising disappears.
is prevented from forming.
I should add that spontaneous(nonAspirin (and similar compounds) traumatic) bruising may indicate a
disrupt platelet stickiness. Therefore, serious clotting disorder that is not rethese inexpensive drugs are often lated to aspirin therapy; such diseases
used to prevent common diseases, include leukemia and thrombocytopesuch as stroke and heart attacks, that nia, a primary disease of platelets.
are related to inappropriate blood Therefore, while I suspect your bruis-

DRuGs

hTrlIgir

Payments Are Figured On 36 Month Lease
Down + 1st
Month Payment & Security Deposit,Taxes, Title & DOC Fee.

Government WasteWatch, a
publication which released the
above information, is published
four times each year by Citizens
Against Government Waste, 1301
Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite
400, Washington, D.C., 20036.
Telephone: (202) 467-5300.
Co-chairmen are J. Peter Grace
and Jack Anderson, with Alan L.
Keyes president.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

4

1 3)

unfriendly.
• Mazzoli: 58.33 percent. Rating:
lukewarm.
• Buaning: 50 percent. Rating:
lukewarm.
• Rogers: 75 percent. Rating:
friendly.
• Hopkins: 75 percent. Rating:
friendly.
• Perkins: 0 percent. Rating:
hostile.

li

Aspirin may cause bruising tendency

e to

$ 8305°'

Payments Are Figured On 36 Month Lease W/$0 Down + 1st
Month Payment & Security Deposit, Taxes, Title & DOC Fee.

3.3 Liter V-6
4 Speed Automatic
Windows, Locks
Tilt, Cruise
Power Seat
Drivers Air Bag
Auto. Temp. Control
Security Alarm
Keyless Remote Entry
Chrysler Key Warranty
#100109

:30VINYACIY

ADVANTAGE: PEPPERS ADVANTAGE: CHRYSLER

A

1991 Plymouth Sundance "America"
4 Cyl., 5 Speed
Air Conditioning
Power Steering
Power Brakes
Cloth Bucket Seats
AM/FM Stereo

in favor of cutting government
waste.)
• Ford: 16.67 percent. Rating:
hostile.
• McConnell: 75 percent. Rating:
friendly.
United State House of Representatives — Kentucky delegation:
• Hubbard: 33.33 percent. Rating:
unfriendly.
• Natcher: 25 percent. Rating:

The Council for Citizens Against
Government Waste has released
ratings of Kentucky senators and
representatives in relation to their
votes imposing or relieving direct
costs to the taxpayer.
"Many other organizations rate
members of Congress on criteria of
rn interest to those organizations,"
m according to a council release. "No
33 other organization looks at the
V)
question of government waste,
however, and we think the accompanying ratings will be useful to
citizens in evaluating their representation in Congress.
"In selecting votes to rate, We
looked exclusively at votes imposing or relieving direct costs to the
taxpayer. As budgets tighten, the
federal government more and more
imposes indirect costs on citizens,
in the form of mandates to industry
and business. This first rating does
not take those indirect costs into
account.
"Some of the votes rated here
save (or would have saved) a lot of
money; others are much smaller in
their impact. All, however, provide
indications of how your representa7.1 tives regard the tax money
entrusted to them."
rUnited States Senate — Kentucky delegation: (Percentages represent number of times they voted

— S1:13cid3d :39VINVA0V — 1:131SAHH3 :39V1NVA0V
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Ratings of politicians' votes on taxes given
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Overgrown

Outlook bright for 1990 burley market
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Accidently dropped watermelon seeds last fall have resulted in five
hugely successful volunteer watermelon plants at the home of Mr.
Vesta Shelton, of Rt. 2, Hazel, pictured above sitting on the porch of
his home.

3

•

1

Strong foreign demand along with
limited supplies and higher price
support should make the tobacco
industry optimistic about the 1990
burley market, according to a University of Kentucky agrigltural
economisi
"Average market prices probably
will be higher than $1.70 per pound
for the first time since 1984, with very
limited supplies being placed under
government loan," said Will Snell, an
Extension agricultural economist in
the UK College of Agriculture.
"However, tight supplies will most
likely lead to a continuation of limited
price variability among grades."
The value of the 1990 Kentucky
tobacco crop should be more than
$700 million, Snell said.
"That kind of growth will allow
tobacco to strengthen its position as
the No. 1 crop for Kentucky farmers,"

kekdcziuxiey
Men/ad? 6)
Adteed eS24ocazhatv

Vets observe preventive care as well

WIMP

Vector-borne diseases are those ease and Ehrlichiosis, directly
which are carried by insects. While affect animals as well as humans.
If the others don't directly affect
they are primarily diseases of animals, because the insects often use humans, why are they a concern of
animals as intermediate hosts they veterinary medicine?
Because veterinary medicine is
also affect humans directly.
In Kentucky, three such diseases an important preventive barrier for
are carried by ticks and at least two human health, and one of the funcof them often utilize dogs as inter- tions of veterinary medicine is just
that.
mediate hosts.
Veterinarians devise and admiRocky Mountain Spotted Fever
was perhaps the most common over nister the means by which insects
the last decade, averaging 16 cases are controlled on animals and, if
per year, although Lyme Disease successful, by which they do not
was reported with more frequency reach humans.
Veterinarians inspect the raw
in the past year. RMSF has been
meat
at packing houses, to be sure
reported in 30 counties in the state.
The Rickettsia which causes it is it is free of disease and contaminacarried by several ticks, usually the tion before it is used for human
dog tick. It causes high fever and consumption.
Nitennarians monitor the health
fatigue in humans, with muscular
of animals used for milk producpain.
Similar symptoms are caused by tion, as well as milk products.
Veterinarians have also pionEhrlichiosis, two cases of which
have been reported in Kentucky eered several regimens of treatment
within the past year. It also is car- now used successfully in human
medicine, as well as done valuable
ried by a tick-borne Rickettsia.
research
to contribute to human
Lyme Disease is being reported
with more frequency, and causes an health.
Today's veterinarian does not
inflammatory disorder resembling
only
treat animals which are sick.
arthritis. It is caused by a spirochete carried by the deer tick, He or she is trained and skillful in
which may also hitch a ride on preventive medicine, in public
health matters, in animals nutrition,
dogs.
Arboviral Encephalitis, and especially as it will later involve
malaria are both seen in Kentucky, human nutrition, and frequently in
and yellow fever is still reportable epidemic control.
The veterinarian is an important
though not recently seen. All are
part of your community.
carried by mosquitoes.
There were an average of 19
cases of Arboviral Encephalitis
reported each year during the last
decade, and a total of 30 cases of
malaria during that same time.
Also reportable in Kentucky, but
not seen recently, are the plague
and typhus, both carried by fleas
which infest rats.
Two of these diseases, Lyme dis-

NEN

McCuiston chosen
to serve on FmlIA
Area Committee
Area farmers have elected Steve
McCuiston to serve a three-year
term on the FinHA Area Committee for Calloway and Marshall
counties, as a result of the committee election held on Oct. 15, 1990.
The FrnHA Area Committee
assists the agency in determining
the eligibility of applicants for
FrnHA farm loans. They also act as
an advisory committee on FmHA
farmer program implementation.
The committee is made up of three
members, two of whom must be
farmers deriving the principal part
of their income from farming at the
time of their appointment. Other
members for Calloway and Marshall counties are Hamp Brooks
and Don Overbey.
FrnHA, a credit agency of the
Deparment of Agriculture, make
farm loans for real estate and production purposes as well as for
nonfarm enterprises that supplement family income..A "credit arm
of last resort," the agency has, over
the years, enabled many farm families to stay on the land and succeed
in farming. A special "limited
resource" program provides low
interest loans to young farmers and
others who have farming capabilities but need extra help in getting
established.
FmHA provided over $850,000
in loans and grants for farm and
housing programs in Calloway and
Marshall counties during the past
fiscal year. The county office, at
104 North 5th Street, Murray, is
headed by Ronald W. Nelson,
county supervisor. FinHA is an
Equal Opportunity Lender.

he said.
An increased foreign demand for
U.S. burley should offset an expected
decline in U.S. cigarette consumption, which will be caused by increased prices, excise taxes and antismoking efforts.
There is a strong foreign demand
for U.S. burley tobacco in both manufactured (cigarette) and unmanufaclured (leaf) form, Snell said.
Although demand for U.S. burley is
quite strong in foreign markets, dealers claim that underproduction of
burley quota continues to restrict

and 14 percent during the first six
months of 1990.
U.S. Department of Agriculture
estimates project that U.S. cigarette
exports will be about 165 billion
cigarettes this year. Exports for 1989
were about 142 billion cigarettes.
"Future increases in tobacco exports should continue given the
changing political situation in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union. Some
analysts believe that U.S. cigarette
exports may top 200 billion cigarettes
within several years," Snell said.

New director appointed for ag communication services
Logan Louderback has been named
as director of Agricultural Communications Services for the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
As director, Louderback will oversee the day-to-day operations of the
agricultural communications and
agricultural data processing units,
said Randall Barnett, associate dean
for Agricultural Information Systems
for the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"Louderback's experience in
Cooperative Extension Service work
will be a real asset in the position,"
Barnett said.
Louderback, 56, has been with the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture in various capacities
since 1955, including serving as Extension agent in Morgan,Bracken and
Elliott Counties and as Extension area

director in Northern Kentucky, Lincoln Trail and Northeast Extension
areas.
.The Robertson County native received his B.S. degree in agriculture
from the University of Kentucky in
1955, an M.S. degree in agronomy,

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Agriculture Department's latest
monthly indicators of prices paid
and received by farmers shows a
classic pattern of cost-price
squeeze.
In July, the index of prices farmers receive for what they produce
averaged 152 percent of a base period used for comparison.
During August, as seasonal
harvests and other factors came to
bear, the "prices received" index
dropped to 151 percent.

also from University of Kentucky, in
1960 and an Ed. D. degree from North
Carolina State University in 1970.
Louderback is active in Gamma
Sigma Delta, agriculture honorary
society, and Epsilon Sigma Phi, Extension honorary society.

We at

Hutson Ag Service
would like to thank
all our customers for
their faithful patronage
this fall.
We look forward to
serving you in the future.

Indicators point to
cost-price squeeze
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Control of garlic
in lawns depends
upon temperature

116

expansion, Snell said.
"Despite that problem, U.S. burley
exports should approach record levels
in 1990," he said.
Japan and West Germany remain
the largest customers of U.S. burley.
Combined,they purchased 43 percent
of 1989 U.S. exports. They are followed by the Netherlands, Thailand,
Italy and Hoeg Kong.
"U.S. cigarette exports continued
to escalate at a rate higher than most
analysts had predicted."
U.S. cigarette exports increased 18
percent in 1988, 20 percent in 1989

November -7 thru 1 7

Drive a Deere
...IF EIki
l

The warm fall days offer an ideal opportunity for spraying to control wild garlic, one of the most
obnoxious lawn weeds in the region. Any day that the temperature
is about 70 degrees you can spray
with a general purpose lawn seed
killer. The use of 2,4-D and related
compounds depends on temperatures warm enough for the manufacture and movement of sugars
within the plant. These growth regulators type chemicals move along
with plant sugars. If the temperature is too cool, the herbicide is not
moved to the root where it needs to
be in order to kill the plant roots.
Wild garlic requires repeat applications of herbicides in the spring
and in the fall for two or three
years. In addition to the soft garlic
bulb there are small hardshell bulbs
that are formed at the base of the
soft bulbs. There hardshell bulbs
are dormant and do not sprout for
up to four years after they have
been formed. That is the reason
why repeated sprayings are necessary. And that is the reason why
garlic occurs in clusters in the
lawn.
Repeated sprayings with a general lawn weed killer containing
2,4-D will control garlic, dandelion
and many other broadleaf weeds.
Just be sure the temperature on the
day of spraying is about 70
degrees.

Mirrray Ledger & Times
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(w/anchor & clips) i

Stock master
Charges

See us about a demonstration drive in a John Deere 55 Series,
105- to 200-hp tractor. Because the best way to understand
a tractor is to drive it and compare it.
We'll also fill you in on:

up to 25

Five free T-fasteners with each post.

miles of fence.
e-.
1-4
'
-J
...,

Shocks through
wet weeds and brush.

• NO finance charges until March 1, 1991, or

6 ft. (x08.1-14502)

k

239

(#081-25200)

5795

special low-rate financing, or cash discount
• FREE 5-year Customer Protection Plan
for your new tractor
• EXTRA savings on John Deere hay and tillage tools

6 1 / 2 ft. x081-14503)

49
i_

Note For qualified buyers I /lien may be 1;rithdrinim at any time

Gas Power Blower

5-Eyelet
Duck Boots

21.2cc 2-cycle gas engine. 120 mph air velocit‘
Solid state electronic ignition. IS in. blower

tube. 9.5 lbs.

Orthopedic insole. Pile lined

(R103-851501

throughout.Bright rubber shell.

For men.(*067-91051)

Ask us about a FREE test drive on a Jobs Deere tractor

JD EQ. CENTER
Hwy. 641 South

Teddy Beane
502 759-1617

For women
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Lone Oak students do more
than study environment

1990 Dodge Dynasty L.E.
V-6 - NC - Window - Locks - 6,800 Miles

1990 Plymouth Laser RS
5 Speed - A/C - Windows - Locks - Cassette w/Eq.

1989 Chrysler New Yorker Landau

The Murray Ckitan Club observed its 32nd birthday at its Charter
and Awards Night on Nov. 1. Pictured is Gerald Owen receiving the
Civitan of the Year Award from John Emerson, past president.

21,000 miles. Loaded

1989 Chrysler New Yorker
V-6 - Loaded - Digital Dash. Nice.

1989 Daytona E.S. Turbo
5 Speed - Windows - Locks - Cassette

1989 Dodge Aries
4 Cyl. - Auto. - A/C - P.S. - P.B. AM/FM

- 1989 Dodge Colt
4 Cyl. - 4 Speed - Gas Saver

1988 Ford Tempo
Auto - Tilt - Cruise - Windows - Locks

1987 Renault GTA
5 Speed - NC - AM/FM Cassette- Speakers

1987 Dodge Omni
Auto - AC - AM/FM - 4 Door

1987 Dodge Shadow
4 Cyl - 5 Speed - ArC - AM/FM -

1987 Dodge Aries L.E.
Auto - NC - AM/FM - 28,000 Miles

'
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11111110

Each year the Murray Civitan Club honors a local business in appreciation for services rendered to the clui*Homeplace Restaurant is the
recipient of the 1990 Appreciation Award. Pictured is Charlotte
Hager receiving the honor plaque from John Emerson, immediate
past president of the club.

1987 Nissan Maxima Wgn.

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Many
students at Lone Oak High School
have decided there's more to life
than pompons and pep rallies. The
Environmental Action Team still
makes time for football games and
dates with friends, but members
put something else on their list of
priorities — saving the planet.
Guided by English teacher Jihn
Toy and science teacher Tim Whitley, the 50-member plus club collects plastic, glass, aluminum and
paper for recycling. Members have
persuaded teachers to place containers in classrooms for soda pop
cans and cafeteria personnel to
save plastic juice jugs.
Eight large containers in Toy's
classroom and the gym are labeled
so students can bring items in.
EAT members then go into
action — truly their middle name.
Plastic and aluminum go to Kroger
stores, paper goes to the West Kentucky Easter Seal Center and newspapers go to a Boy Scout troop in
Metropolis, Ill.
The club, said Toy, is unlike
other school clubs. "We don't
have officers and we don't pay
dues," Toy said as a room full of
members stomped plastic milk jugs
while others emptied containers of
aluminum cans on the front lawn
for crushing. "We are an actionoriented club."
The only trash tossed in the
waste can in Toy's classroom was
two candy bar wrappers and a solitary lollipop stick covered with goo.
The difference the club is making
in students' attitudes and outlooks
is amazing, Toy said.
"This whole thing is studentoriented and student-initiated,"
Toy said. "I would not have done
it on my own." Although he

chooses to be environmentally
active, Toy said he wouldn't have
tried to start a club because he
didn't want to force anything on
his students.
Lynne Pierce, a 16-year-old
senior, is one of the students who
made him change his mind. "I
started hearing things about how
bad the environment is getting,"
Pierce said. "I knew he (Toy) was
the one to come to ... he's really
involved."
Things grew from there. More
students came to Toy asking -for
help in organizing a club. Hejoined forces with Whitley, who is
also concerned with the environment. In just a few short months,
attitudes all over the school are
changing.
"We recycle at home now,"
Pierce said. "We don't throw anything away anymore. You wouldn't
believe the way it cuts down on
your waste. It really makes you
feel like you're making a
difference."
Angie Vincent joined the club
after it started. "I had been wanting Mr. Toy to do something like
it,'' the 17-year-old senior said. "I
had him for my sophomore English
class and he always had a tot of
pamphlets there about lots of
causes. I started looking at some of
the stuff and I was really
interested."
Vincent, a member of the Rainforest Action Network, says EAT
was just the push her family
needed to start recycling. "Now
my family does this," Vincent
said. "They'd been wanting to ...
and now it's a habit. There's so
much difference just in how much
we throw away."

6 Cy!. - Auto - Window - Locks - Nice

I-1987 Pontiac Sunbird
4

Your Individual
Horoscope

Door -Auto - AC - AM/FM

1 1986 Chrysler Laser
Turbo - 5 Speeq - A/C - Tilt itpruise

Frances Drake

1990 Dodge Grand Caravan SE
Nice, 12,000 Miles

1990 Jeep Cherokee Laredo
6 Cyl. - Auto. - Windows - Locks - Wheels

1989 Dodge D-100

The Honor Club Key awards went to Lillian Dunn, second from left,
and Adeline Wilson. Pictured with them is Mack Yaghoutfam,
lieutenant governor of Kentucky Civitans, left, and John Emerson,
past president of Murray Civitans. Lilly Williams was the Silver Dollar person for the evening. Civitan scholarship guests from Murray
State University included Treasa Barnett, Janet M. Lawrence and
Bonnie Horn.

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You seem to be torn in two
directions today. Both career and
home demand your attention at the
same time. Tonight, however, you'll
be able to spend relaxing times with
family.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
There is liable to changes in plans
and mix-ups in communications
today. Other people either are ambiguous or not telling the truth. Couples, however, understand each other
tonight.

V-8 - Auto. - A/C - Tool Box

1989 Dodge Cony. Van
318 -Auto. - NC -AM/FM - 22,000 Miles

1989 Jeep Cherokee Laredo
6 Cyl - Auto - Windows - Locks - AM/FM Cassette

1988 Grand Caravan SE
V-6 - Auto. - Tilt Cruise - 7 Passenger.

1988 Dodge Dakota

"I need Harvey Sloane
fighting with me for
the hard-working
families of Kentucky."

8 Ft. Bed - V/6 - Auto. - A/C - AM/FM

1988 Nissan 4X4
5 Speed - NC - AM/FM - 21,000 Miles

1988 Chevrolet Silverado 4X4
SECURING
TOMORROW'S ECONOMY

350 - Auto - Windows - Locks - Wheels

.1988 Dodge Dakota
V-6 - Auto - A/C - AM/FM - 8 Ft. Bed. 14,000 Miles.

1988 Chevrolet C-10 Silverado
V-8 - Auto. - A/C - 29.000 Miles

1987 Dodge Dakota
4 Cyl. - 5 Speed - AM/FM - 27,000 Miles

1986 Ranger Ext. Cab
V-6 - 5 Speed - A/C - AM/FM - Nice

1986 Dodge Cony. Van
V-8 - Auto - Cruise - Rear NC

Ask for Salesmen:
Rick Searcy, Jeb Medley, J.R. Willoughby. Danny Hart
"Whatever it takes. we want to be your car and truck company "

2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

Harvey will fight for Kentucky's
hard-working families on the
issues that matter:

Folks all across Kentucky are telling
Sen. Ford and Dr. Harvey Sloane that
they just aren't sure about tomorrow's
economy. Everyone is working harder
than ever just to make ends meet.
Taxes are going up...the rich are getting richer...and the hard-working families of Kentucky are getting squeezed.
Harvey Sloane will work with Sen.
Wendell Ford and not against him, to
promote the issues that matter to
Kentucky's hard-working families.

Mitch McConnell has voted
against Sen. Ford on each of
the issues that really matter to
Kentucky families:

II Affordable high-quality health care
• Home care and long-term illness II Plant Closing
Notification
insurance for Older Americans
•Child Care
•Good-paying jobs
II Social Security Cost of Living
•Education to prepare our kids for a Increases
fast-changing world
• A Decent Minimum Wage
• Reducing crime and drugs
II College Student Loans
▪ Cleanincup the S&L mess and • Medicare
making those who created it - pay II Farm Price Supports
for it

Paid for by Calloway Co Democrats - Johnny Bohannon, Treasurer

Though you'll be pleased with your
progress on the job now and
delighted with today's potential for
increased income, be wary of those
who take advantage in financial
transactions.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Lines of communication between
you and a close tie could be garbled
today. Still, evening hours place an
accent on fun and entertainment. You
will be proud of a child.
LEO
cab
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You may not accomplish as much
as you'd like on the job today.
Distractions and escapist tendencies
need watching. Tonight favors quiet
pursuits at home.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You may find the behavior of a
close tie somewhat bewildering
today. Singles should be wary of
insincere types. Get-togethers with
friends are favored for tonight.
LIBRA ,
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Unexpected developments at home
could cut into time you had planned
to spend at job pursuits. Still, you'll
meet with a bona fide chance now to
improve income and status.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
A mix-up in appointments could
occur today or someone fails to
return your call. Confusions make it
hard to cotifirm plans now, though
things improve for the better by
nightfall.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
It's just not a good day for
shopping or financial transactions in
general. Someone could try to sell
you a bill of goods. Studying and
bookkeeping are favored tonight.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You may stall for more time rather
than answer someone's question right
now. Try to be on time for appointments. After dark is your best time
for fun pursuits and get-togethers.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
tOk
There could be a few false starts
today before you get a handle on a
current assignment. Concentration
may be difficult to achieve until late
in the day.
PISCES
*laW
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
sow
You won't be exactly pleased with
a friend who keeps you waiting today.
The unreliability of others is a
definite concern now. Tonight favors
romance and cultural interests.
YOU BORN TODAY are ambitious
and you work well with groups. You
are drawn to the arts and also have
leadership abilities. Money is important to you, yet you do not always
handle it consistently You can save
for a long time, but then suddenly you
spend money foolishly. You're also
capable of being a workaholic or
going to the other extreme and not
applying yourself.
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WHAT DIP YOU LEARN
IN SCHOOL TODAY?
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THE DOOR INTO THE SCHOOL
BUS kA5 THREE STEPS AND
THE HANDLE ON THE DRINKING
FOUNTAIN 15 ON THE RIGHT..,
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Students from Stacey McCuiston's fifth-grade class at East Calloway Elementary School are given a tour
Friday of the Murray Ledger & Times. Above, Office Manager Alice Rouse explains production procedures of the newspaper to the group.
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Profiled fugitive turns himself in
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
fugitive who saw himself profiled
on "America's Most Wanted"
television show turned himself in
to authorities here, officials said.
Thomas Chester Mitchell, 41, of
Huntsville, Ala., was serving two
life sentences for the March 1988
armed robbery of a Morehead antique store and the brutal assaults on
the store's owner and a customer.
He was charged with armed robbery and attempted murder.
He was convicted of armed robbery and two counts of first-degree
assault. He was transferred on Sept.
9, 1989, to Alexandria, La., to
stand trial there on another burglary charge.
On Sept. 12, a computer foul-up
allowed him to mistakenly be
released on bond. The judge in
Louisiana did not know that Mitchell was serving time on the Kentucky charges.
Jack Breslin, a spokesman for
the Fox fietwork show, said Mitchell was watching the show with his
girlfriend in Louisville. He had his
girlfriend drive him to a local
motel, where he called police Friday night.
Steve Hill, public information
officer with the Jefferson County
Police, said Mitchell had been living in the southern Jefferson County community of Okolona under the
assumed name of Bill Anderson.
Breslin said about 250 people
called the program's nationwide
hotline following the program with
information on Mitchell. Seven of
those calls came from, Louisville,
"from people who either worked
with him or knew him," he said.
"He said he had seen the program and he figured the police
would catch up to him sooner or
later," Hill said.

Mitchell was arrested for being a
fugitive from justice, police said.
He was being held Sunday in the
Jefferson County Correctional Center, awaiting transfer to Louisiana.
"I'm ecstatic. I'm absolutely
speechless," said Elizabeth Jayne,
the 74-year-old store owner Mitchell nearly beat to death. "I can't
believe it happened so fast. The
best I was hoping for was that
somewhere down the road, someone would pick him up."
Breslin said Mitchell was the
124th direct capture as a result of

the show, and the 16th fugitive to
surrender. He said a follow-up
story on Mitchell's surrender will
air this week.

f HAVE GOOD
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CAINNE7 FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

r A STORM
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"Well, if there's a bone stuck in your throat, you
deserve it! ... Do you see anyone else around here
stupid enough to order fish?"

r

Portions of Murray Precinct
4 and 11
All of Hazel and Providence
(Vote for One)

Portions of Murray Precinct
1 and 9
All of Almo & Faxon
(Vote for One)

#1...—......

Courthouse

12.—.......

City Hall

#3

..... Murray Middle School
.......

Dwain Taylor Chev.

#5 .........--.... MSU Field House
Speech & Hearing Bldg.

#9 ......

you would like to be a precinct worker,here's how you can apply

..... Army Reserve Bldg. (Center Drive)

Send this information to:
County Board of Elections
101 So. 5th St (2nd Floor Courthouse)
Murray, KY 42071

Alrao---......—............ Almo Grocery
Calloway Co. High School

COUNTRY Jeans has
Guess, Lee. Jordache, Levis. Chic Jeans. Moos, Juniors and Misses sizes Jordache denim shirts and
packets Jr's. Misses sizes
Men denim carhan lined
packets Rack Jeans and
tops marked down 30 day
layaway Need leans? Call
759-1062 after 4pon Regular hours. Fri. 4prn-6pm,
Sat 10-4pm 5 miles 94E
GOLD CREDIT CARD
visa/mastercard guar no
security deposit $250000
credit line 1 900-990-1100
2500 tee

Cherry Corner........ Good Shepard Methodist Church
Clayton Creek....-... East Elementary School

Coldwater.-------- Coldwater Church of Christ
.....

.Dexter Community Center

Faxon-.--------...... Burkeon's Grocery

Kirksey------.--....

Trees Do-it Center (Bel-Air Center)
Christian Community Church (Glendale & 16th)

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
19m Beretta GT loaded
$31486 frO.
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus T3r Tole & !.;cense
12'• "
-

All Murray Precincts
2, 3, 6, 10
Portion of Murray Precinct
1. 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11
(Vote for Three)

PRECINCTS THAT VOTE IN DISTRICT

#I0

[41=

mi V. Allk .N•gi

PRECINCT VOTING LOCATIONS FOR
EDUCATIONAL DISTRICT

#4

THE GOOP NEWS
IS, YOU WON THE
CAMOUPL A&E
CONTEST
die

At-.l9 BAD NEWS,
BEETLE

New Concord Church of Christ
.. Herndon Seed Mill
.. Hazel City Hall

Say Hello To
A Good Buy!
$400 worth of
Schwinn LeTour
12-speed for $250.
bought new last
Spring and rarely
ridden. Have
mountain bike so
selling this road
bike.
Call 753-4316 for
information

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
Call:
753-1916
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Miirray Ledger & Times
160

Help
Wanted

270
Home
Furnishings

.U0

320

Roble
Homes For Sale

AparUnents

I

Foe Rent

460

Homes
For &ale

Pubic
Ssie

0

COLIIMAIDD
3111111
IJI
Fall Special
$400 lig up

tEt.$24Z1
' 'After 3 p.m.
CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply It
your present policy is
Over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as cliemother
apy For help informa
tion call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

FOUND female black Lab
puppy on Coldwater Rd
753 2166 days or
753-1164 nights
LOST Camera Minolta
auto flash and focus Lost
probably at Miller Golf
Course Oct 25th, grey
case Reward 753-5733
LOST male dog, half Bassetthound. half Beagle
Lost near 732 and Bean
Rd Wearing brown leather
collar with incorrect phone
number 753-2757, leave
message or 436-5382 No
questions asked

1-800-334-1203
WARD'S Leather and
Western Store - Snakeskin
boot sale $85 1st quality
Dan Post and Acme boots.
Low, tow prices Leather
belts, (engraved tree). $5
billfolds. New selection
sterling silver and turquoise
jewelry. Lay-away available. Lynda's Pretty Punch
Embroidery Shop located
same building Acrylic
thread sale 95tt Free pattern with purchase Adult
sweatshirts $4, children's
$3. Designer sweatshirts
$8.99 Custom orders taken 2 miles west of Hazel
State line road 893 west.
(Turn west at caution light
at edge of Hazel)
492-8580 Mon-Tues,
12-6pm, Wed-Fri 9-4pm,
Sat. 9-1pm

I VCR Service
All Bromic

Ward-Elkins

733-1713

HELP wanted Excellent
earning, no hidden cost.
Work place, network or lerntory available_ Call Avon
753-0171 Free jewelry
with this ad

Waited
ACT NOW! Excellent
wages! Spare time assembly Easy work at
home. No experience Call
1-504-641-7778 Ext. 2329
Open 24 hours, in6uding
Sunday.

APPEAR in TV dimmer
oats Earn extra money All
ages All types needed No
%KVA/MASTERCARD experience Call now!
GUARANTEED CASH AD- 1-800-232-8310 Ext 37
VANCES Gold Credit Card
NO bank deposit NO credit ASSEMBLE OUR DEcheck 1-900-329-0010 VICES Learn this trade, we
send instructions, parts,
$25. fee
and check for assembly.
Call (404) 426-0672 Ext
INSTRUCTION DB520
v-'cr LEARN TO DRIVE BABYSITTER and maid
TRACTOR-TRAILER
from 4.30arn to 7arn. Adults
PULL 011 PANT TIM TRAMP
only. 753-5211.
DOT CERTIFICATION

-

EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
No experience Send self
addressed stamped envelope to PO Box 190058
Burton, MI 48519-0058

Heip

-fres local ctson service'

ALLIANCE

DRAFTSMAN. Entry level
position in design drafting
Prefer individual with wchIsctural background and
experience on CAD systems. Will consider individual with mechanical drafting background Send resume with salary
requirements to PO Box
1040L, Murray, Ky 42071
EOE

COMMUNITY HEALTH
NURSE Purchase District
Health Department has an
opening in the Graves
County Health Center for a
Community Health Nurse V
with supervisory skills In
addition to direct patient
care, responsibilities will include coordinating clinical
services and supervising
clinical nursing staff. Minimum qualifications: A Baccaluareate degree in nursing from a school accredited by the National
League for Nursing, plus a
minimum of two(2) years of
experience or a graduate
from an Associate degree
program or diploma program which is state approved plus four (4) years
of experience Loensure
Current license to practice
as a registered nurse in
Kentucky Salary: $10.47
per hour or $785.25 biweekly. 10% salary increase will occur within the
first yew of employment
Good hinge benefit package Applications may be
picked up at any local
health department in the
Purchase area Applications and transcnpts should
be mailed to Purchase District Health Department,
-P.O Box 2357, Paducah,
KY 42002-2357. We will
continue to accept applications until the position is
filled Equal Opportunity
Employer.

•HOUDAY INCOME Earn
$200-$500 weekly mailing
Christmas cards, gift items
etc. For more information
send a stamped envelope
to: T&J Distributors, General Delivery, Miami, FL
33156
LONG term care facility has
opening for day shift RN
supervisor Work 24hrs get
paid for 32. Excellent opportunity. Apply in person
Martin Health Care 158 Mt.
Paha Rd. Martin, Tn. EOE

-

_

1 Mineral
spnng
4 Ancient
Roman coin
6 Stamp
11 Pill
13 Two-edged
sword
15 Old pronoun
16 Prayers
18 Hebrew
letter
19 TV's Rebecca
Howe: Inds
21 Spanish pot
22 Fencer's
sword
24 Marshes
26 Youngsters
28 "Three Men
— a Baby'•
29 Clever
person
31 Pinochle
term
33 Shore ID
34 Even scores

1

2

3

11

12

15

18
19

20

25

24

29
34
il 39

40

45
III
50

SI

55

56

ill

il
65

36 Foray
38 Paid notice
40 Makes lace
42 Commonplace
45 Inlet
47 Speechless
49 Decorate
50 Bespatters
52 Sailors.
colloq.
54 — Paso
55 Hypothetical
force
56 Sponsors
59 — Brea Tar
Pits
61 Refund
63 Young lady
65 Measuring
device
66 Gabor ID
67 Mine find

PART-TIME clerical: Mon,
Wed, Fri and some Sat
Reply PO Box 10400 Murray, Ky. 42071
POSITION available - assistant manager Interviews Mon Thurs
3pm-5pm Dumplins 305 S
12th Murray, Ky
RELIABLE person for room
cleaning Regular work
Must have home phone
and be able to work
weekends Experience preferred Apply in person
only: Eagle Inn 641S 12th
St. Murray.
RETAIL sales part-time
$385 to start. Send resume
to: 605 Olive St Murray,
Ky. 42071.
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaranteed Free details, write,
SD, 12610 Central, Suite
255-TKY Chino, CA 91710
WENDY'S is now hiring for
day positions Cashiers,
grill cooks, maintenance,
closers, salad bar prep and
sandwich makers Apply at
Wendy's 1111 Chestnut
daily 2-4pm.
YMCA Aerobics Instructor previous experience preferred. Call 759-9622.

METROPOLITAN Life and
Affiliated Companies - EXECUTIVE SALES POSI090
TION. Financial products
notion
and services. Metropolitan
Wanted
Life, one of the largest financial institutions, seeks BABYSITTING in my
aggressive person to fill home 759-4490
position in local area. Sal- WILL babysit in my home
ary up to $40,000+. Excel- 753-9842
lent fringe benefits to include. retirement, medical/ WILL do babysitting in my
dental for entire family, home any shift, reasonable
401K and disability plan, rates East School district
3-year training program. 753-3844 after 3 30pm
College degree preferred. WILL do house cleaning
Sales background neces- Dependable and refersary Resume please to. ences. Call 7594690 after
John Baker, P.O. Box 7039, 2pm.
Paducah, KY 42002. EOE
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co WILL rake leaves in town or
county Reasonable rates
New York, NY
Free estimate 759-9308.
MURRAY based company
needs lull time person to
deliver home health care
equipment Successful
candidate would be hard
working, dependable and
must have good driving record. Send resume to
1040G /Affray, Ky. 42071.
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if: You do
not have your GED or high
school diptoma, You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Call J T.P.A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
fia.rn -11.30a.m.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

BIG Apple Cafe in Puryear,
Tenn needs night time
waitress and kitchen help
Most be 21 Apply in person
or call 901-247-5798.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
DOT
IRE

TROPE
MAT
HEROD
EGO
P1 LLOW
SIN
BBL IE
STEM
LA
EVENT
COS
PINE
ESAU
CU SPATTER 1 1;1
REAP
RENT
PAN
SMILE
RA
REDS
SIDES
SOP
FALTER
AL IPED
ORE1 MIAMI
PES
ASSAM
RAN

STOMES

GTE

3 Mr Pacino
4 Danish
island
5 Long-legged
bird
6 Wider
7 Hurried
8 Church part
9 Nickel

symbol
10 Rely
12 Word with
DOWN
behold!
1 He goes
14 Willis, Rex
undercover
and Robert
2 Looked
17 Bridge term
quickly
20 Dillseed
23 Father
24 Partnered
4
5
8
7
8
9
10
with Ginger
Rogers. jolts
13
14
25 Fireplace
part
17
27 Narrow, flat
18
board
30 -The A
21
22 23
32 Soil
35 Speech
28
251127
impediment
37 Extremely
id
31
33
terrible
ill
38 Enthusiasm
35
38
39 Crown
41 Headliner
lill
41
42
43 Farm
equipment
ill"
44 Printer's
measure
ill
ill
ill
46 Bancroft ID
52
53
54
48 Wear away
51 Quarrel
57
58
59
53 Hose
casualty
83
57 Consumed
64UI 58 Martin ID
67
60 Ginger
62 Exist
84 Pitcher's
(i) 1990 United Feature Syndicate
goal- abbr

UI

IU

lU

WOULD like to sit with sick
or elderly, can't lift Day or
night 474-2386
100
Begin's*
Opportunity
CHRISTMAS trees Scotch
pine, dealers only
502-247-7831
1.10
Wald

To Buy
175 BALES of alfalfa or
good clean timothy hay
753-1090.
6 USED double hung windows. 489-2484.
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. Call 753-9433
after 5prn.
CASH for mobile home axles and tires. We will remove. 527-2061.
JAPANESE swords
wanted. Paying $300 minimum. Tom Winter 824 Patton, Springfield, III. 62702
(217) 523-8729.
WE buy junk batteries. Top
prices paid. Marshall Co
Battery. 527-7122.

LIVINGROOM suite, 4
pieces, $150 OBO
759.9869
NEAL'S new and used furniture, appliances and cars
Just opened at 103 B St
Benton, Ky 527-0403

16x80 4BR vinyl siding,
shingle roof delivered, furnished Must see! Only
$19,900 00 during our
grand opening special at
Keith Baker Homes Inc
Hwy 79E Paris TN
6 4 4 - 0 0 1 2
1-800-533-3568

165

Antiques
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
wanted any size or condition. Call 1-800-443-7740
190
Farm
Equipment
135 FERGUSON tract°
deluxe, very good condition
$4500 753-4389 or
753-5960
200
Sports
Equipment
Rogers Gun Shop. Save
money, call for quote. Guns
repaired. Boresighted, $10.
15 years, same location.
753-1001.
210
Firewood

1987 CLAYTON mobile
home, 2br, 2 bath, microwave, coffee maker, can
opener, AM/FM cassette
stereo 759-1488 or
753-5472.
5511 28R, 1 bath, large LR,
all new outside, paneling
and paint All new carpet,
new paneling in LR and
kitchen Price reduced to
sell $2500 Can see off
Airport Rd. on Forrest Coleman Rd First trailer on
right.
VERY nice 2br 1 bath Gas
heat, two lots, minutes from
lake and boat ramp appliances, bargain at $9500
436-2195
280
Motile
Homes For Rent
2BR furnished in New Con
cord $85/mo 436-2427

2BR mobile home in PiA FIREWOOD for sale
rates Cove Recreational
437-4667.
Development near Aurora.
Recreational facilities
FIREWOOD 759-1039
available to renters or ownFIREWOOD for sale. ers. For information call
436-2744
753-2613.
FIREWOOD Seasoned or
green Also slab wood
Charles Barnett 753-5476
FIREWOOD seasoned or
green. Also tree service
Tim Lamb 436-2528
SEASONED firewood,
pickup or delivery.
492-8254 after 5pm.
220
lAusical
Electric organ 753-3254
240
Miscellaneous
16ft BUMPER hitch stock
trailer, $850. 753-8715.
1 COMPLETE set of Series
#3 of Ken Holland Make an
offer. John Tharp
309-785-4171
4'x8' NEW childs playhouse. Great Christmas
gift. 435-4323.
DOLL houses and furniture. Over 30 houses to
choose from Two Barbie
houses left. 247-5936.
PROOF sets and silver dollars make fine presents for
every nrp-asion! If we don't
have the date you need,
we'll get it at no extra cost to
you. Check our U.S. and
foreign coins, proof sets
and silver dollars at the Ox
Yoke Antique Store
(Hazel), Treasure House
(Murray), the Mercantile
(Aurora), Olde Tobacco
Towne (Mayfield), and the
Book Rack on E. Wood
Street in Paris. We buy
coins and offer professional
appraisals of estates.
753-4161.
250
Business
Services

2BR, no pets 753-9866

APARTMENT for rent, 1 or
2 bedrooms Fully turnshed, heat and water included Call 759-1743 after
5pm.
2BR duplex, Northwood,
central H/A, appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
FURNISHED apartments,
1 or 2br. Also, sleeping
rooms. Adults only No
pets Zimmerman Apts S
16th St. 753-6609

140
Houses
For Rent

Appliances

BASSETT dining room
suite 6h lighted china ca
boner, table and 6 chairs
753-8668

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711 L

THE Edwin Cain home on
Wiswell Rd. 11+ acres
$249,000 or home and 5+
3BR newly remodeled, acres $200,000. Building
never lived-in, new wall-to- sites, large barn, and orwall carpet, new bathroom chard on 5+ acres $75,000.
gas heat, nice large lot 413 Small home 1.68 acres
N 6th St $400/mo $25,000 Jean C-21
753-8767 before 6pm
753, 1492
753-2339 after 6pm
2BR, 1 bath. in Murray
753-4109

4BR, 2 bath, in country
$550/mo Call 437-4446
WELL insulated 2br, bath,
wallAvall carpeting, near
Murray. No pets. Deposit. 55 ACRES between MurReferences required. $250 ray and lake, pasture, tim753-7551.
ber, water, $32,500.
Terms, 759-1922, owner.

25H, 1 bath on V. acre lot.
Newly decorated, TA miles
east of Murray. $25,000
firm 436-5508

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
NEED a home? Don't miss
our close out sale of 1990
model's on Oct 26,27 and
28. $150,000 worth of
homes to be sold, Keith
Baker Homes Hwy 79E
Paris, TN 644-0012,
1-800-533-3568
NEED money? Then be at
Keith Baker homes Sat
Oct 27 for the catching
Call 6440012.
VERY nice 2br mobile, central gas heat, lots of storage, carport, screened
porch, bay windows. Coleman RE 753-9898.
290
Heafkig
And Cooing
3TON electric central heat/
air unit. Excellent condition
Call 753-2913
300
Business
Rentals
4 CAR shop with office
753-9386, 753-4509
OFFICE space for rent
600-1200sq ft Will remodel to suit tenant. Central gas heat and air. 1 block
off court square 104 N. 4th.
753-3151

320
Apartments
For Rent
2BR apartment, 1602 Main;
W/D hook-up, garage,
$275. Coleman RE
753-9898

company for a professional person. The
successful candidate should have a BS in
Business Administration or Accounting,
knowledge of computers and 3 to 5 years
work experience. We offer an excellent
compensation package including fringe
benefits and the opportunity for advancement
Send resume to
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES, Inc.
Route 4
Murray, KY 42071
13-71c

NEW
Auto
753-!

111111011•1=11

HOUSE on approx 4
acres Is being used as
rental property now, bringing in steady income from
good renters $19.900 firm
753-4026

PE!

REPOSSESSED -VA &
IlUb HOMES available
from goverrunent from SI
without credit check. You
repair. Also S&L bailout
properties. Call (805)
682-7555 EXT H-3435
for repo list your area
LAKE home 3br, completely remodeled between
Aurora and Murray,
$24,900 $1000 down
442-5647
VERY unique, country
home in Woodgate Subd
1Yr stories, 3br, 2 bath,
den/dining room combination, kitchen and utility
room 6 walk-in closets,
breezeway, double garage
$00's. 753-4449.

7534

Ammon=

327
block
much
753-5

"I need Harvey
Sloane fighting
with me for the
hard-working
families of
Kentucky."

FOR SALE
OR LEASE
OFFICE
BUILDING
1200 sq. ft. redecorated, central
heat & air, carpet
at 105 Sycamore
St.

19741
new $

Inc. 7:

1978
extra I
as, Si
759-4'

Call 753-2587
--1.11111

1979
price
498-81

1979
MOO
1912

370

Livestock
& %moles
REGISTERED quarte
horses. 1-6mo. old filly,
1-20mo. old colt, 1-7yr old
mare. 489-2450.
380
Pets
& Supplies

load*
great !
ter 5p
NESTLED IN THE TREES
Imm aculattrhome with central heat and air overlooking wooded hillside. Property includes 13 acres with
barn and fenced area for horses. Only $59,500.

Kopperud Realty

AKC Pekingese Breeders.
Dachshund puppies, 1
adult male. Lahasa Apsos
puppies, West Highland
puppies, Border Collie, female, 1 year West Highland
breeders. Cash only
901-642-2394 Paris, TN.
AKC Poodle puppies, apricot shots and wormed Paradise Kennels 753-4106
AKC puppies, various
breeds. $75 up
615-746-5355.
AKC registered Shih-Tzu
puppies. 2 male, 1 female,
$150. 395-7066.
DACHSHUNDS - Championship lines. BT/R $200
Horne raised, 1st shots
Males and females
492-8800
REGISTERED 7 month old
female Beagle, started running, $75 436-5413
SIBERIAN HUSKIES AKC, 7 weeks old Dec_ I
Will hold until Christmas
Only 4 left. Sire: Bucks Siberian Express. Dam: Allison's
Siberian Bandit. Call
753-8809.

711 Main

753-1222

DISABILITY'MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and
qualify for Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$592 Part-A deductible as well as
100% of Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This benefit is
based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20%
of the $75 Part-B deductible. PartB benefits are paid in or out of the
hospital. The 1990 rate is $56.04
per month.
For more information call

1982(
4 door
tilt,gc
436-24

1987
Auto,
leage
$2400
1983
90^,
after 4

CO'
one
livi
TO01
'
Jugt

414
4111111.••

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
free local claim servtce"

Fre

((ABSOLUTE AUCTION)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1990
10:00 A.M. — REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

MRS. FRANCES V. MORRIS
SOUTH HAZEL, TENNESSEE

Lowi
Bottc
Top
• Loi
Dout
Fran
Recii

* SELLING TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER it,
REGARDLESS OF PRICE !!!

LI 6 ROOM FRAME HOME
• FULL UPSTAIRS
Z) LARGE LOT WITH SHADE
rj GOOD GARDEN SPOT
CI SEVERAL OUTBUILDINGS
CLOSE TO TOWN CONVENIENCES

CAREER OPPORTUNITY

FRIGIDAIRE 13 3cu ft up
nght freezer. $150 Call
753 1326

i.adsble front govenunent
(loin $I without credit check
You repatr Mao tax dehnquoit foreclosures. CALL
(805)682;7555 EXT H-2325
for repo list your area.

3BR,
bath, brick in Panorama Shores Central
heat/air 2 car garage,
many extras Priced to sell
436-5513 or 753-3033

LARGE 2br duplex with
carport in Northwood.
$350/mo. 759-4406
NEW 2br apartment with
carport 710 Sycamore
753-7457

REPOSSESSED VA
& HUD HOMES

2 MOBILE homes: 1-2br,
electric heat; 1-3br, gas
heat. 527-3568.

PRIVATE Investigator with
2 BEDROOM duplex with
22 years city and state ingarage 406 S 16th $275
vestigation experience
Ise
month, plus deposit No
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
Articles
pets 753-5562
•Personal
or
Corporate
For Salo
'Missing Persons Your 2BR apartment available
1979 CHEVY Bonanza needs, our specialty Call 11-15 Central heat/air, appickup LWB. V-8, great Confidential Investigations, pliances, carport. No pets.
753-4320 before 5pm,
condition. King size (502)753-2641.
759-9684 after 5pm
waterbed, very nice
759-4800 after 4pm.
2BR duplex, nice neighborT.V.
hood, newly decorated. ReAPPLE IIC computer with
Radio
ferences, deposit required
printer, rarely used $600
753-0882 days, 759-9592 NEW 6ft. satellite dish with No pets. $275/mo
436-2816 anytime.
evenings
remote receiver $700
OBO.
753-4663.
2BR duplex in Northwood
AT&T Computer Business
$295/mo. 759-4406
Software complete prog270
rams! Lotus 1-2-3, Words2 NEW 4br apartments
Noble
tar, Supercalc 3, Smart
Central heat/air, wall-toHomes
For
Sale
Master and more Some
wall carpet, on campus. No
Kaypro Rob* discs Call 14x70 2br, 2 bath, 2 ton air pets 4 people $125 each, 3
753-1826
conditioner, porch and light people $165 each. All utiliCABELA goose down long pole included Furnished or ties paid except electric.
753-8767 before 6pm,
beige coat, size 14, $60, unfurnished 436-5687
brown leather long coat, zip $150000 MONEY doesn't 753-2339 after 6pm.
out lining size 14, $60. grow on trees but, it'll fail 1 and 2BR apartments near
Days 753-8439, nights from the sky Oct 27 at Keith downtown Murray
901-644-9179
753-4109
Baker Homes 644-0012
CRAFTSMAN power tools
with motors jointer shaper
$175; shaper $175; jigsaw
$50 Call 753-5154 after
5pm
We have a position available in our
15S

MURRAY Consignment
Auction 810 Sycamore St
Murray, Ky. Now taking
consignments Tues-Sat
10-6. Auction Sat at
6.30pm. Rain or shine For
more information call
Benny or Karen at
437-4078, Charles K
Hatchett, auctioneer at
527-2044

1974
Modi

TERMS: 20% DOWN DAY OF SALE!!
BALANCE DUE WITH 15 DAYS
FOR PRE-SALE INSPECTION CONTACT OUR
MURRAY-HAZEL AREA REPRESENTATIVE AND LISTING AGENT

DAN FARRIS - 502-492-8796

JAMES R. CASH
jC

AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
502)623-8466 or (502)623-6388
FAX 502 623 8885
TN Firm #806, TN Lir. *930

jC

Okapi
Cu i
Freer
NOW"

New'
Drew
Chinl
Nous
Yard
Mum
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1990

CLASSIFIEDS
470

Mi!ierray Ledger & Times

490
Used
Cars

abooroydo

Used
Oise

1974 750 HONDA K
Mod. 436-5269

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S.
753-5600

Time For
An Oil
Change...
New Filter?
Try...

Used
Cars

1983 DODGE Omni, 4
door, 5-speed, NC,garage
kept, great gas maim.,
$ 1 1 25. In Hardin,
437-4153.

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MIRA?

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Finonc.ng On The Spot

CARS
Toy* Teral.........1,417
10 Toyob Cat*
1,417
YES
Everything
10 Tort Corry
12,417
--We-Sell Is Under
19 Ikrop Tecaa GS 707
Five Thousand Dollars
11 Terta Camry 107
Price & Payment Displayed
Nigel
On Each
19 Dodo Dann 1,4V
Vut
19 kola
19917
CARS
18 Chevy Cavaler....-_.$4987
'19 Cressi5a
16,487
is Pontiac 60X.....----$4987
18 Tvioti Cariry
'9,187
'88 Dodge Aries__ $4987
Pont. Gr. Prb
'87 Chary EuroSpOrt 84987
1987
Ford
17
Taurus
$4987
World Class 17 Chevy Csishrity___ $4987 18 Toyota Caola...... 7987
Protection. 17 Dam Cattle Wgn. $4967 18 Pont. Bone. LE 10,987
18 Dils its Calais _7,987
'88 Ply. Hortion
$3487
'85 Olds Delta 88 ..........$4987
pro/tech
18 Nissan NIsar NI 1,917
AUTO CENTER
'85 Olds 98 %gentry _34967
200 N. Oh St. Murray
17 011is Calais
1917
'84 Dodge Aries Wgn $2987
'80
Cad.
Eldorado....
-.$2487
17 Hon61 And DX ....7,987
753-6001
lion-Fri.8-5
'78 Cher. Suburban
$3987
17 liazda 526 Coupe 7,687
TRUCKS
185
17 Hal And Ill.... 107
87 Chevy
Au&
$4967
Ports
16 Ford Ranger VS ..._ $4987
17
RX7
1,381
327 CUBIC inch small
'85 Chevy Blazer _____ $4987
17
Cry LE Wp 10,487
block Chevrolet motor Too
'84 Ford Van_
$3987
much azi lest 753-6772 or
'16
Cher. Celebrity '3,917
'81 Ford Van
$3967
753-5441
'78 Chevy Suburban $3987
16 Chevy CRiliti
1,917
.190
77 Chevy Stepsids Von$2487
16
Toyota
Cary
1,917
Used
Cars
have ou Been Turned
16
Pont.
Suribid
GT
'5987
Elsewhere'
1974 PONTIAC FIERO like
16 04s Cutlass
new $4500. B&B Brokers,
Credit Problems si OK
Inc. 753-4389 or 753-5960
No Credit V OK
16 Tercel 4WD Wp '507
Divorce I/ OK
1978 CELICA GT liftback,
we sell dependabie,
'16 licd kcal DI '7,117
extra sharp, red 5 speed,
atlorbable cars to people
air, Sony, 32mw, $1275
who want to establish es
16 Tolot Supra
10,417
759-4705.
re-establish their credit
Low Monthly Primates
15 Fad Tempo
1979 CHEVROLET Ca7,987
price Landau $900
Other Locations:
15
Toyota
Caolla
'407
498-8930
Maylield Paducah
We accept Visa & WC
15 Toyota Cry LE 1,417
1979 MERCEDES 450SE
$0000. 442-6647.
See Salesman Key n Yon(
15 Butt Elec, Pee Ave 1,917
1902 CAMARO 228
Srnrny Bradsnaw. Sa'es
loaded, 74,000mi. Runs
14 Pair :1
1,41
1113 Sycamore
great $3000 OBO. Call afMurray
14
Clitass
Clera
'3,487
ter 5pm, 750-4059.
759-4999
1982 CHEVROLET Impala
14 Buick Regal
'3,487
4 door, V-8 auto, pe/pb, air,
14 Torea Crfolla
107
WI, good corklibon, $1400.
436-2407 after 4pm.
14 Toy%
1,07
1987 PLYMOUTH duster.
14 Ws
Brou. 7987
Auk), air, AM/FM, high mileage, good condition.
'13 Mass Cisa
1987
$2400 489-2189
13 Ponta
707
1983 OLDS Cutlass we- MAXIMA 27,000 miles,
gon, ciciod condition- Call loaded, like new, $11,500.
Niseeti
1,47
after 4pm 395-7986
Call after 5, 436-2444.
731luda2
1)17
lk
1111111111111111111
WE Guarantee!
116

COUNTRY CHARM: A three bedroom, two and
one half bath, den, fireplace, formal dining and
living room. Two car garage also recreational
room and much, much more. Located on two acres
just minutes from town. $110,000.

Roberts Realty
414 S. 12th St.

753-1651

That's right' If you are
not happy with the operation of your used
car or truck you
bought from us, return
It to us within 3 days or
200 miles (whichever
comes first) and we'll
repair it or we'll refund
your money.
It's as simple as that!
We'll Repair If
Or
We'll Refund
\ii$ Your Money'

SATURDAY, NOV. 10, 1990
100 P.M.- REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
HOMER L FAIRRIS
1709 RYAN AVENUE

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

From Five Points Take North 1616 Street South
1/2 Block To Ryon Ave.,
Proceed West 3 Blocks To Sale Shell
* * AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS * *
Lowry Bottom Marble Top Entrance Table • Lowry
Bottom Marble Top Oval Table • Lowry Bottom Marble
Top End Tables • Odd Occasional Marble Top Tablas
• Lowry Bottom Oval Table • Antique inlaid Table •
Double Door Curio Cabinet "Beautiful" • Broyhill
French Provincial Sofa • Occasional Chairs •
Recliner, Couch • Antique Oak - Blond Bedroom Suite
- Chifferobs, Dresser, Poster Bed,
"Beautiful And Unusual" • 5 Pc.
11
...ft
1
Bedroom Suite • Iron Bed, Cedar
...remr.....wmr,... Chest • Glass Door Book Case •
- --Singer Cabinet Sewing Machine •
Maple Dining Table w 6 Chairs,
&Nola Hutch • Antique Kitchen Cabinet • Frigidaire 17
Cu. Ft. Refrigerator • Frigideire Electric Range •
Frigidaire Washer "Like New" • Frigidaire Dryer "Like
New- • Electrolux Discovery Upright Vacuum "Like
New" • Decanter Collection • Pink Lady Victorian
Dresser Lamps • Childs Tea Set • Set Of Kaysons
China, Set Of Paden City Pottery • Miscellaneous
household Pots, Pans, Dishes • Lamps, Pictures •
Yard Tools, Hand Tools • Lots Of Clean Household
Illiscellaneous.
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!

JAMES L FAIRRIS, POA
LP

TRUCKS
19 Tc/ota Eitab 10,481
19 Tcyota PAJ
1,987
io
'88 Ma
1)17
18 Tolot 1 Run 1507
18 PPFlouth Vomer
11 Toyota 04
10,417
11 Chevy Shier* 1,117
17 Null 4a4
'707
17 TcyotA 1 Tcn
107
17 Tvica .......
17 Fad krostr Xl 107
17 Cheri 1111
1,117
16 Cher. Shenk 1,917
Tcrl SR5 414 1,117
16 Fad Brtto
'7,417
15 Dr Cuty
1,717
12 Tort 414
1,917
77 Cr.
107
Open til 7 p.m.
it.brey Platc",
.
'lark Elk -

FOR *FORMATION CONTACT

DAN aR
EARIS, 50;492-8796

JAMES R. CASH

AuCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
(s021623 8466 or 5021 623 6388
IC
FAX 502 623 8885

TOYOTA
OF YUMMY

Services
Glared

1984 ASDNTE Carlo SS, A-1 STUMP Removal and MR Chimney Chimney
white with blue stripes, Spraying. Lawns, trees, cleaner 492-8561
and shrubs, unwanted ants
$4800. 753-5019.
and insects Call A-1 for
1984 THUNDERBIRD, professional
service Glen
Contact
49xxx miles, V-6 aub, AM/ Joiner 753-0906.
FM, power windows. Excellent condition. 753-1874 or ABLE Construction Co.
Building Conti/lows. Resisee at 730 Vine St
Building
dential and commercial re1985 BUICK Century. Nice novation,
Contract
or
thin/framing carlocal 1 owner car, 68,000 pentry,
For your
roofing, painting.
miles. 753-0913
residential needs.
436-5598.
It has been my pri
1985 CUTLASS Supreme ALPHA Builders - Carpencustomer
Excellent condition, one try, remodeling, porches,
s
vaege
to wor
k with
many fine
owner 753-5976 or after roofing, concrete, drive5pm 498-8528.
oiler the past 25 years
ways, painting, mainte1985 CUTLASS Supreme nance, etc. Free estimates
Brougham, loaded. $4000, 4897,2303.
extra nice. 492-8884
ANY remodeling, building,
1985 MERCURY Cougar painting & roofing. Free esXR7 turbo, $4995 timates. References
435-4632.
442-5647.

Bill Page

753-3672

1985 MERCURY Grand
Marquis, loaded, 54xxx
miles. Excellent condition,
$5250. 437-4934.
1985 VOLVO, 740 GLE
turbo diesel $7200
489-2741
1986 DELTA 88 Royale
Dark blue, 42,000 miles,
$6800 753-3682 or
759-4884
1986 OLDS Delta 88 Royale Brougham $4000
492-8236
1986 PONTIAC 6000LE
69,000 miles, p/w, p/d,
cruise, tilt, $4150
492-8884

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck. All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years expehence Bobby Hopper,
436-5848

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Gall
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel. sand,din, driveway rock 753-4545.
753-6763
SEWING machine repair
All makes and models
Home and industrial Call
Kenneth Barniuil 753-2674
Hwy 121 Stella, Ky

1976 CHEVY semi-custom
van, 48,000 miles on engine. 1976 Chrysler Cordoba, 400 engine, runs
great, 98,000 miles
759-9673, 753-6438.
1983 DODGE Custom van
$3000 498-8930
1987 PLYMOUTH Voyager, $6600. 753-2926
500
Used
Trucks
1977 CHEVY pickup swb
stePsideiair,super
sharp
truck. 492-8774.

DO any type odd jobs: tree'
work, trim shrubbery, cut
and clean fence rows, seal
blacktop driveways, light
hauling, and other types of
work. Free estimates Call
Robert Prescott, 753-2054.
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration. Installation and repair. Free eatmates 753-7203.
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
BANK gravel, creek gravel,
dirt, sand, and white rock
After 4pm, 759-1039

GENERAL Repair: plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

Sods
18 ALUMINUM boat with
754ip motor, trailer, fish finders, spotlight, and boat
COVEN. Call 753-3720
1979 FISH and ski boat
115 Evinrude motor, new
depth finder and trolling
motor. $2800 OBO
750-9869.
1986 LOTUS bass boat
17)4 ft, loaded, with trailer,
1201'p Evinrude motor, well
maintained, $6000 OBO
901-593-3442.
1987 PROCRAFT 1 780
F&S with 115hp oil infected
Mercury motor and trailer
Includes Hurnminbird fish
finder and boat cover
$8000 436-5876 or
759-4496

Paper HangingPainting
753-0616

411,,
t

SPICELAND ELECTRIC.
Complete wiring, rewiring
and service work. Stave
and Jason Spiceiand electricians 492-8385, day or
night

VCR REPAIR Wood VC'
Service Center, cleanim,..,
servicing $15, most repai
$35, all brands 3-d Stir
Almo Open 9-12
Mon -Fri , 753-0530

WILL do plumbing. All guar
erased. 435-4169

WILL do light hauling,
lawns and other lawn
436-2528

VS
011a
iRr
C11510111f101111CA
ir
liNt1S
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking

Just completed at 1499 Oxford Dr., Canterbury. 2445 sq. ft. under roof, 3 BR, 2 bath,
great room, flex room, large garage and
wood deck Brick exterior with vinyl trim.

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by 11.. see our showroom
ti,
409 SUNBURY fAuRRAr

Call 759-4081 or 759-4118

ea0

ElACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, operator. 33 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664

1983 GMC 3500 Series:
G and A Construction Qualduals, re-manufactured enity work at affordable
gine and trans, dual tanks,
prices Porch and deck
10' aluminum walk-in box
spec. Room additions_
436-5213.
Door and window installa1986 FORD F150 swb, 302 tion. Finish carpentry work
automatic. Most sell. Take Free estimates. Call
over payments. 759-1039 753-1126 or 436-2617 after
4pm
after 4pm.

1975 WINNEBAGO min
motor home. Good shape
$6500 13&B Brokers, Inc
753-4389 or 753-5960

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment includulg,
6011 aerial trucks arid bruz-m
chipper To assure a
operation at a lower am
pettrve cost Free •-is,1
mates without obhgatouf
Day or rite, 753-5484

* Danny *
Robinson

•

1974 260-Z DATSUN, COMPLETE home repair,
good condition, $2,100 or carpentry, electric, plumbing, appliance and refrigerbest of. 753-8012.
ation repair. 753-0318.
BLUE 1986 Ford Escort
CONCRETE Work. wagon: ps/pb, air, looks
Blocks, bricks and carpengood, runs good, good gas
try work. Tipton, 759-9731,
mileage, 61xxx miles.
492-8160.
$2475. 753-0814.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
CHRISTMAS special - and Cooling Service.
Com1965 Mustang, red with plete service on
all central
black interior, new paint. All cooling,
all makes and
new interior, 289 3-speed, models.
Call Gary at
many new parts. Runs and 759-4754.
looks excellent $3500 or
trade for 66-70 CheveUe DAVIDSON Roofing Co All
types of roofing. 30 years
753-8165 alter 6pm.
experience All work guaranteed in writing. Free estimates. Specializing in
shingle work. 753-5812.
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GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specificsbons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl skiing, al
kinds of remodeling. Phone
489-2267
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free estimates. 750-1683
INSULADON Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates. Wulffs Recovery, Murray 436-5560
LEAF raking and removal in
city or county Reasonable
rates Joe's Lawn Care
345-2312

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and up1988 16'.4 ft GLASPORT
holstery cleaning. For a
ski boat Excellent condifree estimate call
tion. $9200 753-9842.
753-5827 Satisfied
references

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIPODRE ELECTRIC ComBLOCK brick, concrete, mercial and residential, last
drive ways, foundation, courteous and efficient serbases, patios, chimneys, vice 750-1835
repair work Charles Bar PLUMBING - 24hr
nett, 753-6476.
emergency service Free
138M Painting - Interior/ estimates, reasonable
exterior. Quality work at a rates, city sewers, septic
reasonabie price Guar re- systems, bacithoe service,
peat, stucco/plaster repair. etc. Your business apprewallpapering. Free esti- ciated! 753-4200.
mate. 753-3629
R B MITCHELL PAVING.
BUSINESS/Residential Driveways, parking lots a
cleaning. Also window specialty. Over 30 years
washing. 435-4146 or experience 753-1537,
753-1221
753-4897

S-

e• •
Now that, we . are. entering our "garage sale season.
'
e w ant-yott:to be informed on our polici(..
We do work 2 days in advan.ce to better s(1.v,.
you. Deadlines are 3P.M. Mon.-Fri. and
on Sat. Yard sales do have to be paid in advance
and are $7.50 per day. ,
For assistance call, 753-19In or come hv
Miierray

classified department.

Ledger & Times

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

KkO'BILE

Poison Control ASHLEY

9
1_

(CO 2)753-0698

753-7588

We Clean Anything, Anywhere. Anytime
405 S. 4th Murra , Kentucky 42071

1!
7

Gentry =Mg o

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

Pet.

Phone 435-4268
Wra Geniry
Pt 4 Sol 177k Iliurroy, Ky. 42071

1

753-6952

_

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100

DIAL CONSTRUCTION
No Job Too Small'
Remodeling. Decks. Garages & Additions

436-5272

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

alo

Septic Tanks & Sewers
Call Us Anytime

759-4685

WASHING,
INC.- -

489-2739

ALPHA BUILDERS
Remolding. rsges, decks, pordes Hone rroinirnancr

489-2303

call: 753-1916
I1onda0-rida% 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
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Martin remembered as 'tomboyish
charm and vibrancy' on stage

Paneifiiiishes interviewing candidates
for state's first education commissioner
LOU19)/ILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
selection panel has finished interviewing candidates for Kentucky's
first education commissioner and
expects to name the four finalists
on Tuesday.
The six-member Education Management Selection Commission
completed its interviews of candidates during the weekend for the
new school chief. The job was
established as a key element of the
education overhaul the General
Assembly passed this year.
The commission is required to
reach a unanimous final decision.
Commission Chairman William
McAnulty said a list of proposed
finalists could change when the
panel votes before the announcement in Frankfort. Although the
commission would not release
names of the tentative finalists,
McAnulty said all four were white
males.
All now work in elementary and
secondary education, McAnulty
said. Each has an "extensive background" in their specialties,
including instruction, curriculum
and management, he said.
"I can only say that they're all
eminently qualified people," he
said.
The 1990 Education Reform Act,
passed after the state Supreme
Court declared Kentucky's educational system unconstitutional, calls
for the commissioner to take office
Jan. I. The new official will
replace the elected superintendent
of public instruction as the state's
chief school administrator.
McAnulty, a Louisville lawyer
and former circuit judge, said the
panel had narrowed the candidates
from more than 120 applicants to
14 semifinalists. The selection
committee consists of three people
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson appointed
and three members legislative leaders selected.

The four prospective finalists got
second-round interviews at the
O'Hare Hilton in Chicago. Those
talks dealt with lingering concerns
and with information the panel
received since the first interviews,
McAnulty said.
McAnulty said he hoped a
week's delay between his
announcement of the finalists and
the naming of the new commissioner would give the news media time
to check their backgrounds.
One of the topics during the
weekend interviews, McAnulty
said, was a lawsuit state Superintendent of Public Instruction John
Brock has vowed to file.
Brock announced last week that
he would sue to restore "meaningful" duties and pay to the superintendent's office. He said the General Assembly had no authority to
strip a constitutional office of its
powers.
Under the school-reform law, the
commissioner would assume all of
Brock's duties. The superintendent's salary would drop from
$63,462 to $3,000 in January 1992,
when Brock's term ends.
The four finalists all "indicated
a willingness to work with Dr.
Brock" regardless of whether he
files suit, McAnulty said.
McAnulty, who is black, said he
was not concerned about the lack
of women or minorities among the
finalists. The committee members,
he said, "were sensitive to the
inclusiveness issue" but felt they
were "going forward with the best
people in this group" of applicants.
He said the 14 semifinalists
included one black woman, one
Hispanic woman and 12 white men.
The entire group of applicants,
he said, "was a quality pobl, which
has made it all the tougher to get to
this point." Most applicants nominated themselves, while a consultant firm sought the others out, he
said.

Services for Miss Riki Lynn
Evans were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Steve Koch and
the Rev. David Brasher officiated.
Music was by Juanita Lee and Bobbie Burkeen, singers, and Teresa
Suiter, pianist.
Active pallbearers were Jody
Gallimore, Phillip Carter, Mark
McClard, Danny Warren, Jeff
Schwartz and Jeff Johnson.
Honorary pallbearers were Derek
Robertson, Billy Adams, Vee Jay
Cohoon and Paul Carter.
Burial was in Old Salem

Final rites for Brian Chappell
were Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Susan AllsopAtkinson bfficiated. The King's
--Sons provided the music.
Pallbearers were Terry Down,
James Dowdy, Rodney Young,

011ie J. Brown, 89, Bardwell,
died Friday at 9:15 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
A retired mechanic, he was a
member of Berkley Baptist Church.
He was the son of the late Effie
Brown and Sally Moore Brown.
Two sons, Bobby Brown and Russell Brown, also preceded him in
death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Essie Allen; two daughters, Mrs.
Judy Kruger, Metropolis, Ill., and

following year after the birth of
son Larry Hagman, who plays J.R.
Ewing on "Dallas."
Martin left Texas to pursue a
LOS ANGELES — Mary Martin
Cemetery.
was remembered upon her death singing career in California and
Miss Evans, 17, Rt. 8, Murray, for a tomboyish charm and vibran- made her debut as the Trocadero
died Friday at 1:10 p.m. at Murray- cy that lit up the stage whether she nightclub in Hollywood. It was
Calloway County Hospital.
flew high in "Peter Pan" or sang there she was seen by producer
A junior at Calloway County to children in "The Sound of Charles Schwab, who put her in
Cole Porter's "Leave It to Me."
High School, she attended St. Music."
The musical, which opened on
Matthew Lutheran Church at BenMartin, one of the New York
ton. She was born Oct. 13, 1973, in theater's leading ladies for more Broadway in 1938, made her a star.
Murray.
than 30 years, died of cancer Satur- Each night she stopped the show
Survivors are her parents, Joe day at age 76 at her home in
by doing a coy striptease while
Bruce and Judy Thompson Evans, Rancho Mirage.
singing the musical's best-known
Rt. 8, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Ginsong, "My Heart Belongs to
The actress captivated audiences
ger Hale and husband, Mark, and
Daddy."
with her spunk and her joyous
grandmother, Mrs. Culista Thomp- singing in such Broadway musicals
Martin journeyed to California
son, Murray; four uncles; seven as "South Pacific," "The Sound
for a series of less-than-memorable
cousins.
movie musicals and married story
of Music," "I Do! I Do!" and
editor
Richard Halliday in 1940.
"Leave It to Me."
"Vibrant, exciting and always They had one daughter, Heller.
Halliday died in 1973.
full of life, Mary gave her millions
Jithbo Burke, Tracy Rudolph, Scott of fans the world, over some of the
Martin was seriously injured in a
Garland and Robbie Noble.
1982 taxi accident in San Francisco
and thrilling
memorable
most
Burial was in Springdale Cemet- moments in the history of enterthat killed her manager.
ery at Sebree.
Her last show, "Legends!"
lady
first
former
said
tainment,"
Mr. Chappell, 20, Rt. 7, Murray, Nancy Reagan, who appeared with
opened in 1986 with Carol Chandied Thursday at 2:20 p.m. in a her in the 1946 musical "Lute
ning her co-star. It didn't make it
traffic accident on Highway 121 Song."
to Broadway. "It's one show I
North near Stella.
didn't like," Martin said. She did it
"The bright light and good cheer
that Mary brought to the world will "because Larry said to me,
not fade merely because of her 'Mother, you've been off long
absence," said William Hammers- enough.'"
Mrs. Mary Lou Paschall, Murray; tein, son of Oscar Hammerstein II,
Martin is survived by her son
three sons, Bill Brown, Paducah, who wrote the lyrics for "South and daughter, six grandchildren
Keithley Brown, bardwell, and Pacific" and "The Sound of and one great-grandchild.
Luke Allen Brown, Metropolis, Ill.; Music."
Funeral arrangements were not
12 grandchildren; 20 greatMartin won a Tony Award for immediately known.
grandchildren; four great-great- her 1949 portrayal of the naive
grandchildren.
Army nurse Nellie Forbush in
The funeral was today at 10 a.m. "South Pacific." •Martin sang
in the chapel of Milner Funeral some of Rodgers and HammersHome, Bardwell. Dr. A.J. Lambert tein's most buoyant and warmofficiated.
hearted songs, including "A CockBurial was in Roselawn
eyed Optimist," "I'm in Love with
Cemetery.
a Wonderful Guy" and "I'm Gonna Wash That Man Right Outa My
Industrial Average..,.........+ 11.88 5
Hair" — during which she washed
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her hair on stage .for 1,000
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a
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belongs to Julie Andrews, who got
field sobriety test, police said.
the part in the movie, while the ‘Ingersoll Rand
Burnette refused to take a
3234 + 1
Breathalyzer test, according to the part of Nellie Forbush in the film
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incident report.
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television.
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Snap-On Tools
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my life, I wanted .to be
"All
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Peter Pan," Martin once said. "My
Church.
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I don't think
next.
do
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going
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Group II of CWF of First Christever surprised my parents.
ian Church will meet at 2 p.m. in anythingalways doing something
I was
‘;
church parlor.
strange — like at 5, jumping off
c2041-ditional Information Available
Upon Request.
garage. I wanted to fly, and all
Events at First Baptist Church the
did was break my collarbone."
I
will include Mothers' Day Out and
"Peter Pan" opened on BroadC.7
General WMU meeting at 9:30 way in 1954 and ran for 152 perr • c)
a.m.
formances. It was televised live on
,
NBC in 1955 and 1956. Martin
Groups of First Baptist Church won Tony and Emmy awards for
Women will meet as follows: Dor- the role.
othy Group with Lucy Parker at 11
With the advent of videotape and
a.m.; Bea Walker Group with Anne
NBC taped "Peter Pan" in
color,
Vinson at 7:30 p.m.
1960 and last broadcast it in 1989.
A videocassette was released this
year.
Martin was born in Weatherford,
Texas, and married Benjamin Hagman in 1930. They divorced the

Burnette's arraignment postponed
VERSAILLES, Ky. (AP) — Agriculture Commissioner Ward
"Butch" Burnette's scheduled

Cavalry.
SAUDI ARABIA, — CHANGE OF COMMAND CEREMONY — Members of the Army's 1st
durcolors
the
present
uniforms
cavalry
century
Division Support Command color guard dressed in 19th
comthe
turned
Burch
E.
Harold
Col.
desert.
Saudi
the
in
Sunday
ing change of command ceremonies on
mand of the unit over to Col. Richard J. Fousek. The 1st Cavalry is based in Fort Hood, Texas.
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Teacher of Year gets excited about school
versity of Kentucky and earned his
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Tim
master's degree from Xavier UniMoore, Kentucky's newest Teacher
versity in Cincinnati.
of the Year, says he tries to convey
As part of its selection process,
his love of teaching to his northern
the Kentucky Department of EduKentucky students with a warm
cation sought nominations from the
greeting or a tuneful whistle.
state's 176 school districts. The
Simon
at
The history teacher
Kenton High School in Indepen- "In Honor of Excellence" ceredence, received his award for 1991 mony is sponsored jointly by the
at the Governor's Mansion on Kentucky Educational Foundation
Inc. and the state Education
Saturday.
Moore, who has spent 18 years Department.
The featured speaker at the cereas a classroom teacher, all in the
same position, says he still gets mony at the Farnham Dudgeon
Civic Center was Barbara Hines
excited about his job.
"After 18 years the thrill and Hester of Ballard High School in
anticipation of a new school year Louisville, who was the 1990 Kenstill excite me," he said. "Be it in tucky Teacher of the Year.
Moore will represent Kentucky
my step, a particular tune I may
whistle, or by the cheerful greeting in competition for the National
I extend in the morning, I let the 1991 Teacher of the Year.
students know I love my job and
NOTICE
consider it important."
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
Moore has been a participant in
GRAVEL AND DIRT
regional and state seminars and has
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
been involved in a variety of ar.tivMechanically Removed
ities at Simon Kenton High School.
24" Deep Free Estimates
He has been a senior class sponsor,
Treated Cross Ties
the girls softball coach, the "Voice
435-4343 Bob Kemp
with
of the Pioneers" and works
Of
students.
at-risk
r - nig Bob Kemp Jr.
Moore graduated from the Uni-

.

Winning the elementary Kentucky Teacher of the Year honor
was Jackie Bellman, a fourth-grade
teacher at Nicholasville Elementary
School in Jessamine County.
The middle school Kentucky
Teacher of the Year was Joyce
Sherman Eckert, an eighth-grade
earth science teacher at South Oldham Middle School in Crestwood.

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning

Blalock-Coleman
Gold, 4 door, 30,XXX miles,
one owner, V-8, cruise, tilt,
AM/FM cassette stereo, P.S.,
P.W P.L., vinyl roof.

Funeral Home, Inc.

Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
753-68(
713 South Fourth St.
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